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Abstract

A High-Speed Parallel Pipeline A/D Converter Technique in CMOS

by
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Doctor of Philosophy in

Engineering — Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California at Berkeley

Professor Paul R. Gray, Chair

Within electronic signal processing, analog-to-digital conversion is a key function

required to interface between "real-world" analog signals and digital computers. The

particular focus of this research is a resolution of7-10 bits and a sampling frequency of

50-100 megasamples per second (MS/s). Example applications are high-speed waveform

acquisition, HDTV, image processing, and digital communications. Monolithic integrated

circuit (IC) solutions with these sample rate and resolution specifications alreadyexist in

bipolar technology, for example, the folding and interpolation architecture. In CMOS,

however, the speed has been limited to about 50 MS/s. The motivation for CMOS is the

high levels of integration possible — the ultimate goal is to integrate the A/D converter

(ADC) on the same IC as adigital signal processor in order to implement acomplete

analog/digital (A/D) interface. In summary, the key objectiveof this work is to achievethe

maximumpossible A/D converter throughput, withreasonable power and area, in CMOS.

This research proposes anew architecturefor high-speedA/Dconversion in CMOS

consisting of aparallel time-interleaved array of pipelined ADC's: aparallel pipeline

array. The workbuilds on and combines twoexisting concepts in A/D architectures:

(a) pipelined multistage ADC's and (b) parallel time-interleaved converter arrays.
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Integrated circuit realizations of pipeline architectures have received considerable

attention over the last five years; specifically, CMOS implementations employing

switched-capacitor (SC) techniques. A major portion of this dissertation is devoted to a

detailed review and exposition of the operation of pipelinedmultistage ADC's at both the

algorithm/dc transfer characteristic level and the implementation level. Error sources and

nonidealities are discussed, with particular focus on SC approaches. Furthermore, a

generalized approach to analysis of multistage A/D conversion is described, which is

applicable to a large class of ADC architectures.

The use of parallelism and time-interleaving in A/D converter architectures is well

known: the basic concept is to increase throughput by means of multiple parallel signal

paths. A very high performance data acquisition system has been reported by HP in

bipolar and GaAs technologies; Black and Hodges have described a parallel array of

successive-approximation converters. However, this is the first time that the concepts of

pipelining and parallelism have been combined in an ADC topology.

Performance limitations for parallel pipeline ADC's fall into two main categories:

(i) problems associatedwith the use of parallelism and (ii) problems associated with the

limited speed of the individual channel.

First, a major problem associated with the use of parallelism is that the hardware cost

increases in direct proportion to the numberof parallel paths. In orderto keep power and

area reasonable to facilitate implementation on a single IC, key resources such asresistor

strings, bias circuitry, and clockgeneration circuitry are shared overthe array. Another

important issue arising from the use of parallelism is the difficulty of path matching in the

analog domain. Offset, gain, and timing mismatches between the multiple channels give

rise tofixed pattern effects, which in the frequency domain are manifested as spurious

harmonics. These tonesoccurat multiples of the individual channel sampling frequency,

in the case of offset mismatch, and as sidebands around multiples of the channel sampling

frequency, in the case ofgain and timing mismatches, respectively. A detailed review of
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the effects of these inter-channel mismatches at the signal processing level is presented,

including quantitative analysis and qualitative intuitive interpretations. At the circuit

implementation level, in order to minimize the effect of mismatches, techniques are

employedsuch as theuseof acommon resistor string DAC for all thechannels and theuse

of appropriateautozeroing.

Second, within eachchannel, the speedofanindividualSC pipeline ADC is limited by

the closed-loop settling time of the sample-and-hold (S/H) and interstage residue

amplifiers. To address this issue, an analytical approach to the design of any single-stage

op amp for maximum speed inagiven CMOS technology is described in detail. For circuit

realization, the op amp topology used is a simple andintrinsically fast, mostly-NMOS,

fully-differential, non-folded cascode operational transconductance amplifier.

A prototype parallel pipeline array ADC consisting of a time-interleaved combination

of four SC pipelinedmultistage ADC's was implemented in a l-[\m CMOS technology

and 8-bit resolution at a sample rateof 85 MS/s was obtained; this is the fastest 8-bit

CMOS ADC reported to date. Signal-to-Noise-plus-Distortion was 41 dB for an input

sinusoid of 40 MHz.

The contributions of this thesis are a survey and detailed review of multistage A/D

conversion architectures; a generalized analytical approach for multistage ADC's; a

systematic procedure for speed optimization of SC gain stages; a unified treatment of the

effects in the signal processing domain of offset, gain, and timing mismatches in parallel

channels; introduction andexperimental demonstration of a new ADC topology — the

parallel pipeline array; and insights into the key tradeoffs and limitations associated with

the use of parallelism in A/D converter architectures.

Paul R. Gray, Chair
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.0 OVERVIEW

Within electronic signal processing, analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion is a key

function required to interface between "real-world" analog signals and digital computers.

An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) performs three conceptually distinct operations.

First, it samples a continuous-valued, continuous-time input signal to give a discrete-time

signal. Second, it amplitude-quantizes that signal to one of a number of (usually

equally-spaced) levels giving a discrete-valued signal.Third, it assigns a code or label to

that level — usually a binary digital word.

There are many ways to categorize ADC's. One is in terms of key attributes such as

• resolution — number of bits,

• speed — number of samples per second,

• latency — number of clock cycles per conversion,

• input range — allowable range (in volts) of the analog input signal.

Note that in this dissertation the terms ADC speed, sampling rate, samplingfrequency,

and throughput are used interchangeably.

An alternative viewpoint,whichcouldbe said to constitute auser- orsystem-view, is to

think in terms ofperformance andcost. In general, performance relates to functional

characteristics such as speed, inputbandwidth, number of bits of resolution, dynamic

range, etc. Cost usuallyrelates to quantities suchas powerdissipation andchip area.

Circuit fabrication technology, whether CMOS, BiCMOS, bipolar, GaAs, or hybrid, is

alsoa key contributor to cost, andthroughout this dissertation technology choice issues

are addressed whenever relevant. The user of an A/D converter may be a board-level

system designer usinga standalone ADC,oraVLSI system designer usinganADC block

inside a more complex chip.The main focus of the useris with the system context and

application, and the primary concern is, therefore, does the A/D converter meet the system
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requirements and at what cost? Other important considerations include: how hardis it to

drive the ADC? how many precision external components arerequired? how difficult is it

to test? Depending on the targeted market,other factors such as implementation

complexity and its implications fordesign time and product time-to-marketmay merit

attention also.

A third view is that of the A/D designer who categorizes ADC's according to circuit

architecture within a taxonomy of topologies — e.g., flash, two-step flash, pipeline,

successive approximation, A-Z, etc. This viewpoint motivates questions such as: which

architecture gives the best throughput perunit poweror area for a given technology? or

which topology gives the lowest power, fora given speedrequirement, assuming that both

CMOS and BiCMOS technologies of specific device performance characteristics are

available?

Finally, a related hybrid view is that of the system-focused, mixed-signal IC designer

who — as well as asking the question does the ADC meet the requirements with minimum

cost — might also ask: are there modifications possible in other partsof the system, either

at the chip level or signal processing level, which might lessen some stringent A/D

requirements? or what is the most appropriate ADC implementation, given the nature of a

particular system function? Obviously, in this dissertation only some of these topics are

addressed. However, the purpose of these introductory paragraphs is to acknowledge the

existence of a broad spectrum of issues and considerations that impact the design of

monolithic ADC's.

Clearly, in the parameter space of speed-resolution-power-technology, many

different converter algorithms, architectures, and topologies exist. The particular focus of

this research is a resolution in the range 7-10 bits, speed of 50-100 megasamples per

second (abbreviated henceforth to MS/s), and implementation on a single integrated

circuit (IC) using CMOS technology. There is an ever-increasing need for monolithic
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ADC's with these resolution and sample rate specifications for such applications as

waveform acquisition, instrumentation, digital video and High-Definition TV (HDTV)

[5], [139], [142], [149], radar, robotics, industrial and medical imaging, high-speed digital

communications [116], [117], [119], and data detection in the magnetic recording channel

[118], [19]. There is also a trend in manycommunications and signal processing systems

for the analog/digital interface to move closer to the signal source [102], necessitating

higherADC sample rates. Integrated circuit solutions with the abovespeedandresolution

capabilities already exist in bipolar technology — for example the folding and

interpolation architecture hasbeen shown to be an effective approach [107], [150]-[154].

However, in previous CMOS implementations, the speed has been limited to about

50 MS/s [52], [87]. A key motivation for CMOS is that higher levels of integration and

lower power are possible than in bipolarimplementations, and ultimately it would be

desirable to integrate the analog/digital interface function on the same IC as a digital

signal processor.

In summary, the motivation for this work is to maximize the ADC sample rate and

achieve a resolution of about 8 bits, with reasonable power and area, in CMOS. In order to

achieve these objectives, this research builds on two existing A/D converter architecture

concepts: pipelining and parallelism.

First, pipelined multistage ADC architectures have received considerable attention

over the last five years [71]-[76], [79]-[80], [110]-[111], [161]-[162]. They operate by

having a number of cascaded stages, eachof which performsa low-resolution A/D

conversion, a low-resolution D/A conversion, and a subtraction to give an analog

remainderor residue, which is amplified andpassed to the next stage.These stagescan be

configured to operate in a pipelined manner, i.e., the first stage operates on the most recent

input sample, and concurrently the second stage operates onthe gained-up residue from

the previous sample, etc.
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Second, time interleaving is a well-known idea for obtaining high throughput A/D

conversion by means of parallelism. If M ADC's are operated in a parallel

time-interleaved fashion, overall system sampling rate can potentially increase by the

same factor M. The concept of time-interleaving has been applied previously in very high

speed applications for instrumentation [109], [114], [141], and in an IC consisting ofan

array of successive-approximation ADC's [8].

This research proposes anew architecture for high-speed A/D conversion inCMOS

consisting ofaparallel time-interleaved array ofpipelined multistage ADC's — aparallel

pipeline array. This is the first time that the concepts ofpipelining and parallelism have

been combined in an A/D converter topology [21], [22].

Performance limitations for parallel pipeline ADC's fall intotwo categories:

(a) problems associated with the parallelism and (b) the throughput of the individual

pipelined channel, as shown schematically in Fig. 1.0. These issues are now addressed.

Parallel

pipeline

architecture

Parallelism

Pipelining

Matching of parallel

signal paths

Increased chip area

and power

Speed limited by

sample-and-hold and

interstage amplifiers

Fig. 1.0 Summary of key problems in the design of parallel pipeline ADC's.

Clearly, converter throughput is improved by the use of more parallelism in the signal

path,but the use of parallel signalpathsin ADC's hasreceived only limited application for
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two main reasons: (i) the difficulties of path matching and (ii) the dramatically increased

area and power required for the implementation.

First, theuseof parallelism in theanalog domain introduces problems due to

mismatches. Offset, gain, and timing mismatches between the multiple parallel signal

paths give rise tofixed pattern effects,which in the frequency domain are manifested as

spurious harmonics [8], [53], [105], [109]. Consider atime-interleaved A/Dsystem

consisting of M ADC's in parallel, with overall sampling rate Fs, and therefore each

individual path orchannel sampling at rate Fs/M. The presence of offset mismatches

results in undesired frequency components in the output spectrum at multiples ofthe

individual channel sampling frequency Fs/M. In the case of gain and timing mismatches,

the undesired components occur as sidebands centered around multiples of Fs/M. In this

work, these effects are minimized by appropriate offset correction and gain matching

techniques. (Note that the precise effects of gain and timing mismatches are somewhat

different — this is elucidated later.)

Second, a key problem associated with parallel time-interleaved A/D converters is

hardwarecost. To date, the use of such architectures in monolithic integratedcircuit

ADC's has been limited due to the greatly increased silicon arearequired. However, if

hardware resources areshared across the multiple channels, then it is possible to keep area

and power reasonable. In this way hardwarecost does not increase in direct proportion to

the number of channels.

The new parallel pipeline architecture described in this dissertation alleviates many of

the above difficulties by employing a number of approaches and circuit techniques,

described in more detail in the following chapters. These include sharing of circuitry such

as bias circuits and resistor strings over all channels; minimization of fixed pattern noise

effects due to inter-channel mismatches by appropriate autozeroing, and by the use of a

common resistor string DAC for all the channels; use of digital error correction to ease
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comparator accuracy requirements; and an on-chip delay-locked loop (shared over the

multiple channels) for generation of low-jitter, multiphase sampling clocks.

Another major performance limitation relates to theindividual channel throughput:

within each channel, given that theimplementation employs aCMOS, switched-capacitor

approach, the operating speed ofeach pipeline ADC is limited bythe speed of the input

sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit and the interstage residue amplification circuits [71], [73].

The speed of these blocks isdetermined bythe closed loop settling time of an operational

amplifier (op amp): this therefore constitutes the key circuit design challenge for pipeline

ADC's.This issueis addressed (a) by choosing a simple, and hence intrinsically fast, op

amp topology — afully-differential, mostly NMOS, non-folded cascode circuit and (b) by

employing analytical techniques, supported byextensive simulation, tochoose the S/H

and interstage gain amplifier parameters in order to give theoptimum speed possible

within the available CMOS technology.

A prototype 8-bit 4-channel parallel pipeline ADChas been designed and fabricated in

a l-p,mVLSI CMOS technology [21], [22]. Measured results havedemonstrated that8-bit

resolutionat a sampling rateof 85 MS/s hasbeen achievedmaking this the fastest 8-bit

CMOS ADC reported to date. Signal-to-Noise-plus-DistortionRatio (SNDR) was 41 dB

for an input sinusoid of40 MHz.

1.1 STRUCTURE OF DISSERTATION

The outline of the thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2 contains a broad overview of the applications of high-speed ADC's and

gives the research context forthis work. First, some important andinteresting applications

are described, andthen some general issues and trends in mixed-signal IC system design

are considered. Finally, the performance characteristics of somerecently-reported

monolithic, high-speed, medium-resolution ADC's arepresented and discussed.
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In Chapter 3, pipelined multistage ADC architectures are reviewed. The chapter
includes an exposition of converter algorithm and coding issues, dc characteristics, digital
error correction techniques, and error sources. Implementations and the associated

nonidealities are also described, with primary focus on switched-capacitor approaches.

Chapter 4builds on the material presented in Chapter 3and proposes ageneralized,
systematic approach for analyzing multistage A/D systems. This allows many issues such
as digital correction and non-binary radix architectures to be considered within acommon

unified framework. There is also some discussion of calibration techniques.

Before describing the parallel pipeline architecture in detail, two important relevant

topics are discussed independently in the next two chapters: (a) settling time optimization
ofsingle-stage MOS op amps and (b) general system issues relating to mismatches in
parallel analog channels.

Chapter 5presents an analysis and optimization ofsettling time in switched-capacitor

gain stages used in pipeline ADC's, and addresses the problem ofhow to design such a

stage in atechnology-limited way. The focus is primarily asingle-pole model, with some

allusion to second-order system analysis.

In Chapter 6, the issue of mismatches between multiple parallel analog signal paths is

considered, and some analytical approaches are presented to examine the effects of gain,

offset, and timing mismatches, both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Chapter7 reviews previous uses of parallelism in A/D converters, and then describes

the key circuit and system implementation aspects of the parallel pipeline architecture, in

particular the combination of pipelining and time-interleaving, andits implications.

Performance limitations andthe proposed solutions are discussed. Some issues concerning

generation of multiphase sampling clocks are addressed also.

In Chapter 8, experimental results from a prototype chip are presented, and finally

Chapter 9 contains a summary of the work and conclusions.



Chapter 2 Monolithic, High-Speed,

Medium-Resolution ADC's — Review

of Applications and Recent Trends

2.0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a general applications background and context for research on

monolithic, high-speed, medium-resolution A/Dconverters. First, some applications of

high-speed ADC's are described in Section 2.1. This section is not intended tobea

comprehensive review: rather, itconstitutes asampling of important applications, and

provides some background. Section 2.2 discusses some recent trends in mixed-signal

design which impact A/D converters. Finally, inSection 2.3, recent developments in

monolithic ADC's are described.

2.1 APPLICATIONS

2.1.0 Overview

As stated in Chapter 1, A/D conversion is aubiquitous function required in amyriadof

applications. In this section, the focus is on describing applications of medium-resolution,

high-speed A/D converters. The word"medium" is interpreted here as a resolution of

6-10 bits, and the term "high-speed ADC" is defined (somewhat arbitrarily) to mean

operating at a sample rateof 1 MS/s or higher. The applications for ADC's with these

characteristics are classified into three main groups: (i) high-speed data acquisition,

(ii) digital video, TV, imaging, and (iii) in a broad sense, "digital communications".

2.1.1 High-Speed Data Acquisition

High-speed data acquisition is the traditional application for fast A/D converters.

Instrumentation applications such as waveform digitizers and digital sampling
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oscilloscopes require arbitrarily high sample rates toobserve fast single-shot events. This

is thedomain of relatively expensive technologies as exemplified by GaAs [109],

high-speed bipolar [63], [64], [90], [109], [114], [141], and hybrid implementations [109],

[114], [141]. Cost is usually notthe dominant consideration. Because of the requirement

for highest possible speed, this area has traditionally been where parallel, time-interleaved

A/D converter architectures havebeenemployed. The current state-of-the-art is an 8-bit,

8-GS/s data acquisition system [93], which iscomposed of four interleaved 2-GS/s hybrid

microcircuits. Each hybrid contains asampler chip, passive filters, and two dual 500-MS/s

8-bit bipolar ADCchips (i.e., two ADC's oneach of the twochips). Thus, theentire

8-GS/s system comprises sixteen interleaved A/D converters. Some further examples and

discussion of parallel time-interleaved ADC topologies are given in Section 7.1.1.

2.1.2 Digital Video, TV, Imaging

This section first describes applications specific to video and TV. Some broaderissues

are then considered, and finally other imagingapplications are briefly summarized.

Digital Video and TV: There are three ways to represent color information [100]; these

are now reviewed in the context of conventional TV.

1. The first method entails using a full-bandwidth signal for each of the three primary

color components — Red, Green, and Blue (RGB). An example of this usage is a color TV

camera, which contains a sensor that generates three analog voltages related to the RGB

intensities. In PC's and workstations, and computer graphics environments, the primary

colors arerepresenteddigitally in the screenmemory, and areconverted to analog levels to

drive the color CRT screenusing video DAC's, RAMDAC's, etc. In the digitaldomain, the

RGB signals are usually represented by 8-bit digital words, hence the term"24-bit color".

2. Often video processing takes advantage of some properties of the humanvisual system

in order to avoid transmitting full-bandwidth RGB signals. Specifically, the eye is more

sensitive to luminance (brightness) information than to chrominance (color) information,
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and so linear combinations of the RGB components areused, chosen in such a way that

the full bandwidth is needed only on the luminance signal, and less bandwidth is needed

for the chrominance signals. There are somehistorical reasons for this also; namely, to

maintain compatibility with monochrome systems. One such mode of color representation

employs three signals known as color difference components, which are linear

combinations of the RGB components, and are referred to asthe luminance (Y) andthe

color difference signals (R-Y) and (B-Y) — usually denoted by Pr and Pb, respectively.

For digital video processing, the widely-used CCIR 601 standard specifies that the

luminance is sampled at 13.5 MS/s and thetwocolor difference signals at6.75 MS/s, all at

8-bit resolution. These ratios of sampling frequencies are referred to as"4 : 2 : 2". The

sample rates correspond toa525-line, 60-field/s system with 858 samples (720 active) per

total line for luminance. This format is used in studio processing and non-broadcast digital

video applications. Notethat the sample rates of 13.5 MS/s and 6.75 MS/s were chosen to

be compatible with both NTSC and PAL composite formats discussed next.

3. For transmission and broadcasting, a compositecolor format such as NTSC or PAL is

used.Compositecoloruses a single channel with the luminance component occupying the

full bandwidth and two lower-bandwidth color difference signals being transmitted in the

same frequency spectrum using Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) about a color

subcarrier frequency Fsc. The standard NTSC video signalhas a bandwidth of about

4.2 MHz [11] and Fsc is 3.57954525 MHz. It is usually sampled at a rateequal to four

times the color subcarrier frequency — i.e., 14.3 MS/s. For the PAL standard used in

Europe, the luminance bandwidth is about 5.5MHz, Fsc is 4.43361875 MHz, and 4FSC

gives a sample rate of 17.7 MS/s. Note that there is a significant system advantageto

samplingat 4FSC since it greatly simplifies the demodulation process in discrete time by

only requiring the values sin(nrc/2), i.e., -1,0, +1,0, -1,0,..., etc. [100]. This is a

general property of QAM schemes, and arises also in Section 2.1.3 in the discussion of

digital radio receivers.
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High Definition TV: HDTV has agreatly increased spatial resolution as compared to

conventional TV, and requires a correspondingly higher electrical signal bandwidth.

Specifically, it employs (a) approximately twice the horizontal resolution, (b) twice the

vertical resolution, and (c) awider aspect ratio — 16:9 as compared to4:3 — resembling a

movie theater format. Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) sensors for use in HDTV cameras

have been reported with 70 dB dynamic range [1], [2]. HDTV quality is approximately

equivalent to 35-mm motion picture film as projected in a typical theater [115], and it is

likely that HDTV as amedium will beused for film production and also for high-end

applications such as publishing. The luminance bandwidth is approximately 30 MHz, and

the proposed standards suggest sampling at 74.25 MS/s. A professional HDTV digital

video tape recorder (VTR) for studio use has been described in which aluminance signal

is sampled at74.25 MS/s, and two color-difference signals are sampled at 37.125 MS/s,

all at 8-bitresolution, giving a total data rate of 1.2 Gb/s [149]. At present, the most likely

scenario is that an all-digital HDTV standard will be adopted in the U.S. [160]. Further

details on system specifications and signal processing issues may be found in [5], [139].

Some issues related to the use of 10 bits rather than 8 to take better advantage of the

dynamic range of HDTV CCD imagers are discussed in [142].

Some Broader Issues Related to Digital Video and TV Signal Processing: As a

medium, video has a number of characteristics that have a direct impact on ADC

architecture choice. First, in almost all applications, there are no particular latency

constraints on any signal processing operation. Second, the signal bandwidth of video,

which depends on the horizontal and vertical resolution, the frame rate, etc., is defined by

standards such as NTSC. Accordingly, the dynamic performance of ADC's at input

frequencies higher than thewell-defined peak bandwidth is usually not important.

Furthermore, in applications such as camcorders, inwhich the signal tobe digitized is the

output of aCCD, which isasampled-data analog signal and already inthe discrete-time

domain, the input bandwidth requirements on the ADC are greatly reduced [65], [84].
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Higher Integration Video Signal Processing IC's: In theconsumer desktop video

arena, there is a constantly growing demand, driven by cost requirements, for IC's with

greater levels of functionality and integration. Single-chip multimedia audio codecs

(Coder/Decoders) are now very common, and undoubtedly video codecs willbecome

increasingly widely used inmultimedia systems. Furthermore, following the emergence in

digital audio of ADC's and DAC's with greatly enhanced on-chip intelligence and DSP

functionality, such as on-chip compression/decompression, it seems reasonable that a

similar trend will occur in video applications such as videoconferencing and digital video

on personal computers, perhaps over the next 2-3 years, and initially in low-end,

cost-driven orlow-power applications. Some examples of this trend — albeit with

relatively modest DSP capability — are avideo signal processing IC incorporating three

27-MS/s 8-bit ADC's [40] and a digital NTSC decoder [103].

Other Digital Imaging Applications: There is awide variety of imaging applications

withrelatively little standardization orregulation, ranging from digitization of 35-mm

slides — e.g., asused in the Kodak Photo CD system— to high-quality professional

image processing applications using HDTV [6]. In real-time applications in robotics and

manufacturing that require functions such as machine-vision or pattern-recognition,

images are first captured, and then undergo various DSP-intensive operations — for

example, 2-D filtering — that finally result in object characterization or recognition [113].

Typical requirements are 8-bit resolution and speeds of 10-100 MS/s. Medical imaging

encompasses various types of diagnostic applications with a range of speed and dynamic

range requirements [12], [27]. The signal produced in ultrasound is an acoustic waveform

at a typical frequency of around 10 MHz, and requires a sample rate of 20-30 MS/s with a

resolution of 10-12 bits [102]. Other modalities such as Computed Tomography (CT) and

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) requiremuch higher resolutions such as 14-16 bits;

anotherimportant application is digitization of plain film (X-rays).
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2.1.3 Digital Communication

The third application area of A/Dconverters could broadly be described as digital

communication. A simplified butreasonably general block diagram view of the physical

layer of adigital communications ortelecommunications system, appropriate for both

baseband and passband modulation schemes, is shown in Fig. 2.0.

_rLTL_n_i
Bits in (coded)

Transmit
(TX)

Waveform after channel

Continuous-time filter

Bits out (coded)

_n_n_TL-

Receive
(RX)

^ming recoveryj
Fig. 2.0 Simplified system-levelview of signal processing required ina typical digital data

communications or telecommunications application.

The figure indicates the bits entering at the transmit (TX) end, and passing though

some digital processing and aD/A converter, before being sent through the "channel". A
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representation of the signal waveform corrupted by noise, distortion, intersymbol

interference (ISI), etc., is shown at the receive (RX) end.Typically, this received signal

goes through acontinuous-time analog amplification/filtering/equalization block before

being digitized by theADC. A timing-recovery loop is also indicated. This general

configuration is pertinent toawide variety of applications. In particular, some examples of

(i) wireless and (ii) non-wireless communications systems are nowdescribed briefly.

Digital Radio and Wireless Personal Communications: Recently there has been

explosive growth inthe areas of cordless and cellular phones, wireless LAN's, and

personal communication services all based on digital communication techniques [32].

There arealso a number of more traditional applications in digital radio such as long

distance digital microwave radio systems [96]. Another application is Global Positioning

System (GPS): examples of receiver architectures are described in [42], [98].

Passband Pulse AmplitudeModulation (PAM) schemes suchasQuadrature Amplitude

Modulation with M possible complex-valued symbols(M-QAM) are widely used to

maximize spectral efficiencyon the radio channel [68]. In the conventional, widely-used

heterodynesystem configuration, the receiver performs analog demodulation (in one or

two steps) of the Inphase (I) and Quadrature (Q) componentsof an Intermediate

Frequency (IF) signalbefore digitization. The IF center frequency FIF is typically in the

10's or 100's of MHz. However, all-digital architectures have been proposed [116], [117]

in which the IF signal is directly sampled at the rate Fs = 4FIF; this simplifies the

complex demodulation for the exact samereasons mentioned earlier for samplingat 4FSC

in TV signal processing. Of course this requires an A/D converter capableof operatingat

that sample frequency. In terms of resolution requirements, studies have indicated that

satisfactory SNR performance is possible for 256-QAM with 8-bit quantization [116].

Another illustration of the trends in wirelesscommunications systems is a novel

transceiver architecture incorporating theapproach of passband sampling, orsampling
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demodulation [120]. This has been proposed for areceiver front-end inaspread spectrum

based system for a portable multimedia terminal.

Commonly-used, standard IF frequencies such as 70 MHz, 85 MHz, 140 MHz, etc.,

which were previously the exclusivedomain of Surface AcousticWave (SAW) filters are

nowcoming into reach of CMOS and BiCMOS analog front-end IC's — note for example

the operating frequency of some of thedisk drive read channel chips — and this seems

likely to lead to higher levelsof integration in mixed-signal front-end IC's [119].

Simultaneously, theupper limit of "baseband" will tend to increase, driven by thedemand

for higher data-rate wireless communication and the trend towards higher bit-rate digital

radio modems. Clearly, thecombination of (a) increasing data-rate requirements,

(b) limited spectral resources, and(c) greatly increased usageof wirelesscommunications

services will continue to drive research and development in highdata-rate, highspectral-

efficiency, low-power, high-integration transceivers usingmixed-signal chips.

Finally, note that performing more signal processing in the digital domain allows

algorithms of far greater complexity to be implemented than with purely analog signal

processing, and leads to the capability of accommodating different data rates, modulation

formats such as M-QAM and trellis-coded modulation, different filter specifications, etc.

This is particularly important for communication channels where spectral efficiency and

capacity is important. In the cellular arena, code division multiple access (CDMA) has

received a lot of attention: issues regarding synchronization are addressed in [132].

High-Speed Data Communications: There is a plethora of high-speed wired, or

wireline, (as opposed to wireless) data communications and networking applications using

two principal media: (i) copper and (ii) coaxial cable.

The category "copper" includes various grades of shielded and unshielded twisted

pair. Current 10-Mb/s Ethernet will soon be superseded by significantly higher data-rate

LAN's driven by ever-increasing bandwidth requirements in, for example, networked
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multimedia systems andnetworked workstation environments. Schemessuchas 100Mb/s

Ethernet andCDDI(Copper Distributed Data Interface) are emerging, some of which will

use complex mixed-signal front-ends. Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) has

been proposed toutilize the existing telephone subscriber loop infrastructure to provide a

unidirectional "video-to-the-home" service [15]. At the receive end, this will require an

ADCsampling on theorder of a few MS/s with aresolution of 12-13 bits.

There is a vast existing cable TV infrastructure employingcoaxial cable, which has a

bandwidth on the orderof 500 MHz. The next-generation cableTV systems will feature

greatly enhanced multimedia-type services, possibly including interactive digital TV and

"video-on-demand", and will have many applications in medicine, business, education,

andentertainment, allof which may be seenas part of the evolution towards a national

"information super-highway" [36]. Suchsystems will require anintelligent "digital set-top

box" [159] with vastly increased functionality over the present-generation equivalent.

This unit will receive an analog signal from the cable and perform some type of

high-speed demodulation function, such as 64-QAM; this will involve sampling at a

resolution of 8-10 bits and at a rate of at least 10 MS/s, depending on the compression

scheme employed, the kind of data, etc. The resultant digital data will then be

decompressed to give NTSC. With the likely introduction of an all-digital HDTV standard

incorporating compression and a digital broadcast and transmission format such as

M-QAM, future systems will undoubtedly be based on HDTV, and demand a

correspondingly higher sample rate.

Although many of the above-mentioned systems arenot yet widely installed, it seems

inevitable that the areaof high-speed digital communication over coaxial cable will

provide fertile ground for innovation in high-integration, mixed-signal front-ends

incorporating some combination of a continuous-time filter, an A/D converter, anda

digital signal processing block,asdepicted generically in Fig. 2.0.
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Disk Drive Read Channel: Recently, the application of partial response signalingwith

maximum likelihood detection (PRML) to the magnetic recording channel has received

considerable attention [19], [118]. This DSP-based approach requires an A/D converter

typically with 6-bit resolution sampling at the channel data rate. Currently, the fastest

reported commercial implementation [108] is a 65-MHz IC implemented in a 6-GHz npn,

1-GHz pnp, BiCMOS process [123], and incorporating a 6-bit flash ADC using 64

comparators. It is clear that with magnetic storage densities continuing to increase [51],

there will be a trend towards higher data rates [16], [147] necessitating faster embedded

ADC's running at speeds significantly in excess of 100 MS/s. Keeping power

consumption reasonable will be a key issue.

2.2 SOME ISSUES AND TRENDS IN MIXED-SIGNAL IC DESIGN

This section discusses some general trends in mixed-signal IC's, all of which have an

impact on A/D converter design. In general there is a common thread linking these issues:

each is associated with system partitioning or system integration and the associated

cost/performance tradeoffs.

Location of the Analog/Digital Interface in Signal Processing Systems: There is a

continuing trend in complex signal processing systems for the "A/D interface to move

closer to the signal source" implying that instead of going through an entirely

continuous-time analog front-end, consisting of linear and nonlinear analog processing

that finally produces at its output a digital 1 or 0, the received signal undergoes some

analog processing and is then digitized and passedto a DSP. Some instances of this trend

are oversampling analog/digital front ends, direct (digital) demodulation, in which the

ADC is directly digitizing IF signals with demodulation being performed in the digital

domain, and baud-rate sampling for digital communications applications [102]. An

important issue is the flexibility, programmability, and ease of adaptability afforded by

performing signal processing in the digital domain as compared to in the analogdomain.
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Ever-Increasing Levels of Integration: There is a constant thrust towards higher levels

of integration, driven by the desire for the lower system cost that results from greater

functionality on a single chip. Fewer chips leadsto smallerboards and physically smaller

end products; in particular, this is true forhigh-volumeapplications. This trend is resulting

in highly-complex mixed-signal chips with ADC's embeddedas one block. CMOS and

BiCMOS have a clear advantage in this context because of their higher levels of

integration, andwill probably be the technologies ofchoice for large mixed analog-digital

chips, for example, in future wireless communications systems.

"Intelligent" A/D Converters: Another trend, which could be viewed as a specific case of

the more general trend discussed in the previous paragraph, is the emergence over the last

five years of "intelligent" monolithic ADC's — sometimes referredto as intelligent

interface components. These chips have a significant amount of on-board DSP capability,

control functionality, and programmability, incorporate on-chip calibrationof analog

components, and are typically implemented in CMOS. Hitherto, they have been targeted

for use in data acquisition applications at around 12-bit resolution and with sample rates of

a few hundred kS/s [25], [97], [101].

Design Complexity and Cost: Another important consideration is that althougha

mixed-signal IC solution may be more complex and require a longer design time than a

"brute-force" digital one consisting of a standalone A/D converter and a DSP chip, the

resulting (analog) implementation may be cheaper — less silicon area and/or less power

— when manufactured in quantities of millions. This is especially true for low- or

medium-resolution applications (6-8 bits). In these cases, matching of passive analog

components is often good enough. Of course, the same market forces in the PC and

consumer arenathat give rise to high volumes also tend to require rapid time-to-market! A

key system-level issue that must be resolved is where to do the system partitioning

between analog and digital, taking into account the associated costs.
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Noise/Couplina Between Analog and Digital: It is clear that the problems associated

with interference and couplingbetween the analog anddigital portions of a complex

mixed-signal IC, which arise from (a) capacitive coupling and (b) magnetic coupling due

to bonding wire and package inductance, merit careful attention atall levels of thedesign.

For example, atthedevice and process technology level [131], oneissue is thewidespread

useof epitaxial-based CMOS technologies using alow-resistivity p+ substrate, which

tends to exacerbate the noise coupling problem, ascompared to the higher-resistivity

substrates used previously. Careful modeling of the entireelectrical environment

including the package has beendescribed in the contextof a mixed-signal IC for a PRML

disk drive read channel [118]. Strategies at the system timing level for noise management

in A-2 A/D converters are described in [137]. Another trend is the increasing use of

on-chip decoupling capacitors. However, coupling considerations may limit the level of

integration in RF applications, and may motivate morewidespread adoption of other

interconnect technologies such as Multi-Chip Modules (MCM's).

System-Based Latency Constraints: For both embedded applications inside a large

mixed-signal chip and lower integration solutions, latency of the A/D converter becomes

an issue whenever a timing-recovery loop is present. For this reason, long pipelines with

many stages may not be acceptable. In the PRML disk drive readchannel implementations

reported by IBM [118], [108], the ADC topology employed is a 6-bit flash using 64

comparators — a minimum-latency approach. In other applications such as video

processing, latency is not a constraint. More broadly, this distinction could be used as a

means to differentiate the various applications classes.

Low Voltage and Low Power: Forportable systems, personal digital assistants, etc., low

power consumption is a critical issue, and will impact the analog circuit design. Initially,

dual-supply systems may be employed, but the trend towards operation at reduced

supplies will dictate that issues such as (i) design of low-voltage op amps and (ii) the

problem of turning on MOS switches in low-voltage electrical environments be addressed.
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Necessity fora Holistic System View: From theabove, it is clear that there is a large set

of applications where detailed attention to the interrelationship between system issues and

circuit issues is required [147]. An example of this approach involves examination of the

signal processing function being performed and the characteristics of the A/D interface in

a particular application, and determination of the appropriate ADC topology from these

system considerations [147]. The key point is that the resulting solutions implemented in

silicon are better if the "big picture" is considered from the outset. In summary, this

holistic system view takes account of the symbiotic relationship between the circuit-level

issues and the signal processing and algorithm issues.

2.3 RECENT TRENDS IN HIGH-SPEED MONOLITHIC ADC'S

Having reviewed some applications and system issues in the previous section, the

focus of this section is on issues and trends in monolithic A/D converters, including

architecture considerations and circuit design details. However, as mentioned above, it

should be borne in mind throughout this discussion that even though an ADC may be

viewed as a black box with particular specifications, in complex analog/digital interfaces

the suitability of a particular A/D topology and the relative importance of certain

performance characteristics depends on the system context. This is true for standalone

ADC's, and is especially relevant for an ADC embedded within a large mixed-signalchip.

In orderto provide some feeling for recenttrends in high-speed,monolithic ADC's,

some tables and graphs are given in this section comparing the performance of IC's

reported in the literature approximately overthe last five years, on the basis of speed,

power, architecture, etc. Initially thedata is categorized by technology; this is followed by

acomparison based on sample rate normalized to technology fT.

2.3.0 CMOS ADC's

In Fig. 2.1, resolution is plotted versus sample rate for some high-speed CMOS ADC's.
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Fig. 2.1 Resolution and speed of some recently-reported high-speed monolithic CMOS ADC's.

Additional details regarding these implementations are tabulated below.

Bits MS/s P(mW) L(um) Cin(pF) Architecture Source Year References

(a) 13 2.5 100 3.0 4.0 3 bits/stage pipeline UCB •90 [79], [801

(b) 10 15 95 0.8 — 4 bits/stage pipeline Hitachi '92 [88]

(c) 10 20 240 0.9 0.5 1 bit/stage pipeline AT&T '91 [75]

(d) 9 25 100 1.3 — Two-step subranging Hitachi '91 [58]

(e) 10 50 900 0.8 5.0 4 bits/stage pipeline NEC •92 [161], [162]

(f) 8 30 180 1.0 — Full flash Tl '91 [122]

(9) 8 40 105 1.4 11.0 Two-step subranging Sony '89 [31]

(h) 8 50 225 0.8 — Two-step subranging Hitachi •90 [87]

(I) 8 85 1100 1.0 2.0 Parallel pipeline UCB '92 [21], [22]

0) 6 125 200 1.5 — Full flash Mic. Netw. •92 [91]

(k) 8 20 200 2.0 16.0 Two-step subranging Hitachi '88 [86]

(I) 10 20 30 0.8 12.0 Two-step interpolation Matsushita *93 [65]
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Note that in the column for input capacitance (Cin),"—" indicates that the value of

Cin was not reported in the cited reference. The following are some general observations

based on the data for CMOS ADC's given in the above table.

For 8-bit resolution, the CMOS solution at sampling frequencies up to about 50 MS/s,

but in practice used more commonly in video applications at around 20 MS/s, is the

two-step, subranging architecture; for example, data points (g) and (h) in Fig. 2.1. (A

speed capability of 20 MS/s is appropriate for both of the standarddigital video sample

rates mentioned in Section 2.1.2, namely, 13.5 MS/s and 14.3 MS/s.) Since about 1988,

many papers have appeared in the literature on variations and refinements of the two-step,

subranging topology; in particular, from companies in Japan, including Sony [30], [31],

.Hitachi [58], [86], [87], Toshiba [145], [146], and Mitsubishi [45], [46]. These ADC's

have been used extensively in high-volume video and consumer electronics applications.

Some of the two-step, subranging architectures are considered further in Section 7.1.2,

and certain features that enable the high sample rates to be achieved are discussed.

One of the problems with the two-step architecture is that the input capacitance, while

low in comparison to thatof a full flash ADC, is stillrelatively high,often 10-16 pF. The

significantly lower input capacitance of the pipeline architecture is one of its key

advantages and leads to ease of driveability and overall ease of use. Note that for all the

CMOS ADC's discussed in this section, the input capacitance is a switchedcapacitance,

and somay also be viewed as being resistive, with resistance given by l/(FsCin).

A relatedproblem associated with the two-step subranging implementations is the

integrity of the sampling instant. First, there is adegradation due to sampling time

mismatch across the bank of comparators causing the effective sampling instantto be

poorlydefined. Second, at the transistor level, the actual sampling technique itself is often

sensitive to input-signal-dependent charge injection errors and not asrobust as in typical

pipeline implementations. These factors tend to resultin relatively poordynamic behavior.
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More detailed information on dynamic performance characteristics — specifically, the

Signal-to-Noise-plus-Distortion Ratio (SNDR) as a function of analog input signal

frequency — is now tabulated for some of the CMOS ADC's listed in the previous table,

and results from additional published implementations are included also. If SNDR

measurements were not reported, this is indicated by "—". Before considering this data, it

is worthwhile to recall that the SNR (in dB) of an ideal, distortionless, N-bit ADC when

digitizing a full-scale sinewave is (6N + 1.76).

Bits MS/s P(mW) L(um) Cin(pF) Architecture Signal/(Noise+Disto.) Source Ref.

10 15 95 0.8 — 4 bits/stage pipeline — Hitachi [88]

10 20 240 0.9 0.5 1 bit/stage pipeline
with S/H

5.0 MHz 60 dB

15.0 MHz 57 dB

19.9 MHz 55 dB

AT&T [75]

10 40 900 0.8 5.0 4 bits/stage pipeline 1.0 MHz 58.0 dB

5.0 MHz 56.6 dB

20.0 MHz 48.0 dB

NEC [162]

10 15 250 1.0 3.2 Two-step recycling 0.1 MHz 52 dB

7.5 MHz 45 dB

Univ.

Illinois

[129]

10 15 30 0.8 12.0 Two-step
interpolation

1.0 MHz 55 dB

3.5 MHz 50 dB

5.5 MHz 40 dB

Matsut. [65]

9 25 100 1.3 — Two-step subranging — Hitachi [58]

8 30 180 1.0 — Full flash with robust

sampling technique
1.2 MHz 45 dB

15.0 MHz 45 dB

Tl [122]

8 40 105 1.4 11.0 Two-step subranging — Sony [31]

8 20 50 1.0 10.0 Recycling two-step
subranging

2.0 MHz 45 dB

9.8 MHz 41 dB

Mitsub. [46]

8 20 50 0.8 — Two-step subranging — Toshiba [146]

8 50 600 1.0 1.5 Subtractor-type
two-step subranging
with S/H

10 MHz 49.3 dB

30 MHz 45.8 dB

50 MHz 41.7dB

NTT [52]

8 50 225 0.8 — Two-step subranging — Hitachi [87]

8 85 1100 1.0 2.0 Parallel pipeline 4 MHz 43.5 dB

10 MHz 43.1 dB

20 MHz 42.5 dB

40 MHz 40.5 dB

UCB [22]

8 20 200 2.0 16.0 Two-step subranging — Hitachi [86]

6 125 125 1.5 — Full flash, asynch. AZ — M. Net. [91]
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It is clear that the ideal SNDR is never achieved — the best that is attained is within

about 1-2 dB, and in most cases the deviation from ideal is much greater. Furthermore, in

many of the two-step subranging architectures, the SNDR falls off significantly (often by

6-10 dB) as the input signal approaches the Nyquist frequency Fs/2. Thus, the effective

number ofbits (ENOB) at high input frequencies is typically 1-2 bits less than the

nominal ADC resolution. Of course, it should be remembered that in certain applications,

this may not matter. In general, the pipeline architectures (including the implementation

described later in this dissertation) display very good SNDR behavior with increasing

input slew rates. Note that the full flash ADC chip reportedby TI [122] achieves good

high-frequency dynamic performance by adding— in front of each comparator— a fully

differential sampling network and employing a more robust sampling scheme that

eliminates signal-dependent charge injection errors.

In order to accommodate high input signal frequencies, and assuming that the source

impedance of the driving source is not the limit, it is clear that the higher the capacitance

presented by input acquisition/sampling circuitry, the lower must be the effective switch

on-resistance. However, realizing low MOSFET on-resistance entails using large devices,

which requires silicon area and consumes power in the associated clock driver circuitry.

Accordingly, better A/D converter dynamic performancetends to be associated with lower

input capacitance — which resultseither from (a) using a front-end S/H or (b) using a

multistage topology with a small number of bits per stage,which automatically leads to a

low input capacitance.

As implemented in the Sony and Hitachi papers, the two-step, subranging architecture

does not require any op amps. This enables relatively low power dissipation to be

achieved, and furthermore is an important consideration given the trend towards lower

power supply voltages, since op amp designbecomes very difficult with reduced supplies.

Some two-step flash architectures do contain a front-end S/H, but these implementations

tend to have relatively higher power: an example is the 8-bit, 50-MS/s, two-stage,
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subtractor-type, subranging ADC described in [52], which has a power consumption of

600 mW, but better SNDR.

To summarize the preceding discussion: a key point to note from the data presented

above is that speed and resolution alone do not tell the whole story, and are not always

sufficient in order to characterize ADC performance, especially if the application involves

input signals significantly above about Fs/20. Many papers do show the reconstructed

output on an oscilloscope from a beat frequency test, which is useful qualitative

information, but does not constitute the quantitative performance characterization

provided by SNDR as a function of input signal frequency.

The two-step subranging architecturehas been extended above 8 bits; for example, a

9-bit implementation is described in [58], and two-step recycling architectures have been

reported at the 10-bit level [128], [129],but in general as the resolution increases from 8 to

10 bits pipelined multistage architectures begin to appear more. The three 10-bit data

points indicated on Fig. 2.1 all use a pipeline approach. At higher resolutions, a 12-bit

two-step flash ADC using a recycling topology and employing self-calibration [61] has

been reported, and is in production. At this resolution, however, pipelined multistage

architectures have been demonstrated to have significant advantages in terms of reduced

hardware cost [79], [80].

It is noteworthy that many of the two-step subranging ADC implementations at 8-bit

resolution — especially for consumer electronics applications — do not use differential

signal paths. Clearly, there is a substantial hardware cost associated with a fully

differential implementation. Depending on the electricalenvironment and the application,

the common-mode noise rejection benefit from a fully differential signal path may not be

necessary. Standalone ADC's are usually required to accept a single-ended input. In

embedded ADC's, where the signal path is already differential for dynamic range and

power supply rejection reasons, it is often necessary to maintain a differential nature.
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2.3.1 Bipolar and BiCMOS ADC's

The performance characteristics of some monolithic A/D converters implemented in

bipolar technologies are tabulated below.

Bits MS/s P(W) Supplies fT(GHz) Architecture Source Year References

6 400 2.70 ±5.0 V 5.0 Analog encoding (folding) HP •84 [23]

6 30 0.012 +3.0 V 8.4 Full flash Hitachi •87 [47], [48]

6 2000 2.00 -5.2 V 25.7 Full flash NTT '88 [155]

6 1000 2.30 -5.2 V 13.0 2 interleaved flash ADC's Matsushita '91 [90]

8 50 0.30 +5.0 V 7.5 Folding and interpolation Philips '87 [150]

8 100 0.80 -5.2 V 9.0 Folding and interpolation Philips '88 [151]

8 650 0.85 -4.5 V 13.0 Folding and interpolation Philips *92 [152], [153]

10 300 4.00 -5.2 V 11.0 Interpolated-parallel Matsushita '92 [63], [64]

10 50 0.75 +5.0 V 3.0 2-stage (5+6) with folding Philips '92 [154]

10 75 0.80 ±5.0 V 4.0 2-stage (4+7) with folding UCLA '93 [20]

In general, for ADC sample rates of 50 MS/s or above,bipolarimplementations tend

to predominate. Particularly noteworthy is thefolding and interpolation architecture

developed and in production (at 8-bit resolution) by Philips [107], which has yielded

extremely high sample rates at moderate power levels. As may be seen, other architectures

employing the concepts of folding and interpolation have also been reported. The parallel

time-interleaved data acquisition systems reported by HP [109], [114], [93], have used

bipolar ADC's employing a folding, or analogencoding, approach in the individual signal

paths.
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Finally, some examples ofBiCMOS implementations are examined. Performance data

is listed below.

Bits MS/s P(mW) Supplies fT(GHz) L(um) Architecture Source Year Ref.

10 100 950 -5.0 V 11.0 0.8 Pipelined subranging NEC '93 [125]

10 30 750 ±5.0 V 7.5 1.2 Two-step interpolation Matsushita '90 [89]

10 20 1000 ±5.0 V 2.0 2.0 4 bits/stage pipeline AD '90 [111]

10 40 700 +5.0 V 9.0 0.8 Two-step subranging Toshiba '89 [144]

Relatively few high-speed standaloneBiCMOS ADC's have been reported. As may be

seen from the above tabulated data, the performance has not been particularly impressive,

and the power levels are relatively high. However, some complex mixed-signal chips

implemented in BiCMOS technologies have been reported that incorporate embedded

BiCMOS ADC's [118], [108].

2.3.2 Comparison of ADC Performance in Different Technologies

A comparison across technologies usually entails some compromises and

approximations, but often yields useful insights. One approach is to compare ADC

implementations of a certain resolution, on the basis of sample rate as a fraction of

technology fT. This metric, Fs/fT, does not take accountof power or hardware cost: it

simply gives a measure of how well the intrinsic speed of the technology is being utilized.

However, it is appropriate for this dissertation, since the objective of this work is to
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achieve the highest possible throughput for a given CMOS technology. In Fig. 2.2 below,

resolution is plotted against Fs/fT for all the previously listed examples. For CMOS, an

estimate of the NMOS fT is used based on the channel length, which gives an fT of 6 GHz

for a l-|imdevice [120]. It isassumed that the fT scales as 1/L2. For the BiCMOS

ADC's, the fT used is that of the bipolarnpn.
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Fig.2.2 Resolution plotted against speed normalized to technology fT for high-speed ADC's.
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Some details regarding these implementations are tabulated below. The data is

grouped by technology: CMOS, bipolar, and BiCMOS.

Bits MS/s P(mW) LorfT Architecture fT/Speed Source Year Ref.

CMOS

(a) 13 2.5 100 3.0 um 3 bits/stage pipeline 267 UCB '90 [80]

(b) 10 15 95 0.8 urn 4 bits/stage pipeline 625 Hitachi '92 [88]

(c) 10 20 240 0.9 um 1 bit/stage pipeline 370 AT&T •91 [75]

Jflh 9 25 100 1.3 um Two-step subranging 142 Hitachi '91 [58]

(e) 10 50 900 0.8 urn 4 bits/stage pipeline 188 NEC '92 [162]

(f) 8 30 180 1.0 um Full flash 200 Tl '91 [122]

(9) 8 40 105 1.4 um Two-step subranging 77 Sony *89 [31]

(h) 8 50 225 0.8 um Two-step subranging 188 Hitachi '90 [87]

(1) 8 85 1100 1.0 um Parallel pipeline 70 UCB '92 [22]

0) 6 125 200 1.5 urn Full flash 21 Mic. Netw. '92 [91]

(k) 8 20 200 2.0 um Two-step subranging 75 Hitachi '88 [86]

(1) 10 20 30 0.8 um Two-step interpolation 469 Matsushita '93 [65]

Bipolar

(2) 6 400 2700 5.0 GHz Analog encoding (folding) 13 HP '84 [23]

(m) 6 30 12 8.4 GHz Full flash 280 Hitachi '87 [48]

(n) 6 2000 2000 25.7 GHz Full flash 13 NTT •88 [155]

(o) 6 1000 2300 13.0 GHz 2 interleaved flashes 13 Matsushita '91 [90]

(P) 8 50 300 7.5 GHz Folding/interpolation 150 Philips '87 [150]

(q) 8 100 800 9.0 GHz Folding/interpolation 90 Philips '88 [151]

(r) 8 650 850 13.0 GHz Folding/interpolation 20 Philips '92 [153]

(s) 10 300 4000 11.0 GHz Interpolated-parallel 37 Matsushita '92 [64]

(t) 10 50 750 3.0 GHz 2-stage (5+6) with folding 60 Philips "92 [154]

(u) 10 75 800 4.0 GHz 2-stage (4+7) with folding 53 UCLA '93 [20]

BiCMOS

(v) 10 100 950 11.0 GHz Pipelined subranging 110 NEC '93 [125]

(w) 10 30 750 7.5 GHz Two-step interpolation 250 Matsushita '90 [89]

(x) 10 20 1000 2.0 GHz 4 bits/stage pipeline 100 AD '90 [111]

(y) 10 40 700 9.0 GHz Two-step subranging 225 Toshiba '89 [144]

29
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The following are some observations on the above data.

The CMOS, 8-bit, two-step subranging architectures — such as (g), (h), and (k) —

achieve sample rates roughly in the range fT/200-fT/80, and have relatively low power

dissipation. At resolutions of 10 bits or higher, it is apparentthat pipelined multistage

architectures in CMOS and BiCMOS arebecoming prevalent, as exemplified by

implementations (a), (b), (c), (e), (v), and (x).

Generally, at resolutions of 8-10 bits, sample rates of fT/100 areachievable; fT/50

appears to represent a practical technology limit: realizing A/D converters with sample

rates above that is extremely difficult. The work reported in this dissertation achieves a

speed of fT/70: this is the highest technology-normalized sample rateever reportedin

CMOS for an ADC with resolution greater than 6 bits, and it compares favorably with

ADC implementations in other technologies. At 6-bit resolution, some bipolar IC's with

sample rates of approximately fT/13 have been reported — for example, (n), (o), and (z)

above.

Architectures employing folding work well in bipolar technology and take advantage

of the high device transconductance; the implementations labelled (s), (r), and (z) above

are notable examples. This thesis does not cover these topics in any detail, but it is

appropriate to mention that the two ideas of folding and interpolation are quite distinct.

Various forms of interpolation techniques have appeared in CMOS such as the reference

feedforward technique [136], the two-residue architecture [83], and the two-step

capacitive interpolation topology [65]. In general, it appears that further embodiments of

interpolation have significant potential especially for applications where DNL is more

important than INL and for applications where low power is the primary objective.
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Chapter 3 Multistage A/D Converter

Architectures and Implementations

3.0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a review and examination of pipelined multistage A/D converter

(ADC) architectures. Broadly, it discusses (i) converter system- and algorithm-level issues

such as dc transfer characteristics, coding considerations, and error correction strategies,

and also (ii) circuit implementation issues, error sources, and nonidealities. Throughout

the chapter, an attempt is made to present and discuss multistage ADC's from a number of

different viewpoints, including both qualitative, intuitive explanations, and also

systematic, analytical approaches. First, in Section 3.1, the basic principles are introduced,

and in Section 3.2, the concepts of overrange detection, coding redundancy, and digital

error correction are reviewed. Some qualitative intuitive explanations are also given to

provide insight into how multistage ADC's operate. Section 3.3 briefly discusses the

accuracy requirements on the DAC and gain blocks used within multistage ADC's. Next,

Section 3.4 presents various implementation options for pipelined multistage ADC's with

emphasis on CMOS switched-capacitor techniques. Finally, in Section 3.5, error sources

and nonidealities are discussed such as offset errors, gain errors (for example, due to finite

op amp open-loop gain), and thermal noise.

3.1 PIPELINED MULTISTAGE ADC ARCHITECTURES

The functional block diagram for a pipelined multistage (or multistep) A/D converter
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is shown in Fig. 3.0 below.
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Fig. 3.0 Basic functional block diagram of a pipelined multistage ADC.

The system consists of a cascadeof Ns blocks or stages. Assume at this point that all

stages areidentical. As indicated on the figure, the input Vin to each stage is connected to

an ADC, typically consisting of a bank of comparators, which performs a k-bit A/D

conversion. Digital logic (not shown) (a) performs the encode function to generate the

k-bit ADC digital output code D and (b) drives the k-bit DAC to produce VDAC — a

quantized analogestimate of the input. This DAC output is then subtracted from the input

to give an analog remainder or residue, (Vin - VDAC), which is gained up by amount G,

and transferred to the next stage. Typically k is a relatively small number ofbits, usually in

the range 2-5. The interstage gain Gisusually proportional to 2k. (Atthis point, for

simplicity, G may beassumed to be equal to 2k.) However, the case of G = 1,which

corresponds to a subtractoronly, i.e., no "gain", is relevant for analysis of subranging and

two-step flash architectures, and will also be discussed. The k-bit ADC and k-bit DAC
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within one stage of a multistage ADC are sometimes referred to as an A/D subconverter or

sub-ADC, and a D/A subconverter or sub-DAC, respectively [73]. The last stage is

different from the previous stages: it consists only of the sub-ADC block, and does not

contain the DAC or gain function.

There area number ofways to specify unambiguously the dc characteristics of a single

stage of a multistage ADC. First, the parameters of the individual components within the

stage can be specified, i.e., the ADC threshold levels or decision levels, the digital codes,

the mapping of codes to DAC levels, and finally the interstage gain. As an example, a

simple 2-bit stage that operates on a unipolar signal is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Vout=4(Vin-VDAC)

Code (D)

Fig. 3.1 Functional schematic of a 2-bit stage within a multistage A/D converter.

The parameters that specify completely this block are listed below.

Input range: [0,1] (normalized to Vref)

3 ADC threshold levels: {1/4,1/2,3/4}

4 digital codes: {0,1,2,3} or {00,01,10,11} in binary representation

4 corresponding DAC levels: {0,1/4,1/2,3/4}

Interstage gain: G = 4

Number of bits: k = 2

For convenience, the ADC threshold levels and DAC reference levels are normalized

to Vref. This convention is followed throughout this chapter when listing stage

parameters. In the aboveexample, the input signal liesbetween 0 and Vref — i.e., one

polarity only, or unipolar. Whenever the signalcan assume both positive and negative

values, such as in a differential implementation, it is said to be bipolar.The comparator
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levels are spaced Vref/4 apart and divide the range into 22 = 4 intervals. Therefore, one

Least Significant Bit (LSB) with respect to the stage has amplitude Vref/4. The symbol D

will be used to denote a digital code; D may be represented either as a decimal integer or

as an unsigned binary number having some number ofbits. Depending on the context, one

or other or both of these representations may be most appropriate.

The above table/listing implies the relationship between threshold levels, digital

codes, and DAC levels. Forexample, (referring to the table) when 0 <Vin < 1/4Vref, the

digital code generated by the stage is D = 00 (binary) = 0 (decimal), which maps to

the DAC level 0; when l/4Vref <Vin < l/2Vref, the digital code is D = 01, which

maps to the DAC level Vref/4, etc. Obviously, for this case, the number of bits (k) is 2

and the interstage gain (G) is 22 = 4.

Graphical representations of ADC dc characteristics are also extremely useful. The

static transfer curve of an A/D converter is commonly presented as a graph of the ADC

digital output code plotted against the analog input voltage Vin, and has the familiar

staircase appearance. However, for the purposesof this chapter, this transfer curve is

defined more carefully. Rather than considering the output code as such, the focus will be

on the underlying discrete-valued analog voltage Vin represented by that code. The

notation Vin is intended to emphasize that, fundamentally, A/D conversion involves

amplitude-quantization: an ADC takes a continuous-valued input signal Vin, and at the

output yields a digital code D representing a discrete-valued signal Vin, which is an

approximation or estimate of the original input Vin. Usually, Vin is directly proportional

to the numerical value of the integer code, sometimes with an offset of ±1/2 LSB.

Always, the output code represents or maps to a quantized analog approximation of the

input, and a plot of Vin versus Vin exhibits a staircase appearance. The mapping from Vin

to Vin may be considered a staircase or piecewise-constant approximation. Note that the

threshold level spacing is uniform in the above example — this is not the case in some

more general cases to be considered later.
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In the same way that the transfer curve of a complete ADC may be examined, it is

similarly possible to considerthe corresponding plot for a single stage— this will also

have a staircase shape.Fora single stage, Vin — the discrete-valued approximation of the

input signal— is simply the DAC voltage generated by that stage. Forthe 2-bit stage

whose parameters are given above, the input-output characteristic from Vin to Vin is

shown in Fig. 3.2 with the ADC digital outputs corresponding to each interval indicated.
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4
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Code(D)

00 01

V0Ut=4(VJn-VDAC)

10 11

V;in

Vref
-•

Fig. 3.2 Static transfercharacteristic of a single2-bit pipeline stage from stage input (Vin) to DAC
output voltage (Vin =VDAC).

In the analysis anddesign of multistage ADC's, it is alsovery important to examine

the dc static transfer characteristic of a single stagefrom the input Vin to the stage output

Vout, Le., the continuous-valued, amplified residue. Note that (a) Vout is thevoltage which

forms the input to the next stage, and (b) Vout is not the DAC voltage— it is not an

approximation to Vin. Shown in Fig. 3.3 is the static input-output transfer characteristic

from Vin to Vout of the 2-bit pipeline stage, withthe ADCdigital outputs corresponding
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to each interval indicated on the graph.

v in

I
2-bit

ADC

2-bit

DAC

Code (D)

VDAC

V0Ut=4(Vin-VDAC)

Slope = 4

Fig. 3.3 Static transfer characteristic of a single 2-bit pipeline stage from stage input (Vin) to
gained-up residue (Vout). The interstage gain of 4 leads to a slope of 4, as shown.

This sawtooth-like shape for the input-output relationship is very characteristic of

multistage architectures. Qualitatively, each time Vjn exceeds a particular threshold or

decision level, the ADC digital code increases by one, which causes the DAC analog

output VDAC to increase by one LSB with respect to the stage. This in turn causes the

output of the subtractor block to decrease by one LSB and so Vout — the final output of

the gain block — must decrease by an amount equal to the gain G multiplied by the DAC

LSB step size. In the example shown in Fig. 3.3, this is equal to Vref, which is Full Scale

forthis unipolarcase.Therefore, eachtime Vin exceedsacomparator decision level, Vout

jumps discontinuously by an amount equal to minus Full Scale. Clearly, the slope of the

positive-slope, straight-lineregions of the input-outputcharacteristic of the block is equal

to the stage gain G.
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In summary, a table listing of the stage parameters and both of the above-mentioned dc

transfercharacteristics — (i) from input Vin to amplitude-quantized output Vin and

(ii) from input Vin to Vout, the gained-up residue of the stage — are useful and

informative in the analysis and design of multistage ADC's.

By placing a sample-and-hold (S/H) between each pairof stages, as shown in Fig. 3.0,

and employing a two-phase clocking scheme, the stages in the multistage A/D converter

can be isolated from each other and system operation may be pipelined. In a pipelined

multistage ADC the first stage operates on the most recent input sample while the second

stage operates on the gained-up residue from the previous sample, etc. Therefore, the

analog signal associated with a particularinput sample flows down the cascade of stages,

and the S/H within each stage functions as an analog pipeline latch. The details of the

pipelined nature of the system and issues such as clocking and implementation of the S/H

and interstage gain blocks are discussed later in this chapter. In this section and Sections

3.2-3.3, the focus is on the static behavior; the S/H blocks shown in Fig. 3.0 are ignored;

and the fact that the subsequent implementation uses a CMOS switched-capacitor

approach is irrelevant. In fact, multistage, non-pipelined, ripple-through implementations

are possible in bipolar technology [9], [54].

Before proceeding, a note regarding terminology is warranted. In the literature, the

term "pipelined" or "pipeline" A/D converter has usually been applied to multistage

ADC's with interstage gain — i.e., nondegenerate gain (G > 1). Examples of such

architectures are described in [57], [71]-[76], [79]-[80], [110H1H]. [126]-[127],

[135]—[136], [161]-[162]. These ADC topologies contain explicit hardware — such as a

SC gain block with closed-loop gain G — to implement the residue amplification; in

general, implementation of this gain function requires an op amp. Signal range is usually

constant along all stages in the pipeline, and is generally determined by the op amp output

voltage swing. (Note that in some unusual implementations, the reference voltages and

signal swing decrease and an interstage gain greater than one is employed [161]—[162]).
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The particular case of a multistage architecture with an interstagegain of unity is

sometimes referred to as a subranging topology; the "gain" block is a subtractor (G = 1)

[52], [125], [147]. More usually, however, the term "subranging" implies no interstage

gain hardware — i.e., the subtraction is implemented implicitly by selecting an

appropriate subrange of a set of reference levels,usually generated by a resistor string

[28], [31], [58], [87], [145]-[146]. The terms "two-step flash" and "half-flash" [86] are

also appliedto this topology. No op amps are required; sampling is performed directly on

the comparator capacitors. In eithercase, whether or not explicit subtractor hardware is

present, in subranging ADC's the analog signal range decreases progressing from the

Most Significant Bit stages to the Least Significant Bit stages.

Henceforth in this dissertation the following interpretations are generally adopted.

Unless stated to the contrary, "subranging" ADC's are assumed to contain no explicit

interstage gain hardware and thus no op amps. "Pipelinedmultistage A/D converters", or

simply "pipelines" (the main focus of the dissertation) are assumed to incorporate

interstage gains with G > 1, and therefore these ADC's contain explicit interstage gain

hardware including op amps. It will be made clear whenever the "subtractor" architecture

is being referred to.

Finally, it should be emphasized that the reason to mention subranging converters at

all is that many issues relating to dc input-output characteristics, threshold accuracy, and

digital errorcorrection arecommon to (i) pipelined multistage,(ii) subranging, and

(iii) subtractor architectures, and it is instructive to consider them all in a unified way.
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In the example of Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3, the ADC threshold levels are also DAC levels.

However, this is not necessarily always true. Shown in Fig. 3.4 is the static input-output

transfer characteristic of a 3-bit pipeline stage having bipolar input and output signal

ranges. As before, the ADC digital output codes corresponding to each interval are

indicated. Note that in this case, the sub-ADC decision levels are offset from sub-DAC

levels.

V0ut=8(Vin-VDAC)

Fig. 3.4 Static transfer characteristic of a single 3-bit pipeline stage from stage input (Vin) to
gained-up residue (Vout).

This stage has the following parameters.

input range:

7 ADC threshold levels:

8 digital codes:

[-1, +1] (normalized to Vref)

{-3/4, -1/2, -1/4, 0,1/4,1/2, 3/4}

{0,1,2, 3, 4, 5,6, 7} or

{000,001, 010, 011,100,101,110,111}

8 corresponding DAC levels: {-7/8, -5/8, -3/8, -1/8,1/8,3/8,5/8, 7/8}

Interstage gain: G = 8

Number of bits: k = 3
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Note that in general, the discontinuous jumps in the stage input-output characteristic

occur at the sub-ADC threshold levels, and the zero-crossings with positive slope occur at

the DAC levels. (This latter statement will be modified, of course, if a desired systematic

offset is present in the stage input-output relationship — i.e., if the stage input-output

relationship has the form Vout =G(Vin - VDAC) +V0Sd .)The transfer characteristic

from Vin to Vin = VDAC for the ADC stage depicted in Fig. 3.4 is shownbelow.

1 4-

3

4

1

2

4

_1
4

_1
2

3

~4

-1 +

Viin

Vref

-1

Code(D)

V in

V,ref

Fig. 3.5 Transfer curve from analog inputto DACoutput fora 3-bit stage with bipolarinput. Note
that in this case, the DAC levels are offset from the ADC levels by 1/2 LSB of the stage.

It is apparent that the DAC levels are offset from the ADC levels by Vref/8, which is

1/2 LSB at 3 bits (the stage resolution).
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So far, it has been assumed that each stage in a multistage ADC corresponds to a

physically different circuit block. However, a class of A/D converters known as

recirculating or recycling architectures exists, in which, instead of employing Ns distinct

stages in a cascaded configuration as in Fig. 3.0, the same stage is used Ns times — i.e.,

the residue output is fed back to the same stage Ns - 1 times, as shown in Fig. 3.6 below.

'•p i^>*» S/H

/j
v

p

k-bit

ADC

k-bit

DAC VDAC

Cocle(D)

Cycle 1

Cycle 2,...,NS

Rg. 3.6 Block diagram of a recirculating (or recycling) ADC requiring Ns cycles per conversion.

Although recycling architectures are not the main topic of this dissertation, they are

alluded to occasionally, and it is instructive to consider the similarities and differences

between recirculating and multistage topologies, as follows.

In general, pipelined multistage architectures achieve high throughput by using

concurrency in time: at any particular instant, each stage is operating on the residue

associated with some input sample, and so a number of samples arebeing processed

41
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concurrently. In contrast, recycling architecturesemploy concurrency in space, reusing the

same hardware multiple times, and therefore can process only a single sample at a time.

For pipelines, the latency is proportional to the number of stages; similarly, for recycling

architectures, the latency is proportional to the number of times the single stage is used.

However, because of the concurrency, the throughput of pipeline ADC's is essentially

independent of the latency, whereas for recirculating topologies, throughput is inversely

proportional to the number of stages andhence inversely proportional to the latency.

However, despite these fundamental differences with respect to hardwarecost,

throughput, and latency, the basic dc input-output relationships andmany considerations

relating to static nonidealities are the same forboth recirculating and non-recirculating

topologies. Furthermore, many issues discussed later in this chapterand also in Chapter4

regardingcode assignment and digital correction apply in an identical manner to both

classes of A/D architectures. For dc analysis purposes, a recirculating architecture may be

viewed as a multistage A/D converter with all stages having exactly identical parameters.

Conversely, in some sense, a pipelined multistage ADC may be thought of as an unraveled

recirculating architecture.
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Note that it is possible to shift the gain element in the recirculating A/D converter so

that it comes before the subtractor block, as shown below in diagram (b) of Fig. 3.7.

V in ^ j5>** S/H

v

k-bit

ADC

k-bit

DAC VDAC

Code (D)

Thresholds increased by G Equivalent to DAC with
levels increased by G

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.7 Two configurations for a recycling A/D converter architecture with identical stage dc
transfer characteristics. In the bottom figure (b) the gain block G has been moved back
before the subtractor, requiring the ADC thresholds to be increased by the same factor G
and a gain of G to be incorporated into the DAC.

Both configurations shown in Fig. 3.7 have identical static transfer characteristics for

an individual stage. Comparing Vin to a particular threshold, in configuration (a), is

equivalent to comparing GVin to G times that same threshold, in configuration (b). When

topology (b) is used with gain G = 2, the resulting 1-bit/stage recycling architecture is

often referred to as a "cyclic" or "algorithmic" A/D converter [92], [77], [101], [95], [56].

Algorithmic architectures are discussed further in Section 4.2. An example of a 10-bit

recycling two-step A/D converter employing a 5-bit stage and an interstage gain of 32 is

described in [128], [129]. Subranging recycling architectures are reported in [45], [46].
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3.2 THRESHOLD OFFSETS AND OVERRANGE DETECTION

A problem with the configurations shown hitherto in Fig. 3.3 and in Fig. 3.5 is the

sensitivity to errors/offsets in the threshold levels — i.e., it is assumed (a) that precise

threshold levels are available and (b) that the subtraction is performed perfectly with zero

offset. In an actual implementation, generating accurate thresholds requires comparators

with low offset that can respond to small input signals. In CMOS, for resolution

requirements beyond 3-4 bits, this invariably necessitates relatively high power,high

complexity, often an additional clock phase perconversion to perform autozeroing, and a

penalty in comparator speed. As in many instances in analog design, accuracy costs.

Therefore, there is a strong motivation to reduce the dependence on accurate threshold

levels.

3.2.0 The Problem: ADC Errors Due to Decision Level Offsets

The behavior of the stage shown in Fig. 3.4 with an offset in one of the thresholds is

illustrated in Fig. 3.8. Note that in the following discussion and examples the focus is on

nonideal threshold levels — it is assumed unless otherwise stated that the DAC and gain

block in the stage are ideal. DAC and gain errors will be discussed from an ADC system

viewpoint in Section 3.3 and later from an implementation viewpoint in Section 3.5.
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_1
2

-1

Ideal transfer characteristic

Actual transfer
characteristic

Fig. 3.8 Static transfer characteristicfrom stage inputVin to gained-up residue Vout resulting from
the decision level ideally at 0.5 having an offset (indicated by the arrow) causing it to be
shifted to 0.4. The ideal input-output relationship is shown with continuous lines, and the
nonideal actual characteristic, which includes the effect of the threshold offset, has
dotted lines wherever it deviates from ideality.

If the decision level has the offset indicated, then — assuming (i) that the DAC levels

and gain are ideal and (ii) that the gain block is capable of handling a signal of magnitude

greater than Vref at its output — the actual stageoutput Vout is as shown in the dotted line

in Fig. 3.8. A key point is that near the nonideal threshold, Vout is morenegativethan

-Vref and so outside the range ofthe next stage. This may be confirmed by a numerical

example. With reference to Fig. 3.8, supposethe input is Vin = 0.41Vref. Since the

threshold nominally at 0.5Vref is now at 0.4Vref, the digitaloutput code is D = 6 = 110

and the correspondingDAC value produced is 0.625Vref.Therefore, the amplified residue

output of the stage is

V00, = G(Vin-VDAC) = 8(0.41Vref-0.625Vref) =-1.72Vref<-Vref

The terms underrange and overrange are used to describe the situations where the

gained-upresidue is more negative than -Vref or more positive than +Vref respectively.
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More generally,because of the finite linearrange present in any practical analog

circuit implementation, there is an implicit hard-limiter, or saturation nonlinearity,

associated with the interstage gain block. Alternatively, each stage in the multistage ADC

can be regarded as having a clipping/limiting function in front of it. If the gained-up

residue becomes so large— because of a threshold offset — that it is affected by this

limiting/clipping, then errors in the overall ADC transfer characteristic will result. In

particular, some digital outputcodeswill be missing. Note thatin many CMOS pipeline

ADC implementations, the nominal range at the input andoutput of each stage is the

same, and set by the voltage swing obtainable from an op amp within the interstage gain

block. A final observation from Fig. 3.8: it is apparent that if Vout is less than -Vref, the

stage digital output D is too large and should be made morenegative, implying that a

subtraction operation is required. Conversely, Vou, being greater than+Vref implies that

the outputcode is too low andshould be made more positive, thus requiring an addition.

It is of interest to examine the effect of offset in a decision level within one stage on

the overall transfer characteristic of a complete A/D — which of course is ultimately of

most interest to a user. It is not immediately obvious what the transfer characteristic of a

cascade of stages looks like when there is an error. A two-stage ADC consisting of two

2-bit stages with an error in the first stage is shown schematically in Fig. 3.9.

yn=Viin1

I
2-bit

ADC

V.
2-bit

DAC

CodeD-i

'DAC1

Code D2

Stage 1 Stage 2

Rg. 3.9 Multistage ADC consisting of two 2-bit stages.

DAC2
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Since the focus of this example is on only these two stages, the gain function of the

second stage is not used and may be omitted, as depicted in Fig. 3.10.

Mn=Viin1 V„„H= V.

in

I
2-bit

ADC M
2-bit

DAC

Code Df Code D2

Stage 1 Stage 2

Fig. 3.10 Circuit of interest: ADC consisting of two 2-bit stages.

Some input-output relations with various threshold and subtractor offsets are shown in

the following set of figures. Note that in order to minimize the clutter on the diagrams,

stage input and output voltages normalized to Vref areused. The normalized quantities are

denoted by lowercase letters — i.e., vin = Vin/Vref, vDAC = VDAC/Vref, etc. In each

figure the following quantities are shown:

vouti — the amplified residue from the first stage;

vdaci — the DAC output voltage produced by the first stage;

vDAC2/4 — the DAC output voltage producedby the second stage divided by 4 to

indicate its relative contribution or "weight" towards vin;

V;

'DAC1 VrDAC2

— the overall final amplitude-quantized output of the two-stage ADC; the

corresponding digital code is indicated also.

First, for reference, the ideal transfer characteristics are shown in Fig. 3.11. Next, in

Fig. 3.12, the threshold level at 0.75 in the first stage has an offset causing it to be shifted

to 0.6. In Fig. 3.13, the threshold at 0.75 in stage 1 is shifted in the other direction to 0.83.

In Fig. 3.14 the subtractor at the output of the first stage has an offset of+0.25. Finally, in

Fig. 3.15, the subtractor in stage 1 has an offset of-0.125.
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Fig. 3.11 Ideal transfer curves of two-stage ADC.
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Fig.3.12 Transfer curves of two-stage ADC with threshold level at 0.75 in stage 1 shifted to 0.6.
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Fig. 3.13 Transfer curves of two-stage ADC with threshold level at 0.75 in stage 1 shifted to 0.83.
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Fig. 3.14 Transfer curves of two-stage ADCwith offset of +0.25at output of stage 1.
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Note that an offset in the subtractor block results in a repeated pattern, whereas an

offset at a particularthreshold causes errors only in the neighborhood of that threshold.

Clearly, from the preceding discussion and examples, either sufficiently accurate decision

levels must be generated, or else some method to detect and correct overranges and

underrangesis required. By sufficiently accurateit is apparent that the accuracyof the

decision levels is required to be compatible with the overall resolution ofthe portion ofthe

ADC remaining.

3.2.1 Solution Strategy #1: Extended Range

Conceptually, there are two ways to alleviate the problemof generating accurate

decision threshold levels: (a) expand the rangeof the following stage in order to

accommodate some amount of overrange due to threshold offsets, or (b) decrease the

interstage gain, and so use less of the range under normal (ideal) conditions, but be able to

guarantee that nonideal conditions (comparator offsets present) do not result in overrange.

From the point of view of the ADC algorithm and coding these two schemes are often

equivalent — as discussed later. Both approaches — expanding the range and decreasing

the interstage gain — are referred to in the literature by the terms digital error correction,

overrange detection, and coding redundancy, or simply redundancy. The appropriateness

of the word redundancy will become clearer later. Essentially it entails the use of extra

codes, which are introduced at each stage of the multistage A/D conversion process, and

which are in addition to the minimum needed if all the decision levels are ideal and

error-free. This section describes the use of extended range; Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3

discuss some approaches using reduced interstage gain.
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Consider the example of a two-stage, 6-bit ADC with interstage gain of 8 shown in

Fig. 3.16below. In stage 1,the threshold level corresponding to the code transition

101—>110,which is ideally at 0.5, actually occurs at 0.4, as shown. The decision levels

and corresponding codes for stage 2 are shown on the right-hand sideof figure. In the

conventional configuration usingno overrange detection, the input range of the second

stage is from -1 to +1, and its output codes go from 000 to 111. However, if the range of

the second stage is expanded by a factor of two, as shown, then it can accommodate

amplified residues from the first stage that vary from -2 to+2, and can generate additional

codes (i) above 111 and (ii) below 000, that is, negative codes, as indicated. The detailed

behavior is now examined in three particular cases: (a) with no errors in the first stage, (b)

with the indicated threshold offset in stage 1,but without overrange detection, and (c) with

the first stage offset and with overrange detection.

Transfer Characteristic

of Stage 1

Extended Range and
Decision Levels of Stage 2

Ideal
Threshold offset of 0.1

(3.2 LSB's at 6 bits)

2-f

3

2

1 +

l

2

0 —

2

-1

_3
2

-2 +

1011

1010

1001

1000

111

110

101

100

011

010

001

000

-001

-010

-011

-100

Fig. 3.16 Extended range and additional codes in stage 2 to deal with threshold offsets in stage 1.
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Referring toFig. 3.16, the behavior in these three cases is detailed below with input

voltage Vin = 0.41Vref.

Case (a): ideal thresholds.

Output code from stage 1: D, = 5 = 101

DAC output from stage 1: VDAC 5 = 0.375Vref

Gained-up residue passed to stage 2: Vout , = Vin 2 = 8(0.41-0.375) Vref = 0.28Vref
Output code from stage 2: D2 = 5 = 101

Overall output from the two-stage ADC is obtained from the addition:

101

101

101101

i.e., the final output code is 101101.

Case (b): first stage threshold at 0.5 shifted to 0.4.

Output code from stage 1: D, = 6 = 110

DAC output from stage 1: vdac, 5 = °-625Vref

Gained-up residue passed tostage 2: Vouttl = Vin 2 = 8 (0.41-0.625) Vref = -1.72Vref

Output code from stage 2: D2 = 0 = 000

Overall output from the two-stage ADC is obtained from the addition:

110

000

110000

i.e., the final output code is 110000.

Case (c): first stage threshold ideally at 0.5 shifted to 0.4, extended range in second stage.

Output code from stage 1: Dj = 6 = 110

DAC outputfrom stage 1: VDAC 5 = 0.625Vref

Gained-up residue passed to stage 2: Vout , = Vin 2 = 8 (0.41-0.625) Vref = -1.72Vref

Output code from stage 2: D2 = 0 = -011

Overall output from the two-stage ADC is obtained from the addition:

110

-011

101101

i.e., the final output code is 101101.
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It may be seenthatCase (c), whichhas a large threshold offset but uses an extended

range in the second stage, yields thesame correct result (101101) as does Case (a), in

which ideal decision levels are assumed. Not surprisingly, the result in Case (b) is

significantly in error: 110000 instead of 101101.

An alternative second stage coding scheme and digital correction algorithm [129] is

shown below in Fig. 3.17, ontheright. For comparison, the scheme of Fig. 3.16, which

was employed in the above numerical examples, is given onthe left-hand side. It is

apparent that the twomethods are equivalent; the only difference is that the one onthe

right below uses atwos complement representation for levels below the nominal range.

Extended Range and

Decision Levels of Stage 2

i

Algorithm to
obtain final 6-bit

ADC code:

algebraically add
MSB's and LSB's,

with LSB's shifted 3

places to the right,
i.e., taking
appropriate account
of negative sign on
LSB's (if present)
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Fig.3.17 Alternative ways to implement overrange detection algorithms.
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MSB's and LSB's,

with LSB's shifted 3

places to the right.
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The following points are pertinent.

Note 1: Extending the range of the second stage relaxes the accuracy requirement on the

decision levels: the decision levels are no longer required tohave a precision compatible

with the resolution of the entiremultistage ADC.

Note 2: From Fig. 3.16, it may beseen that overrange detection involves anaddition if the

gained-up residue is too big, and a subtraction if it is too small; that is, the codes used in

the portion of theextended range above the nominal range are more positive than the

nominal codes, and the codes are more negative inthe region below the nominal range

respectively. Forexample, Case (c) above involved a negative code and consequently a

subtraction operation. The alternative scheme shown onthe right-hand side ofFig. 3.17

constitutes a somewhat different way to implement the subtraction, but implicitly does

alsouse negative codes. Another overrange detection technique that leads to a simpler

implementation that avoids thenecessityfor subtractions is described in Section 3.2.3.

Note 3: Anextended-range scheme similar to thatshown on the right-hand sideof

Fig. 3.17 has been applied in a 10-bitrecycling two-step flash architecture with an

interstage gain of 32 [129]. However, for implementation reasons discussed in more detail

later, in multistage ADC's usingan interstage gain greaterthan 1, it is more common to

keep the signal range constant and decrease the gain. This approachobviates the

requirement that the analogcircuitsoperate over an increased range, which is usually

difficult to achieve at a constant power supply.

Note 4: The approach of expanding therange of thesubsequent stageis very commonly

used, however, in two-step flash and subranging architectures with no interstage gain.

With respect to dc input-output relationships, subranging ADC architectures may be

viewed as multistage topologies employing an interstage gain of 1, and so the nominal

signal swing is already greatly reduced after the first stage. Consequently, expanding the

range in stages after the first stage is quite feasible.
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An example of the approach of expanding the range of the subsequent stage in a

two-stepsubranging architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3.18below.

Transfer Characteristic

of Stage 1

Extended Range and
Decision Levels of Stage 2

1011

1010

1001

1000

m

110

101

100

011
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ooo

-001

-010

-011

-100

o —

Fig. 3.18 Overrange detection by using a doubling of the range of the next stage — here as
applied to a multistage ADC with 3 bits resolved per stage and an interstage gain of 1.
As before, the ideal input-output relationship is shown with continuous lines, and the
nonideal characteristic, which includes the effect of the threshold offset, has dotted lines

wherever it deviates from ideality. Schemes such as this are typically used in two-step
subranging architectures.

Here, the following stage rangeis expanded by a factor of two; therefore, a full extra

bit or a factor of two of redundancy is used. The nominal dc parameters of the stage are

identical to those listed for the example of Fig. 3.4, with the exception that the interstage

gain is G = l.
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In other cases, it is known — for example, from process characterization data for

offset variation, or from test results from previously-fabricated chips — that a few extra

comparators on either side of the nominal range are sufficient to take account of the worst

case threshold offset. Shown in Fig. 3.19 is a scheme employing two (rather than four)

additional decision levels above and below the nominal range in the second stage. Note

that in the implementation of two-step subranging ADC's it is usually straightforward and

cheap to addextra threshold levels by simply tapping off from the main resistor string.

Transfer Characteristic

of Stage 1

Offset

Extended Range and
Decision Levels of Stage 2

Fig. 3.19 Use of two extracomparators above and below the nominal range for overrange and
underrange detection. Approaches similarto this are widely used in two-step
flash/subranging architectures.

Schemes similar to that shown in Fig. 3.19 have been employed in 8-bit two-step

subranging architectures reported by Sony [30], [31] and Hitachi [86], [87]; typically, 1-3

additional comparators are used on each sideof the range. Some of these architecture are

discussed from an A/D convertertopology perspective in Section 7.1.2.
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3.2.2 Solution Strategy #2: Reduced Interstage Gain, "Naive" Coding

As mentioned earlier, conceptuallyit is feasible to deal with the overrange/underrange

problem by decreasing the nominal interstage gain. However, the coding becomes

complicated and non-obvious. As an example, consider the stage dc transfer characteristic

shown in Fig. 3.20 below. Here, theinterstage gain has been reduced from 4 to 2. As may

be seen, under nominalconditions the amplified residue output Vout lies in the range

[-1/2Vref, +1 /2Vref ], and even with threshold and subtractor offsets ofmagnitude up to

Vref/4, Vout lies within [-Vref, Vref ], which is the range ofthe next stage. However, it is

notimmediately obvious howto assign thedigital codes. Since the interstage gain has

beenreduced by two, the significance or weight of the next stage digital outputs hasbeen

increased by two, corresponding to aleft shiftby onebit.Therefore, it seems plausible that

thecodes from adjacent stages should be combined additively butwith one bit overlapped.

Fig. 3.20 Transfer curve of a 2-bit stage with reduced interstage gain and first attempt at coding.

One possible coding assignment is shown in Fig. 3.20. This does not give the usual or

"expected'* digital output code, however, as may be seen from the following example.

Consider a multistage ADC composed of a cascade of 3 of these stages. Since one bit of

redundancy is used in stages 1 and 2, the overall resolution is 4 bits. Let the input voltage,
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output code, and DAC voltage fromeachstage i be denoted by Vj, Dj, and VDAC {

respectively. Suppose the input is Vin = V, = +e, where e is a positive voltage of

magnitude much smaller than 1 LSB at the overall ADC resolution. (For convenience, in

the following computations the Vref scalingconstant is omitted.) The outputs from the

three stages are as follows:

>V2 = 2(£-0.25) = -0.5 + 2E,

D2 = 1 = 01 => VDAC> 2 = -0.25 => V3 = 2 [(- 0.5 +2e) - (-0.25) ] = - 0.5 +4e,

D, =2= 10 =>VDAC>1 =0.25

D3 = 1 = 01.

Since the overall analog input range is from -Vref to +Vref, the ADC digital output is

expected to be within 1LSB of the mid-scale code, i.e., 1000. Now, using the scheme

suggested above, the overall output from the 3-stage ADC is obtained from the addition

10

01

01

1011

which is clearly not what would be expected.

A second possible coding assignment is shown in Fig. 3.21 below.

Vout
i

1

i vref

2

1

4 "

-01 /

I /

00 / 01 / 10 /

/ vin
/ vref

/ I ^u

1

4 "

1

Li / i
/ *

0 / 1 / 1
2 /

2

Fig.3.21 Transfer curve of a 2-bit stage with reduced interstage gain and another possible code
assignment scheme.
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However, this coding does not give the expected answer either. Consider a multistage

ADC composed of a cascade of 3 of these stages. (Again, for convenience, the Vref

scaling constant is omitted from the calculations.) As in the previous case, let Vj, D{,and

VDAC j be the input voltage, output code, and DAC output voltage from each stage i

respectively. Again, suppose the input is Vin = V, = +e. The resulting stage outputs are

D, = 2 = 01 => VDAC1 = 0.25 => V2 = 2(e-0.25) = -0.5 + 2e,

D2 = 1 = 00 => VDACi2 = -0.25 => V3 = 2 [(-0.5 +2e) - (-0.25)] = -0.5 +4e,

D3 = 1 = 00.

The overall output from the 3-stage ADC in this case is obtained from the addition

01

00

00

0100

Once again, the result is not what would be expected from a conventional ADC.

It is apparent that both of the above combinations of threshold levels, codes, and DAC

levels result in a large offset in the output digital codes. However, it somehow seems

intuitive that since this scheme has allowed for threshold errors by reducing the interstage

gain by a factor of 2, there should be some way to make it work. Well, stay tuned! In the

next section a solution is presented, and later — in Section 4.2 — it is shown that the

above scheme can be made to work and how.

3.2.3 Solution Strategy #3: Reduced Interstage Gain, Modified Coding

The fact that the above "naive" scheme results in an offset in the ADC output code

seems to suggest the idea of introducing a deliberate offset in the transfer characteristic.

An elegant solution to this issue, which resolves the complications mentioned above, is to

shift the sub-ADC and sub-DAC levels up by 1/2 LSB of the stage. This approach —

referred to henceforth as reduced interstage gain with modified coding — has been
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described in [43] and [140], and is discussed in detail in the specific context of CMOS

pipelined multistage ADC's in [73]. Fora 2-bit case, shifting the ADC and DAC levels by

1/2 LSB relative to their values in Fig. 3.20 results in the transfer characteristic shown

below in Fig. 3.22.

J
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Vout
iVre,

00 01 10 11

2

1 1 K

vjn

Vref
0

1

il 31 A 1
4 / 2 4 X° i Ax

A/ 2
3 /l
a/

2

-1 -

Fig. 3.22 Static transfer characteristic from stage input to amplified residue output of 2-bit stage
with interstage gain reduced from 4 to 2, and shifted threshold and DAC levels.

The complete dc parametersof the stage are listed below.

Input range:

3 ADC threshold levels:

4 digital codes:

H» +1] (normalized to Vref)

{-1/4,1/4, 3/4}

{0,1,2,3} or

{00,01,10,11}

4 corresponding DAC levels: {-1/2,0,1/2,1}

Interstage gain: G = 2

Number of bits: k = 2 (net, after digital correction: k = 1)

Note that the term "number of bits" must be used carefully when discussing stages

incorporating redundancy: it shouldbe clearly stated whetherthe numberof bits being

referred to is the "raw" uncorrected number, or the net stage resolution, i.e., after coding

redundancy has been removed. Henceforth in this chapter, wherever appropriate — in

particular, when listing the dc parameters of stages — both values will be explicitly given.
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The input-output characteristic with reducedgain and modified coding for a 3-bit stage

is shown below.

vout

Vref,
1 _

i

1

000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111

1

2

i I

Vin

Vref
0 il / 3

/ 4 / 2 / 4
/°

/ 4 / 2
/3 /

^*

1 /
2

-1 _

Fig. 3.23 Transfer characteristic from stage input to gained-up residue of a 3-bit pipeline stage
with shifted ADC threshold levels and DAC levels and with an interstage gain of 4 [73].

The dc parameters of the stage are:

Input range:

7 ADC threshold levels:

8 digital codes:

Mi +11 (normalized to Vref)

{-5/8, -3/8, -1/8,1/8, 3/8, 5/8, 7/8}

{0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} or

{000, 001, 010, 011,100,101,110,111}

8 corresponding DAC levels: {-3/4, -1/2, -1/4, 0,1/4,1/2, 3/4,1}

Interstage gain: G = 4

Number of bits: k = 3 (net, after digital correction: k = 2)

Using the dc input-output relation andcoding scheme indicated on Fig. 3.23, the

digital errorcorrection logic becomes very simple: the 3-bit digital outputs from each

stage are simply added together with one bit overlapped between adjacent stages. For

example — assumingan ADC consisting of 4 stages — if the digital outputs for stages

1-4 are001,100,101, and 111 respectively, then the overall output is computed by means

of the addition shown below.
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001

100

101

111

010011011

Note that this coding scheme also avoids subtraction — i.e., only positive numbers are

added to form the final ADC output code.

This technique for digital errorcorrection / overrange detection has been employed in

some practical implementations ofCMOS pipelined multistage ADC's [71], [73], [80]. In

these architectures, each pipeline stageexcept the last has one bit of redundancy (since the

last stage cannot be corrected.) One further advantage of this technique, as compared with

the naive coding approach discussed earlier, is that it automatically yields "nice" output

codes without any unexpected digital offset; specifically, when the input is near ±Full

Scale, the output code is near all zeros or all ones, as appropriate, and when the input is at

midscale, the output code is 011111..., etc.

At this point in the discussion, the following question arises: why does this "modified

coding" scheme work? Why is it that the configurations of ADC threshold levels, code

assignment, and DAC levels shown in Fig. 3.22 and Fig. 3.23 require a simple overlapped

addition to compute the overall ADC output code, as described above, whereas the earlier

"naive coding" schemes — e.g., as depicted in Fig. 3.20 and Fig. 3.21 — do not work as

"nicely"? This question is answered later in Section 4.2 in the context of a generalized

analysis of multistage A/D conversion schemes.

Finally, for the purposesof comparison, it is instructive to view side by side the three

approaches: (a) the standard/classical stage input-output transfer characteristic with no

redundancy, (b) the scheme with gain reduced by two and "naive" coding, and (c) the

scheme with gain reduced by two and using the modified scheme mentioned above. The

transfer curves for each of the three cases for a 3-bit stage are given in Fig. 3.24.
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Fig. 3.24 Transfer characteristics from stage input to amplified residue of three 3-bit stages.
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Summary of Digital Correction Using Reduced Interstage Gain with Modified

Coding: At this point, it is appropriate to reiterate clearly the motivation for this entire

discussion: in multistage A/D converters, reduced interstage gain permits large decision

level offsets and so leads to a more robust implementation, and avoids the cost of

generating precise threshold levels. The 3-bit stage of Fig. 3.23 is repeated in Fig. 3.25

below and also shown on the plot are two examples of the maximum allowable threshold

offset. Note that these maximum permissible offsets are defined by the requirement that

the stage output must be within the range of the next stage. The accuracy of the decision

levels is therefore independent of the overall accuracy of the A/D converter.

Threshold level offset

Ideal characteristic

Fig. 3.25 Static transfer characteristic from stage input to gained-up residue output of a 3-bit
pipeline stage with shifted ADC threshold levels and DAC levels and with an interstage
gain of 4 [73]. Also indicated on the graph, in dotted lines, is the actual input-output
relationship in the presence of the largest allowable threshold level offset, i.e., Vrej/8.

It is apparent from Fig. 3.25 thateven if the comparators have offsets ofup to ±Vref/8

the stage output is still within ±Vref— i.e., within the range of the next stage — and so

the final ADC output code is still correct (assuming ideal DAC levels and ideal interstage

gains). Note that the stage decision levels closest to zero are ±Vref/8, which implies that

offsets are tolerated up to the smallest magnitude thresholds ofan individual stage.
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In general, given a stage input-output transfer characteristic, in order to ascertain how

much threshold and subtractor offset can be tolerated, the following question should be

asked: how much can each decision level shift and still maintain the amplified residue

within the range of the next stage?Usually this is immediately apparent from a plot of the

input-output relation by determining how much any threshold may shift to the left or to the

right in order to cause the amplified residue to equal the minimum or maximum values

respectively of the next stage range.

Finally, it is appropriateto mention the cost of redundancy and digital errorcorrection.

The most obvious one is that since the effective or net resolution per stage is reduced,

more stages are required for a given total A/D converter resolution, which results in the

following two problems.

1. In applications where latency is important the ADC may be required to satisfy some

specified latency constraint; this may limit the number of pipelined stages, since in a

pipelined implementation, latency is directly proportional to the number of stages.

Alternatively, of course, this issue can be addressed by modifying some aspect of the

overall system architecture or application in order to make the latency less stringent.

2. To first order, more stages requires more hardware and leads to increased silicon area

and power dissipation. However, this issue can be addressedby means of scaling down

the sizes of the later stages, and is discussed further in Chapter 8.
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3.2.4 Multistage A/D Conversion: Some Interpretations

What is really happening when digital errorcorrection is used in a multistage ADC?

The following are two interpretations.

Multistage A/D Conversion as a Multistep Search Procedure: In general, A/D

conversion can be envisioned as a search operation, and multistage A/D conversion can be

thought of as performing that search in multiple steps — i.e., a sequence of zooms. The

interstage gain corresponds loosely to a "zoom factor". When redundancy is employed,

the amount zoomed is less, and the final decision is postponed until the analog input signal

can be "seen" better with respect to the ADC threshold levels. An attempt is made to

represent this schematically in Fig. 3.26.

+1 +1

Vin

"T 1 ~'T I
1st stage 2nd stage 1st stage 2nd stage

Fig. 3.26 Two views of multistage A/D conversion: on the left, the standard way, and on the right,
with a reduced interstage gain.

On the left is shown the standard way: the first stage makes a 2-bit decision; this is

followed by a"zoom-in" by a factor of 22 = 4. The range of the second stage exactly

matches one LSB of the first stage with no margin for error. An offset in the first stage has

the effect of moving the second stage decision levels either above or below Vin: this

corresponds to an out-of-range condition. In the diagram on the right, on the other hand,

the "zoom-in" factor is reduced from 4 to 2, and the range of the second stage covers not
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only one LSB of the first stage, but extends above it and below it also; that is, there is

some margin or tolerance for an upward or downward shift in the first stage.

Multistage A/D Conversion as a Decomposition into Weights: Another way to think

about multistage A/D conversion is as a decomposition of an input signal vin into a linear

combination of Ns weights, where Ns is the numberof stages. Mathematically, this may

be expressed as

vi„ =^wi+e (3.0)
i = l

where Ns is the number of stages, Wj is the "weight" generated by stage i, and 8 is the

error — the quantization error. Omitting the error term gives vin, the amplitude-quantized

approximation of the input, i.e.,

'in =]£Wi (3-1}
i= I

Each weight w4 is chosen from a set of possible values for stage i. The weights from

the successive stages always satisfy

w,>w2>w3...>wNs (3.2)

which corresponds to the intuition that the first stage is the most significant and the later

stages are less significant. Two particular ADC algorithmsare now formulated in terms of

(3.1).

First, classical multistage A/D conversion with straightforward coding is considered.

In this case, the weights from different stages areorthogonal with respect to their binary

representations — i.e., there is no redundancy. Forexample, in the case of a two-stage

ADC with 3 decision levels and 4 weights per stage, the first stage weight has 4 possible

values given by
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w, € {0000,0100,1000,1100} (3.3)

and the second stage weight has 4 possible values given by

w2e {0000,0001,0010,0011} (3.4)

It may be seen that all possible pairs (w,, w2) are orthogonal in abitwise sense — i.e.,

there are no "1" overlaps. The orthogonality can be thought of as being with respect to an

inner productcomputed by first taking the logical AND of corresponding bits, and then

summing the results.

Second, "digital errorcorrection" with a factor of two of "redundancy" is considered.

In this case, the weights { ws} from different stages are not orthogonal and may overlap—

but by at most one bit. For example, in the case of a 5-bit two-stage ADC with 7 decision

levels and 8 weights per stage, the first stage weight has 8 possible values given by

w, e {00000,00100,01000,01100, 10000, 10100, 11000, 11100} (3.5)

and the second stage weight has 8 possible values given by

w2e {00000,00001,00010,00011,00100,00101,00110,00111} (3.6)

In this case, note that, for example, the pairof weights (w,, w2) = (10100,00110) are

not orthogonal since they have a common "1" overlap — in bit position 3.

Finally, it is apparent that a generalized decomposition should be possible with no

particular restrictions on the {Wj}; however, in that case it would be requiredto measure

and calibrate the weights [70], [57]. The preceding ideas of "decomposition" into

"weights" and A/D conversion as an approximation problem motivate a more general

approach to multistage A/D conversion that is pursuedin Chapter4.
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3.3 EFFECTS OF GAIN AND DAC ERRORS

This section briefly reviews the effects on the dc transfercharacteristics of a multistage

ADC of errors in (i) the interstage gain block and (ii) the DAC levels within a stage. This

topic is separated from the discussion of threshold offsets and the associated digital error

correction techniques, since DAC errors and interstage gain errors result in effects

fundamentally different — both qualitatively and quantitatively — from threshold offsets,

and the digital correction techniques discussed in Section 3.2 do not apply. Exact analysis

of the Integral Nonlinearity (INL) of a multistage ADC due to an individual DAC or gain

error is complicated. Here, the approach is to compute the error in the amplified analog

residue from a particular stage, and compare this error with the LSB size at that point in

the multistage A/D system. Differential Nonlinearity (DNL) is somewhat more tractable,

and exact conditions to guarantee no missing codes are derived.

3.3.0 Analysis of Interstage Gain Errors

The effects of nonideal interstage gain are considered (i) in simple multistage A/D

conversion schemes and (ii) in schemes using reduced interstage gain and digital

correction.

Stages Using Simple Coding With No Redundancy

The transfercharacteristic from analog input Vin to amplifiedresidue Vout of a simple

2-bit stage is shown in Fig. 3.27.
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V,
Actual characteristic

slope = 4(1-e<3)
Ideal characteristic:

slope = 4

Fig. 3.27 Static input-output relationship of a 2-bit stage with nominal interstage gain of 4. The
ideal transfer characteristic is shown with continuous lines; the nonideal curve resulting
from a gain error has dotted lines.

The nominal (ideal) gain is 4; however, due to a gain error, the actual gain is given by

G = 4( 1- £G), and hence the actual input-output characteristic has slope 4( 1- eG), as

indicated. The maximum value of the gained-up residue output is therefore reduced from

VreftoVref(l-e0).

In orderto examine the effect of this gain error, consider what happens when Vin is

negative but arbitrarily close to zero— i.e., V5n = -8V, where 8V is a positive voltage

of magnitude much smaller than 1 LSB at the overall ADC resolution. Referring to

Fig. 3.27, it may be seen that the resulting digital code is D = 01, and the DAC value

generated is VDAC = - (1/4) Vref.

The stage output is then given by

Vout - G(Vin-VDAC) (3.7)

G(-5V-(-ivref)) (3.8)
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i.e.,

V0Ut = G(Vref/4) (3.9)

sinceby assumption, 6V is negligible in comparison to Vref/4.

Next, substituting the expression for the actual gain G into (3.9) gives

V0ut = 4(l-eG)(Vrcf/4) (3.10)

= 0-eG)Vref (3.H)

andthus there is anamplitude error equal to £GVref. The amplified residue Vout is now

passed down the pipeline. Let the resolution remaining after this stage be n2 bits. Then, if

the error due to the nonideal gain in the first stage is required to be less than x LSB's of the

remaining resolution, this implies that

eoVr.f<^(2Vref) (3.12)

which yields

er<—^-r (3.13)

In order to cause a missing code, the amplitude error in the gained-up residue must be

equal to 1 LSB — i.e., corresponding to x = 1. Therefore, to avoid missing codes, the

following condition must hold:

£o<^ (3-14)

Note that, if a gain erroris large enough to cause a missing code, then a missing code

will occur every time that particular gainerror is encountered in the transfercharacteristic.

Forexample, in the case of Fig. 3.27, the resulting error pattern will repeatat intervalsof

(2Vref) /4 = Vref/2. This is one way to identify a gain error from DNL and INL plots.
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Note that in a practical design, to ensure robustness and to allow for settling time errors

and matching errors, the errorcontribution due to nonideal gain is typically required to be

less than 1/4 LSB of the remaining resolution.

Stages Using Reduced Interstage Gain and Modified Coding

An example of the effect of nonideal gain in a stage employing redundancy is

illustrated in Fig. 3.28.
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Fig. 3.28 Static input-output relationship of a 2-bit stage with nominal interstage gain of 2. The
ideal transfer characteristic is shown with continuous lines; the nonideal curve resulting
from a gain error has dotted lines.

Proceeding asbefore, in this case, the nominal (ideal) gain is 2, and the actual gainis

given by G = 2( 1- eG). In order toexamine the effectof this gain error, consider what

happens when the inputis Vin = -8V + (1/4) Vref — i.e., less than but arbitrarily close

to l/4Vref. From Fig. 3.28 it maybe seen that the resulting digital code is D = 01, and

the DAC value generated is VDAC = 0. Therefore, the stage output is
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Vout = G(Vin-VDAC) (3.15)

= G(7Vref-5V) (3.16)
4

i.e.,

V0ut = G(Vref/4) (3.17)

Since G = 2(1- eG), this gives

V0Ut = 2(l-eG)(Vref/4) (3.18)

= (l/2)(l-eG)Vref (3.19)

i.e., an amplitude error equal to (eGVref) /2.

Note, however, that this analysis has been with respect to Fig. 3.28, which assumed

ideal thresholds. If a worst-case thresholdoffset occurs, i.e., ±Vref/4, then an output

amplitude error of magnitude eGVref results. Again, assume that the resolution remaining

after this stage is n2. Note that this is the net resolution in the remaining stages treated as

one composite stage, i.e., after any digital errorcorrection or redundancy has been

accounted for. Therefore, if the gain error from the first stage is required to contribute less

than x LSB's ofthe remaining resolution, this implies that

£0Vref<"-^(2Vref) (3.20)

which yields

er<^-7 (3.21)

as before.

Here, because the decision levels are shifted, in order to cause a missing code, it is

enough that the amplitude errorin the gained-up residue be equal to 1/2 LSB of the total
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remaining resolution — i.e., corresponding to x = 1/2. Therefore, to avoid missing

codes, the following condition must hold:

1

2'h
*g<~Z (3.22)

(Note that letting x = 1/2 in (3.14) and (3.21) gives conditions that agreewith the results

derived in [76].)

The gain accuracy condition derived above implies that for a given overall ADC

resolution, if a high numberof bits is resolved in the first stage, then n2 is low, andthus

(3.21) implies that a large relative gain error eG is allowed. Furthermore, because of the

reduced interstage gain when redundancy is used, a given relative gain error, when

referred to the input, is more important. However, as is explained in greater detail later, in

a practical implementation of the gain block using, for example, switched-capacitor

techniques, as the number of bits resolved in the first stage increases, the closed-loop gain

also increases, and thus the feedback factor decreases, causing the overall loop gain to

decrease. Therefore, the op amp open-loop dc gain requirement, which is the key circuit

challenge, tends not to change very much.

To see this, recall that in any closed-loop feedback system, the gain error eG is given

by the reciprocal of the loop gain, that is,

% = x? (3-23)

where A is the open-loop gain of the forward path, i.e., the op amp, and f is the feedback

factor. Substituting this expression into (3.21) gives

1 <^-r (3.24)
2"2
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Let n, and 2n' be the net number ofbits resolved in the first stage and the gain of the

first stage respectively. A basic approximation (although quite optimistic for most SC

implementations) is that the feedback factor f of the first stage gainblock is the reciprocal

of its closed loop gain, i.e.,

f = — (3.25)
2n'

Therefore, (3.24) implies that the following condition is necessaryin order for the gain

error from the first stage to contribute less than x LSB's of the remaining resolution:

T < +* , (3.26)
A 2n' 2

But n, + n2 is equal to the total ADC resolution ntot. Therefore, the open-loop gain

requirement for the op amp in the first stage is set by the overall resolution, and given by

T <—^-7 (3-27)
A 2n,0«

Choosing x = 1/2 gives A > 2 l0\ which is the minimum op amp gain required.
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3.3.1 Analysis of DAC Errors

The case of a DAC errorin an individual stageof a multistage ADC is now examined,

as depicted below in Fig. 3.29.

Ideal characteristic Actual characteristic

l --

_i --

Fig.3.29 Static input-output relationship of a 2-bit stage with nominal interstage gain of 4. The
ideal transfer characteristic is shown with continuous lines; the nonideal curve resulting
from a DAC error has dotted lines.

Clearly an error AVDAC in the DAC value will result in an errorin the final residue

equal to (G AVDAC). In order for this to be less than x LSB's of the remaining stages

requires

which yields

G(AVDAC)<^-.(2Vref)
2 2

AVDAC X 1

2Vref

(3.28)

(3.29)

Therefore, the DAC relative accuracy [AVDAC/ (2Vref) ] should be consistent with the

composite resolution of the current stage and the remaining stages.
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This is also apparent from the basic input-output relationship of a single stage:

Vout = G(Vin-VDAC) (3.30)

Since VDAC is subtracted directly from Vin it is clear that anyerror in VDAC will directly

degrade the accuracy of the analog signal.

3.3.2 Summary and Discussion

• In multistage ADC's the accuracy of theDAC levels and the residue gains within each

stage cannot be compromised: the greater the overall system resolution, the more

stringent are the accuracy requirements for the DAC levels and the interstage gains.

• In general, the relative accuracy of the interstage gain in one stage of a multistage

ADC is required to be consistent with the resolution remaining after that stage.

• The open-loopdc gain requirement on the first stage op amp is set by the overall

resolution of the ADC.

• In general, the relative accuracy of the DAC levels in one stageof a multistage ADC is

required to be consistent with the resolution of that stage and all remaining stages.

• However, since the effective resolution remaining decreases as the analog signal

progresses successively from stage to stage in a multistage ADC, the gain accuracy

and DAC level accuracy requirements are relaxed accordingly in later stages.

The result of these accuracy constraints is that multistage ADC's above about 10 bits

need some form of calibration for the interstage gain and DAC levels. Self-calibration

approaches using the technique of trim capacitorarrays have been reported for a 13-bit

algorithmic topology [101], for a 12-bit two-step recycling converter [61], and for a

13-bit,6-stage pipeline architecture [79], [80]. Purely digital calibration approaches for

multistage ADC's are described in [69], [70], [57]. These will be discussed briefly in

Chapter 4 in the context of a generalized analysis of multistage A/D conversion.
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3.4 IMPLEMENTATIONS OF PIPELINE ADC'S

Some possible implementations of multistage A/D converters are now presented, with

primary focus on switched-capacitor techniques. Obviously, this could not possibly

include all topologies ever published — rather, the aim is to give a representative survey

elucidating the similarities and differences and the relative advantages and disadvantages

of various approaches.

In Section 3.4.0 a general switched-capacitor pipeline ADC stage is described and its

input-output relation derived. Section 3.4.1 discusses a number of particularexamples of

CMOS switched-capacitor pipeline ADC's from the literature: these are seen to be special

cases of the general stage presented in Section 3.4.0. Finally, Section 3.4.2 discusses

various issues that involve considerations both at the ADC algorithm level and at the

circuit implementation level.

Note that although most of the examples throughout this section show single-ended

circuits, the actual IC implementations areusually in a differential manner. (Hence the

emphasis on bipolar signals in earliersections.)

3.4.0 General Switched-Capacitor Pipeline ADC Stage

A general model for an individual stage of a switched-capacitor (SC) pipeline ADC is

shown in Fig. 3.30. It is assumed that the op amp has infinite gain and zero offset. (The

effect of finite gain, nonzero offset, and other errors and nonidealities areconsidered later

in Section 3.5.) A pipeline ADC consists of a cascadeof these stages, with adjacent stages

operating on opposite phases. Digital pipeline latches are used to align, i.e., synchronize,

the stage output codes that correspond to a particular input sample.
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Vlnc-

Sub-ADC

Vref,

Threshold

Levels and

Comparators

vref, o

Vref! o

Sub-ADC

Threshold

Levels and

Comparators

Logic

Logic

Amplifier input
parasitic capacitance

(1) Acquisition/tracKing/reset

(2) Charge redistribution/hold/amplification

Fig.3.30 Schematic of a general SC pipeline ADC stage showing the two phases of operation,
in phase 1, the analog input is acquired on the capacitors, and sampling switch Sx at the
summing node X is closed. Also during phase 1, the input is connected to the sub-ADC.
In phase 2, the sampling switch Sx is opened, the capacitors are switched to appropriate
reference voltages, depending on the sub-ADC decision, and the amplifier is in a
closed-loop configuration with feedback capacitor CF. (Note that the arrow in the lower
figure indicates that the logic controls all theswitches — i.e., not just CS2r)
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There are two phases of operation, as shown in Fig. 3.30. During phase 1, the

acquisition/tracking/reset phase, which is shown in the upper diagram on Fig. 3.30, the

input voltage Vin is acquired on capacitors {CS1 }. The op amp block is an operational

transconductance amplifier (OTA) with a high output impedance. (In fact, in this section,

and throughout most of this dissertation, whenever the term op amp is used, what is

generally implied is an OTA.) The term reset refers to the fact that the op amp input

terminals are reset to ground. The op amp output terminal is not left floating during the

input acquisition phase, despite what appears in Fig. 3.30. As mentioned above, in many

cases the implementation employs fully-differential circuitry, and during this reset phase,

the common-mode feedback circuitry is reset, and the op amp outputs are reset to their

common-mode value. However, what is occurring at the output node during the

acquisition/tracking phase is not fundamental to the A/D conversion function, rather it is

what is happening at the summing node — i.e., the negative input of the op amp — since

at that node the input charge is sampled, redistributed, and ultimately gives rise to the

output voltage. Therefore, in summary, the diagrams in this section are intended to

emphasize the essence of what is happeningwith respect to the multistage A/D conversion

function, and so, whenever possible, peripheral details such as output reset are omitted.

Also during the reset/acquisition phase (phase 1), the signal is being acquired by the

comparators in the sub-ADC. (Note that the details of the comparator timing are not

covered in this section — it is assumed that the comparators are implemented using a

two-phase clocked approach.)

At the end of this acquisition/tracking phase the sampling switch is opened, which

defines the sampling instant, and thestored charge atnode X is given by

Qx =Csl!(0-Vin) +Csl2(0-Vin) +Cslj(0-Vin) +... (3.31)
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i.e.,

Qx =-(Xcsii)Vin (3-32>
i

During phase 2, the charge redistribution/hold/amplification phase, shown in the lower

schematic on Fig. 3.30, the comparators latch, and their outputs pass through some logic

that determines which capacitors {CS2} are connectedto which voltage references

{Vref} in order to perform the DAC function. The notation is defined as follows: Vref

denotes the value of the voltage reference that is connected to capacitor CS2. In general,

Vref depends on the digital result from thecomparators, sincedepending on the sub-ADC

decision, CS2. is connectedto a differentphysical reference voltage source.

Also in this phase (phase 2), the amplifier goes into closed-loop configuration with

feedback capacitance CF, and the conservedsampled charge Qx is redistributed over the

capacitors {CS2} and CF, giving rise to voltage Vout at the amplifier output. In a typical

pipelined multistage ADC implementation, as Vout is settling to its final value, it is being

acquired by the next stage in the pipeline, which is operating 180° out of phase.

Note 1: There is a parasitic capacitance CIP due to the op amp input capacitance shown

connected to the summing node in Fig. 3.30. However, it stores no charge during the reset

phase (phase 1), and has no effect either in phase 2, since in this analysis the op amp is

assumed to be ideal. However, CIP is explicitly included in the diagrams since it is

considered later (in Section 3.5.0) in the context of examining the effects of finite op amp

open-loop gain and non-zero offset.

Note 2: Capacitor CF is not shownexplicitly in the circuit diagram for the signal

acquisition phase (phase 1).This is because there are two possible ways in which the

feedback capacitor can be used during this phase: either(i) it may be reset to ground and

so store no charge— in which case it is irrelevant anyway,or (ii) it may be connected to

Vin and thus used for signal acquisition, and soactually be included within the {CS1 }.
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Note 3:The notation CS1 and CS2 is intended to indicate the function of thecapacitances

during the two phases: the {Cst } are the source capacitances associated with the

acquisition/tracking phase (phase 1), and the{CS2 } are thesource capacitances

associated with the charge redistribution phase (phase 2), respectively. Of course,the

{CS1.} and {CS2.} often are physically the same capacitors, but this isnot necessarily the

case. In fact, all thecapacitors {CS1} employed in theacquisition phase are present in the

charge redistribution phase, that is, are contained within the combination of {CS2} and

CF. However, additional capacitors may be involved in phase 2— specifically, CF, the

feedback capacitance. In general, therefore, considering the notation and diagrams of

Fig. 3.30, the following inequality may be written:

(Xcsi,)^(XcS2i)+CF (3.33)
> j

with equality holding whenthe feedback capacitor is shared during both acquisition and

charge redistribution, and no additional capacitors are switched in orconnected to the

summing node X during the closed-loop phase.

Note 4: It is convenient to assume that the two phases are nominally of equal duration,

implying that the system is driven by two-phase clocks having nominal50% duty cycle.

However, this assumption is not necessary— especially in the context of parallel

time-interleaved signal paths. Some of the issues involved will be addressed in Chapter 7.

At the end of the charge redistribution/amplification phase, the charge Qx at node X

can be written as

Qx = CS2( (0- Vref() +CS22 (0 - Vref2) +... +CP(0- Vout) (3.34)

i.e.,

Qx =~X <cs2,Vrefj) "CFV0Ut 0.35)
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Equating the two expressions (3.32) and (3.35) for theconserved chargeat the

summing node yields

-(£C«.)V«" =-X(cS2jvrefj) -cFvout

which can be solved to give Vout, the final output of the stage:

V =Yout

<XcSIi)Vl.-£(CS2V„f)

The notation CS1T is now introduced to denote the total capacitance used for

acquisition of the analog input voltage during phase 1:

Csit - 7,CS1;

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

i.e., CSIT is the total input sampling capacitance. Using this definition, (3.37) can now be

rewritten more succinctly in the form

out c

X(Cs2Vrefj)
V- --J

In C
SIT

(3.39)

Equation (3.39) is the input-output relationship for the general SC pipeline ADC stage

shown in Fig. 3.30. The following points are pertinent to this equation.

Note 1: It is apparent that the term CS1T/CF is the interstage gain, and the term

*y\ (cs2Vref) /csit is tne DAC v<>ltage or*tne pipeline stage,
j

Note 2: Thegain CS1T/CF is theratio of the total source capacitance used in the

acquisition/tracking phase to the feedback capacitance used inthe amplification phase.
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Note 3: The DAC voltage term V (CS2 Vref) /CS1T may be regarded as the sum ofthe
j

charges associated with all the (CS2,Vref) combinations appropriate for the particular

sub-ADC decision, divided by CSIT, the total source capacitance used in phase 1. Thus, in

some sense, it can be considered the output of a digitally-programmable array of

capacitors and reference voltages.

Note 4: The objective of this analysis is to show that different implementations ofSC

pipeline stages are simplydifferent ways to implement (3.39). Some specific cases are

(a) using a single voltage reference and an array of capacitors, (b) using a single source

capacitance and an array of voltage references from a resistor string, and (c) using some

combination of both, i.e., multiple capacitors and multiple reference voltages, possibly

with some careful choice of nominal values to give non-binary interstage gain. These are

discussed further in the following section.

Note 5: If Qin and QDAC are defined to be the charges associatedwith the input voltage

acquisition and the DAC function, respectively, i.e.,

Qin= (£csli)V,. (3.40)
i

and

Qdac =<XCS2 Vref)) (3.41)
j

then (3.37) — another version of the input-output equation — may be written in the form

V„ul =Qin"QDAC (3.42)
*~F

and so the circuit may also be viewed as a chargeprocessing block: it acquires and

samples charge Qin associated with the input signal, generates DAC charge QDAC, and

finally subtracts them and dumps the difference onto feedback capacitor CF to produce

output voltage Vout.
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3.4.1 Implementation Examples

The key aspects of five SC pipeline ADC implementations are now described. All of

these examples may be viewed as special cases of the general SC pipeline stage depicted

in Fig. 3.30.

Implementation Example 1: Pipeline stage with k bits and resistor-string DAC

One implementation of a pipeline stage in CMOS using SC circuits is shown in a

simplified form in Fig. 3.31 below [71], [73].

Bank of

comparators

Fig. 3.31 Schematic of switched-capacitor implementation of a pipeline ADC stage. The stage
sub-ADC implementation is a flash topology using a bank of comparators, as shown.
The thresholds are generated by a resistorstring, which also provides the levels used by
the analog multiplexer sub-DAC. The interstage gain block is a standard SC gain stage
with gain given by CS/CF.

The stage resolution is typically in the range 2-4 bits; however, the discussion here is

kept general and assumes k bits. The parallel pipeline architecture prototype described in

Chapter 8 employs a stage similar to this with 3-bit resolution. The switch configurations
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shown in Fig. 3.31 correspond to one phase — the signal acquisition/tracking/reset phase.

During the other phase — the charge redistribution/hold/amplification phase — the

switches are in the opposite state; in particular, switch Sx is open. The input Vin is

connected to a bank of comparators, which perform the k-bit A/D conversion. Digital

logic (not shown) (a) performs the encode function to generate the k sub-ADC outputs,

and (b) drives the k-bit DAC —here implemented using a resistor string — to produce

VDAC. The input sampling, subtraction, and interstage gain functions are performed by the

SC gain stage shown, which consists of a single sampling capacitor Cs and a feedback

capacitor CF; closed-loop gain is G = CS/CF. The overall input-output relation of the

stage is given by

Cs
^out - r~ (Vin VDAC) (3.43)

Note that the reference level generator for both the ADC and DAC is a resistor string,

which can be shared over multiple parallelchannels in a time-interleaved ADC

architecture. Other shareable hardware resources are bias circuitry for the op amps and

comparators and any clock generation circuitry. In a differential implementation, the

resistor string is implemented differentially [73].
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Implementation Example 2: Pipeline stage with k bits and capacitive DAC

A pipeline stage using a purely capacitive DAC is illustratedin Fig. 3.32; the figure shows

a single-ended implementation suitable for a unipolar analog input in the range [0, Vref].

vinQ oVref

I

Cs,

Cs,

..—o ^>

I
cs,

.. o^o-

I

I.

Cs,

Fig.3.32 Schematic of a SC implementation of a pipeline stage employing a capacitive DAC
consisting of an array of unit capacitors {Cs.}and a voltage reference Vref. The diagram
indicates the acquisition/tracking/reset phase.

Here, the capacitors {Cs } arenominally equal and arelaid out as unit capacitors; this

is sometimes referred to as a linear array. Depending on the decisions in the sub-ADC,

some capacitors are connected to Vref and some are connected to ground. Let M be the

total number ofunit capacitors, and let D unit capacitors Cs , Cs ,..., Cs be connected to

Vref, where D can have the values 0, 1,..., M. The stage transfercharacteristic is then

given by

V =vout

M

Ics,K-Ecs,
1 = 1 1 = 1

V
ref

(3.44)
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M

As before, let CST = VCS be the total capacitance used for inputacquisition. Thus,
i=l

cSTvin- £cSi vref
out r>

CST

" cF
V l = 1 V

in c> T ref
^ST

^ J

(3.45)

(3.46)

Note that the above two equations are special cases of (3.37) and (3.39) respectively.

From the expression V"Cs /CST on the right-hand side of(3.46), it is apparent that the
S =i ^

DAC function is implemented by using the capacitor array to generate a programmable

fraction of Vref.

For ak-bit stage with interstage gain 2k, M = 2k unit capacitors are used in the array,

and the feedback capacitance is nominally equal to the array unit capacitance, that is,

Cs = C = CF. Therefore, from (3.46), the nominal input-outputrelationship is given by

V„ot =M(Vin-gvref) (3.47)

and thus, the nominal interstage gain is M, and the nominal DAC values are (D/M) Vref,

where D = 0,1,..., M. If a different nominal gain is required, CF can be chosen

differently; for example, it can be made equal to 2C.

A binary-weighted capacitor arrayis also possible: a 10-bit CMOS recycling two-step

architecture using a 5-bit binary-weighted capacitor array to implement the DAC function

is described in [128], [129].
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Implementation Example 3: Differential implementation with capacitive DAC

An implementation of a 3-bit pipeline stage with a gainof 4 andemploying a capacitive

DAC [80] is shown in Fig. 3.33 below. The schematic indicates some of the details

involved in a differential implementation.

V;m+

-Vref
o-

vm-

CS1+ CS2+

666 6666

CS1- CS2-

Cs3+ S4+

00

666 6666

'S3- S4-

Flg. 3.33 Differential implementation of a 3-bit pipeline stage using a capacitive DAC [80]. All the
capacitors are nominally equal to a unit capacitance C.

Note that this is a3-bit stage and can generate 9 (= 23 + 1) DAC levels; however, it

requires only 4 unit capacitorson each side of the differential path. This is possible since

each capacitor can be switched to 3 possible voltage references: -Vref, 0, and +Vref. In

the differential implementation shown in Fig. 3.33, the "differential zero*' is produced by

shorting corresponding capacitors in the positive and negative sides of the array together.
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One possible switching scheme to implement the DAC function in the circuit of

Fig. 3.33 is now given. The table below specifies the connections between the capacitors

on the positive side of the array and the reference voltages, and the resulting DAC voltage

for each switch configuration. The symbols "+", "0", and"-" imply that the particular

capacitor is connected to +Vref, 0, and -Vref respectively. For the capacitorson the

negative side of the array, all 'V and "-" symbols are swapped. Note, however, that the

operation of the entire differential circuit is apparentby considering the single-ended

behavior — i.e., of one side.

Csi+ CS2+ Cs3+ CS4+ VDAC/Vref

— — — — -1

— — — 0 -3/4

— — 0 0 -1/2

— 0 0 0 -1/4

0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 +1/4

+ + 0 0 +1/2

+ + + 0 +3/4

+ + + + +1

The DAC voltage values given above follow directly from application of (3.39) and

from the associated discussion in Section 3.4.0; that is, from the expression for the DAC

voltage ofageneral SC pipeline stage: \\ (CS2.Vref.) /CSIT. The nominal gain ofthe
j

stage is CSTI/CF = 4C/C = 4, as mentioned above. Further discussion of the transfer

characteristic of this stage may be found in Algorithm Example 11 in Appendix 4.A.

93
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Implementation Example 4: "One bit per stage" with shared feedback capacitor

A variation on the schemes mentioned above is to use the same physical capacitor for both

acquisition and residue amplification— i.e., to share the feedback capacitor CF. In many

pipeline ADC applications, the technique of sharing the feedback capacitor is a key idea

and has certain extremely important advantages. An example of a configuration with a

shared feedback capacitor is shown in Fig. 3.34; this circuit has been employed in [75].

'in

o »

+vr?L

Two

Comparators:

Thresholds at

±Vref/4.

Fig. 3.34 Single-ended schematic of a gain-of-2 stage with shared feedback capacitor. The
comparator decision levels are at ±Vref/4.

The operation is as follows. Duringthe acquisition/tracking phase, the switch

configuration is as shown in Fig. 3.34,andthe inputcharges up the parallel combinationof

capacitors Cs and CF; both Cs and CF havethe same nominal value C. Simultaneously,

the comparators make theirdecisions. During the closed-loop amplification phase, switch

Sx is open, CF is connected to theop amp output, and Cs is connected to oneof the three

possible voltages {-Vref, 0, +Vref} depending on the outcome of the comparator

decisions. Let D be the digital code from the stage, where D€ {0,1,2}, and let Vref Dbe

the corresponding referencevoltage selected.
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The final stage output voltage is

(Cs + CF)Vin-CsVrefDVout =U ^ S-^ (3.48)

= (
Cs +Cjj,

c Vi»"(oTc;)V"f-D] (349),s-rv.F

Since nominally Cs = CF = C, the above becomes

V0U« =2(Vin-Ivref>D) (3.50)

and therefore, by comparing (3.50) to the general ADC stage input-output relationship

given by

V0ut = G(Vin-VDACD) (3.51)

it is apparent that in this case the interstage gain is 2, and the effective DAC voltage is

l/2Vref D, which has three possible values: {-Vref/2,0, +Vref/2}.

This transfercharacteristic is discussed further in Section 4.2 in Algorithm Example 3.

It is often referredto as a "one bit perstage"scheme, since the net resolution per stage

after digital correction and redundancy removal is one bit. What is particularly elegant

about the pipeline ADC stageshown in Fig. 3.34 is that the circuitconfiguration using a

gain-of-two stage with shared feedback capacitor and the algorithmusing two threshold

levels and a 3-level DAC match each other perfectly. A furtherkey advantage of this

configuration, discussed in more detail later, is the improved feedback factor obtained.

Finally, note that an example of a SC 1-bit/stage pipeline ADC architecture using an

interstage gain of two and sharing the feedback capacitorbut employing no redundancy —

i.e., using only one decision level in each stage — has been described in [126], [127].
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Implementation Example 5: One bit per stage, non-binary radix

One decision level

Fig. 3.35 Single-ended schematic of a pipeline stage similar to the "radix-1.93" stage used in [57].

A circuit similar to that used in [57] is shown in Fig. 3.35. Note that only one

comparator is used: its decision level is at zero. During the acquisition/tracking phase, the

switch configuration is as shown in Fig. 3.35, and the input charges up the parallel

combination of capacitors Cs and CF1, both of which have the same nominal value C.

Simultaneously, the comparator is making its decision. In the next phase — the

closed-loop amplification phase — the usualoperations occur: switch Sx opens, the

comparator output is latched, Cs is connectedto one of the two possible reference

voltages, -Vref or +Vref, depending on the comparator decision, and CF1 is connected to

the op amp output. A key distinguishing feature of this circuit, however, is that an

additionalcapacitor CF2 is connected in parallel with CF1 during the chargeredistribution

phase.
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The final stage output voltage is

(Cs + CF)Vin-CsVrefDVoul = -^ £« S—^ (3.48)
*-F

= (
Cs + CFi

v'»"(cTc")V"f-Dl (3-49)S F J

Since nominally Cs = CF = C, the above becomes

V0Ut =2(Vin-IvreffD) (3.50)

and therefore, by comparing (3.50) to the general ADC stage input-output relationship

given by

V0Ut = G(Vin-VDACtD) (3.51)

it is apparent that in this case the interstage gain is 2, andthe effective DAC voltage is

l/2Vref D, which has three possible values: {-Vref/2,0, +Vref/2}.

This transfer characteristic is discussed further in Section4.2 in Algorithm Example 3.

It is often referred to as a"one bit perstage" scheme, since the net resolution per stage

afterdigital correction andredundancy removal is one bit. What is particularly elegant

about the pipeline ADC stage shown in Fig. 3.34is thatthe circuit configuration using a

gain-of-two stage with shared feedback capacitor andthe algorithm using two threshold

levels and a 3-level DAC match each other perfectly. A further key advantage of this

configuration, discussed in more detail later, is the improved feedback factor obtained.

Finally, note that an example of a SC 1-bit/stage pipeline ADC architecture using an

interstage gainof two and sharing the feedback capacitor but employing no redundancy—

i.e., using only one decision level in each stage — has been described in [126], [127].
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Implementation Example 5: One bit per stage, non-binary radix

One decision level

Fig. 3.35 Single-ended schematic of a pipeline stage similar to the "radix-1.93" stage used in [57].

A circuit similar to that used in [57] is shown in Fig. 3.35. Note that only one

comparator is used: its decision level is at zero. During the acquisition/tracking phase, the

switch configuration is as shown in Fig. 3.35, and the input charges up the parallel

combination of capacitors Cs and CFI,both of which have the same nominal value C.

Simultaneously, the comparator is making its decision. In the next phase — the

closed-loop amplification phase— the usual operations occur: switch Sx opens, the

comparator output is latched, Cs is connectedto one of the two possible reference

voltages, -Vref or +Vref, depending on the comparator decision, and CFi is connected to

the op amp output. A key distinguishing feature of this circuit, however, is that an

additionalcapacitor CF2 is connected in parallel with CFI during the chargeredistribution

phase.
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As in the previous example, let Vref Ddenote the particular reference voltage selected

to perform the DAC function, depending on the comparatordecision D, as follows:

Vref,o = "vref ^ Vref, i = +Vref The final output voltage of the stage is then givenby

v _ (Cs+CP,)ViD-CsVref,D
v.F1+^F2

" lcS++Ccl)K- (cTF*v»ti>l <3-53>
Since nominally Cs = CF1 = C and CF2 = pC, the nominal input-output

relationship is therefore given by

V0Ut =rJp(Vin-ivref>D) (3.54)

which may be rewritten as

V0ut = G(Vin-VDACtD) (3.55)

2 1where the interstage gain is G = -j—«; VDAC D= ~ Vref, when D = 0; and

VDAC.D = +2Vref'whenD = *•

The value of P must be chosen to guarantee thateven in the presence of the worst-case

threshold offset, S/H offset, and capacitor mismatch, the output of each pipeline stage will

be inside therange of the next stage. In the implementation described in [57], p = 0.035.

This gives anominal closed-loop gain G = 2/1.035 = 1.93, and thus motivates the

description "radix-1.93".
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Implementation Example 6: One bit per stage — bipolar implementation

The final example of this section is a non-pipelined ripple-through A/D converter

implementedin bipolar technology. At any instant, a single sample is being processed by

the converter. This scheme uses an interstage gain of 2 and a 3-level DAC. The circuit

configurations corresponding to the 3 DAC levels are shown in Fig. 3.36 below.

Vcc Vcc Vcc

Vout1

Vim
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vcc = V011tl +2VBEI +IIR = V0U|2 +2VBE2 +I2R

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.36 Simplifiedschematic of circuit used in a bipolar ripple-through architecture [54].

In order to derive the transfercharacteristic, the switch configuration labelled (c) in

Fig. 3.36 is considered. The diodes in the collector branches are base-emitter diodes of

BJTs andso have a voltagedrop of VBE. Writing Kirchoff's Voltage Law for the collector

branches gives

(3.56)
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Next, examining the voltage drops in the vicinity of the input transistors yields

Vin, - VBE1 - I,R = Vin2 - VBE2 (3.57)

=> VBE2 - VBE1 = Vin2 - Vtal + I,R (3.58)

Rearranging (3.55) gives

Vout2-Voull = 2VBE1-2VBE2 + I2R-IIR (3.59)

and substituting for (VBE1 - VBE2) from (3.58) yields

V0u.2-Voutl = 2(Vinl-Vin2 + I,R) + I2R-I,R (3.60)

= 2(Vinl-Vin2) +21^ +1^-1^ (3.61)

= 2(Vinl-Vin2) + (Il + I2)R (3.62)

= 2(Vinl-Vin2)+2IR (3.63)

= 2(Vinl-Vin2 + IR) (3.64)

Finally, using the differential quantities Vin = VinI - Vin2 and Vout = Vout2 - Vouti

gives

V0Ut = 2(Vin + IR) (3.65)

Similarly, analysis of configurations (a) and (b) gives respectively

V0„, -2(V,.-IR) (3.66)

and

Vout = 2 (Vin) (3.67)

From inspection of (3.65M3.67) it isapparent that these three equations constitute the

input-output relationship for again-of-two stage inamultistage ADC, with 3 possible
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DAC levels {-IR, 0, +IR}. Note that the static transfer characteristic of this stage is

essentially identical to that of Implementation Example 4: both schemes employ 2

decision levels, 3 DAC levels, and an interstage gain of 2. This stage input-output

relationship is discussed further in Algorithm Example 3 in Chapter 4.

Some other examples of bipolar or BiCMOS implementations of multistage A/D

converters are an 8-bit, bipolar, ripple-through architecture [9]; a 10-bit, BiCMOS, 3-stage

pipeline [111], [110]; a 10-bit, BiCMOS implementation thatuses pipelining and

interpolation [89]; and a 10-bit, BiCMOS, pipelined subranging architecture [125].

3.4.2 Some Issues Relating to Algorithms and Implementations

This section discusses various issues which involve considerations at both (a) the

ADC algorithm / transfercharacteristic level and (b) the circuit implementation level.

Issue 1: Having a threshold at zero in a pipeline stage dc transfer characteristic

Shown in Fig. 3.37 aretwo pipeline stagedc transfercharacteristics: (a) a classical scheme

and (b) a scheme with reduced interstage gain and modified coding; these input-output

relationships have been presented previously in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.23 respectively, and

issues relating to digital error correction and redundancy have been discussed. The aim

here is to focus on another aspect of these two transfer characteristics: specifically, note

that scheme (b) below uses shifted sub-ADC levels and shifted sub-DAC levels, as

compared to scheme (a), and, in particular, scheme (b) does not have a threshold at zero.
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Fig. 3.37 Two 3-bit pipeline stage dc input-output relationships; (b) uses shifted DAC levels.

The following two points are pertinent.

First, observe that in scheme (b) above, the sub-DAC levels are {-3/4, -1/2, -1/4,0,

1/4,1/2,3/4,1}, which areat the LSB points with respect to the 3-bit stage input-output

characteristic, whereas the sub-DAC levels in (a) are {-7/8, -5/8, -3/8, -1/8,1/8, 3/8,5/8,

7/8}, whichare atthe 1/2-LSB points with respect to the 3-bit stage. The relevance of this

point is the following: often, the implementation of the DAC is simpler if the DAC levels

are at LSB points rather than at 1/2-LSB points.

101
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In particular, if a capacitive DAC is used, then in scheme (b) only unit capacitors are

needed, whereas in the case of (a), half-unit capacitors are required. Implementation

Example 3 and Implementation Example 4 in Section 3.4.1 areexamples of SC pipeline

implementations with the DAC levels at the stage LSB points and using unit capacitors. In

some sense, the DAC levels are "more important", since their accuracy is more critical to

the overall A/D converter function, and so it seems reasonable to tailor the transfer curve

to make the DAC implementation easier. Since invariably the accuracy requirements on

the sub-ADC decision levels are relaxed by mean of an overrange detection or digital

correction scheme, the necessity for the sub-ADC thresholds to be at 1/2-LSB points does

not usually have a significant impact on the implementation complexity. Note that on this

basis, as may be seen from Fig. 3.24, the "naive coding" approach mentioned earlier is

less desirable than the "modified coding" scheme.

Second, a dc transfer curve having a transition at zero, as compared to having the

smallest magnitude thresholds at ±1/2 LSB, often causes noise — specifically, toggling of

the ADC output code — when the input is near zero, or when there is no input; this

phenomenon may be considered idle-channel noise. However, if the overall input-referred

offset of the converter is comparable to 1 LSB, then the offset effectively shifts the overall

ADC static transfer characteristic in an unpredictable way, and thus, both configurations

are equally susceptible to unwanted toggling of the overall output code. Furthermore, note

that use of a scheme that does not have a threshold nominally at zero has no effect on the

noise associated with the actual thresholds — it simply means that noise when the inputis

near zero is reduced. However, if a scheme with shifted thresholds is employed in a

pipelined multistage architecture with a small number of bits per stage, then the most

significant stages in the pipeline are essentially immune from anyspurious switching, and

so the overall noiseof the circuit dueto switching of internal digital circuitry may be less.

In the literature, the two types of transfercurves, namely, those with a threshold at zero

(such as scheme (a) in Fig. 3.37) and those with shiftedthresholds (such as scheme (b) in

Fig. 3.37) are referred to asmid-rise and mid-tread respectively.
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Issue 2: Interstage gain or reduced signal swing?

Another question whicharises is: why usean interstage gain atall, that is, why not simply

scale the references? There are two extremes here: (i) subranging architectures, which

have no interstagegain (i.e., a gain of 1, which may be viewed as a degenerate case of

interstage gain), and (ii) pipelined multistage architectures, which usually have an

interstage gain sufficient to maintain the same nominal signal range or swing in all stages.

There are some examples of hybrid implementations that incorporate some combination

of both. The key problem associated with reduced signal swing is that the offset

requirement on the threshold levels becomes very stringent.

Issue 3: Location of interstage gain block in recirculating architectures

A related issue is the effect of having the gain block located at the front of the stage. This

is particularly relevant in algorithmic and recycling ADC's; specifically, compare the two

implementations shown in Fig. 3.7. For a given achievable range for the internal analog

circuits, having the gain in front means that the allowable input signal range has been

decreased by an amount equal to that gain — i.e., the dynamic range has been decreased.

Issue 4: S/H in front?

Throughout this chapter, since the focus has been on static behavior, dynamic effects

associated with sampling of a high-frequency analog input signal have not been discussed.

However, the sampling function is fundamental to high-speed A/D conversion. In some

implementations [80], [73], [75], in order to make the input sampling process as robust as

possible, a switched-capacitor S/H stage is placed in front of the entire pipeline as shown

in Fig. 3.0. This also obviates the necessity for the input to drive the comparators directly.

In terms of the layout, the "pipeline stage" is then regarded as having the S/H in front

rather than at the end, as described in Section 7.2 for the parallel pipeline architecture.
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Issue 5: Single-ended or differential?

A single-ended implementation requires approximately half the hardware (power, area,

etc.) of a fully-differential approach, andis usually significantly less complex; for

example, no common-mode feedback circuitry is required. Most of the 8-bit two-step

subranging implementations use single-endedcircuits; for example, those described in

[30], [31], [86], [87]. The necessity for differential implementations seems clearer at

resolutions greater than 8 bits. In manyof the CMOS SC pipeline ADC's reported that use

a differential signal path, the range is directly determined by the op amp swing, and the

reference levels for the DAC's, etc., are chosen accordingly, that is, matched to the swing.

Obviously, a differential implementation doubles the signal swing — assuming the same

circuits are used. However, swing may be less of an issue in ADC's that do not need op

amps. Other issues such as how much noise is present on the power supplies — or, more

generally, the entire electrical environment — are alsorelevant. In circuits where dynamic

range is critical, and high power-supply rejection ratio (PSRR) is required, a differential

implementation is essential.

3.5 ERROR SOURCES AND NONIDEALITIES IN SC PIPELINE

ADC IMPLEMENTATIONS

In this section, various error source and nonidealities present in switched-capacitor

(SC) implementations of pipelined multistage A/D converters are discussed. Specifically,

this section analyzes some key nonidealities in the switched-capacitor gain block circuit.

Gain and offset errors are considered in Section 3.5.0 by examining a general SC stage.

Section 3.5.1 discusses some capacitor matching issues. Sampled thermal noise, i.e., kT/C

noise, is analyzed in Section 3.5.2. Some pertinent implementation issues include the

effect of finite op amp gain, the effect of the feedback factor, the use of a shared feedback

capacitance, etc. This section does notexplicitly address any issues related to speed of the

S/H and interstage gain blocks — the topic of settlingtime in SC gain stages is considered

in Chapter 5.
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3.5.0 Gain and Offset

Although the offset requirements on the threshold levels and gain blocks can be

relaxed by means of digital error correction, nevertheless, it is of interest to examine the

offset performance of a SC gain stage, especially in the context of an A/D converter using

parallelanalog signal paths, since mismatches between the input-referred offsets of the

various channels give rise to fixed pattern noise— a very importantissue (see Chapter6).

A single-ended version of a general SC gain stage is shown in Fig. 3.38.

Vjnt

Vhis

Vint

Ml Acouisition/tracking/reset

'ir^ o—o*—o

(2) Charge redistribution/hold/amplification

Fig. 3.38 Two phases of operation of a generalized multi-input switched-capacitor gain block.
During phase 1,onesetofanalog inputs {Vin1|} are acquired onthecapacitors, and
sampling switch Sx at the summing node X is closed. In phase 2, the sampling switch Sx
isopened, the capacitors are switched to another setofvoltages sources {Vin2j}, which
may depend on a sub-ADC decision, and the amplifier is in a closed-loop configuration
with feedback capacitorCF. This model includes op amp gain A and offset V0s-
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This key building block is widely used in SC signal processing — not only in ADC's.

The input-output relationship of the stageis now derived, including the effects of op amp

offset Vos and finite op amp open-loop gain A, as shown on Fig. 3.38.

First, consider the top diagram in Fig. 3.38, which shows the reset/acquisition/track

mode. The notation is similar to that used in Section 3.4.0 where a general pipeline stage

was considered: all the capacitors{ CS1} used in the acquisition phase are present in the

charge redistribution phase, that is, are contained withinthe combination of { CS2.} and

CF. However, additional capacitors may be involved in phase 2, in particular, CF.

Clearly, the voltages { Vinl } connected during phase 1can represent different physical

voltage sources. Alternatively, if the sampling instants are delayed or staggered using a

multiphase clocking scheme, the { VinI } can be samples of one signal source at different

times, thereby giving rise to an implementation of an FIR or transversal filter [147].

Filtering is not the subject ofithis dissertation and is not covered here. However, it should

be noted that the following analysis does apply to such SC transversal filter structures.

During phase 1, sampling switch Sx is closed, and so the op amp inputs are shorted

out, and the charge at the summing node (labelled X) is given by

Qx = CSIi(0-Vtal|) +Csl;(0-Vinl2) +Cslj(0-Vinlj) +... (3.68)

i.e.,

Qx =-£ (Csi Vtai,) 0-69)
i

There is some parasitic capacitance C1P1 at the summing node but it stores no charge.

Next, the switch configuration during the amplification or charge redistribution mode

is shown in the lower diagram on Fig. 3.38. In pipeline ADC's, the voltages { Vin2 } are

sub-DAC reference voltages, but this analysis is not specific to a particular application: it

is simply assumed here that there is a set of voltages/signals {Vin2 } connectedto the

capacitors during phase 2.
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The charge Qx is now redistributed on the combination of capacitors {CS2 }, CF, and

CIP2, andthe voltage at nodeX becomes Vx. Qx may thusbe expressed as

Qx = CS2i (Vx - Vin2() +CS22 (Vx- Vin22) +... +CIP2VX +CF(Vx - Vout) (3.70)

i.e.,

Qx =-J (Cs2jVin2j) +(£cS2.) Vx +CIP2VX +CFVX -CFV0Ut (3.71)
j j

The notation CS2T is usedto denote the total capacitance switched to inputvoltage

sources during phase 2, i.e.,

^S2T = ^^S2j (3.72)
j

The input-output relation of the op amp including finite gain and non-zero offset is

Vool = A(0-Vx-Vos) (3.73)

which gives

Vx =-(^f+Vos) (3.74)

Charge is conserved at the summing node X; equating the expressions (3.69) and

(3.71) for the sampled andconserved charge Qx respectively yields

"X^sOW =-X(CS2Vin2.)+CS2TVx+CFVx +CIP2Vx-CpVout (3.75)
i j

which gives

CFV0Ut =(CS2T +CIP2 +CF)VX +£(CSI Vinlj) - ]T (CS2 Vin2.) (3.76)
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Substituting the expression for Vx from (3.74) into (3.76) yields

CFV0Ut =-(CS2T+CIP2 +CF) (^ +V0S) +£(CS1 Vinli) -£(CS2Vin2.) (3.77)

and solving this for Vout gives

7 .(Cs^nl.) 2^ ^S2jVjn2j) ~ (CS2T +^IP2 +^p) ^os
V = —y out CS2T + CjP2 + CFi

Cp(i+ "' A(T—-)
(3.78)

With reference to Fig. 3.38, the feedback factor f of the closed-loop system of phase 2

is defined to be the transfer function "looking back" from the output node to the op amp

inverting input, as shown explicitly in Fig. 3.39.

CS2,

CS2C

CS2!

' 1
1 "—

PlP2

Vx
o

o
' 1—- + y/

CF

*-o

Fig.3.39 Relevant circuit for calculation of the feedback factor f for the closed-loop amplification
phase of operation of the SC gain block of Fig. 3.38.

Clearly, the feedback factor is due to a capacitive divider effect, and is given by

CKf=Zx
out Op amp removed

The use of the subscript "2" emphasizes that the feedback factor refers to the configuration

during phase 2 — the charge redistribution or closed-loop amplification phase. Note that f

is the ratio of the feedback capacitance CF to the total capacitance at the summing node in

CS2T + C|P2 + Cp
(3.79)
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the closed-loop phase, CS2T + CIP2 + CF, where CS2T is the total source capacitance

switched to input voltage sources during phase 2, and CIP2 is the input capacitance of the

amplifier. Thus, if CS2T, CF, and CIP2 are comparable in value, minimizing CS2T by

sharing thefeedback capacitor, that is, using it also for acquisition, is beneficial.

Replacing the feedback factorexpression in equation (3.78) by the symbol f yields

X(C*>.V"'.)-X(CMiVM.)
Vos

Voul = -! 1 ^— (3.80)

C(i +3k> fd +i)
which can also be written as

y<c,,vlllli)-y<cMvM))
• _j . L

F (i +-^) * (i + -^)
vout = -^ 7T-* -, r V" (3-81)

—•) n + —'
Af; K Af

The term 1/Af may be viewed as a gain error eG. The above equation thenbecomes

°ul=~ C^ d+e-) f (1+0Voll, - -s =-J —*-^.—l— (3.82)

Note that, as before, it is possible to regardthis circuit as a charge difference amplifier.

That is, letting QSI =]T (CS1 Vinl.) and QS2 =£ (CS2 Vin2.) in (3.82) gives

Qsi-Qsu 1 vos 1_
(l +en) f ' (l+en)Vout = ( 'V >*TT+ZTT - -F ' /, .\ J 0.83)

It is apparent that the gain accuracy of the stage is set by the dc loop gain (T = Af) of

the closed-loop system. Therefore, when considering gain error sources, attention must be

given to both the op amp open-loop gain and the feedback factor. For relatively low

interstage gain — roughly <4 — there can be significant benefit obtained from sharing the

feedback capacitor; at higher interstage gains the improvement obtained is negligible.
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Summary:

The main result of this section (3.82) is repeated below.

XCCs.V^-J^V^)
— _J j . \ Vos 1

V = — * - — n 84^CF (l+eG) f (l+eG) '̂54;

This equation gives the input-output relation for a general SC gain stage, in the

presence of finite op amp gain A and non-zeroop amp offset Vos, as shown in Fig. 3.38.

Stage operation consists of a reset/acquisition phase, followed by a closed-loop charge

redistribution and amplification phase, as follows.

• During phase 1, voltages {Vin, } are acquired on capacitors {Cs, }.

• Sampling switch Sx is then turned off thus conserving charge at the summing node.

• During phase 2, voltages { Vin2 } are connected to capacitors {CS2 }; the amplifier is

in a closed-loop configuration with feedback capacitance CF.

• The feedback factor f of the closed-loop configuration is given by the ratio of the

feedback capacitance to the total capacitance at the summing node:

f=c +c° +c (3-85)v^s2T -r v_|P2 -r \_F

• The final output voltage Vout is given by (3.84).

Expressions for the effects of finite op amp gain and non-zero offset are as follows.

• The gain error of the general SC stage is

e° - S? =Cs2Tac"+Cf <3-86>
• The output offset VOSout of the general SC stage is

OS 1 OSvosout =— 'Y^ - — (3-87)
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3.5.1 Capacitor Matching

In this section, the effect of capacitormismatch on gain accuracy of a SC gain stage is

examined for two circuit configurations: (i) using a feedback capacitor that is not shared

(i.e., not used during the acquisition phase) and (ii) using a shared feedback capacitor. The

discussion demonstrates another benefit obtained from sharing the feedback capacitor: a

reduction in gain variance.

First, consider a switched-capacitor gain stage using M nominally identical capacitors

Cp C2,..., CM, and a separate, physically distinct feedback capacitor CF. Assume that CF

and all the {CJ are nominally identical, with capacitance value C. The closed-loop gain

G of the stage is given by

C.+C2 + C3+ ...+CM
G = _! *_2 ™ (3.88)

CF

and has nominal value equal to M. Assume the capacitances {CJ and CF are independent

and identically-distributed random variables. The variance of the gain is

M

Var(G) =£var(^) =
F

2Mo' (3.89)'AC/C

i.i ^F

where cjac/c is thestandard deviation of the capacitor relative mismatch — and has a

typical value 0.001, or 0.1%, for a 1 pF capacitor implemented in a CMOS technology

using a poly-poly or some other special-purpose precision capacitor structure.

Next, if one of the sampling capacitors — forexample, C { — is shared, i.e., as well as

being used for acquisition, is also used in the amplification phase as the feedback

capacitor, then the above expression (3.88) for the closed-loop gain becomes

C, + C2 + C3 + ... + CM C, + C2 + C3 + ... + CMG = -1 2—l * = _! 1—J. 5! (3.90)
cF c,
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Hence

( M C \Var(G) =Var l+V (-1) =0+(M-l)aA2c/c (3.91)

Thus, thevariance of thegain has decreased from MaAC/c to (M - 1)(JAC/C, and so

the standard deviation of the gain has decreased by a factor of J(M- 1)/M. It maybe

seen that for small values of M, a significant improvement is obtained. In particular, for

M = 2 the standard deviation is reduced by 0.71; for M = 4 there is a reduction of 0.87.
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3.5.2 kT/C Noise

Thermal noise sampled onto the samplingcapacitors, commonly known as kT/C

noise, is an important consideration particularly at resolutions higher than 10 bits. Shown

in Fig. 3.40 below are the single-ended equivalent circuits of a SC gain stage during its

two phases of operation with the relevant thermal noise sources due to the switches

indicated. (Thermal noise due to the op amp transistors is not considered here [14], [18].)

vni
Ri Si

-W—o4-o

Total capacitance
from summing node to
ground during phase 2

m Acauisition/tracking/reset

(2) Charge redistribution/hold/amplification

Fig.3.40 Equivalent circuits for analysis of sampled thermal noise in a SC gain stage.

The notation and conventions are similar to Fig. 3.38; CS1T = /CS1 is the total
i

capacitance used for acquisition of the inputvoltage (or input voltages) during phase 1.
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Referring to Fig. 3.40, during the sampling acquisition phase, the noise sources vnl

and vn2, associated with the on-resistances R\ and R2of switches Si andS2 respectively,

feed into the summing node. At the sampling instant (when S2 opens), noise charge qn is

stored on the summing node. During the charge redistribution phase, qn is transferredto

the feedbackcapacitor CF andthe output noisevoltage vno is given by

v„„ =£ (3-92)
<~p

In order for (3.92) to be useful, it is necessary to know the variance of qn. For a simple

one-pole R-C circuit, it is known thatthe total thermal noiseenergy when integrated over

all frequencies is kT/C (in volts squared), and due to aliasing, all this energy appears in

the baseband [39]. However, since the network of Fig. 3.40 is a 2nd-order network, it is

not obvious that the same expression holds. As shown in Appendix 3.A, the total noise

charge power (i.e., variance) for the network of Fig. 3.40 is given by

Var(qn) =q] =kT(CslT +CIP1) (3.93)

= kTCT1 (3.94)

where

CT, = CS|T + CjP1 (3.95)

that is, CTI is the total capacitance at the summing node during the acquisition phase, i.e.,

the phase during which the noise is sampled. Note that this is equivalent to the total noise

obtained in a first-order R-C system with capacitance CT,.

Using (3.92), and assuming adifferential implementation, a^, the differential voltage

noise variance at the output of the stage due to sampled thermal noise, is therefore given

by

, 2Var(qn)
<. =Var(vnod) = 4n (3.96)

CF
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and substituting from (3.94) yields

(Note that, as shown in Appendix 3.A, both differential S/H circuit configurations —

with a center switch or without a center switch — result in this doubling of the noise

power as compared to a single-ended configuration.)

For a stage withaknown closed-loop gain G, the differential output noise God maybe

referred to the inputto give the stage input-referred differential noise variance aid.Thus,

^d =Var(vnid)=X!^ (3.98)

2kTC
T1 (3.99)

C2FG2

Since the ratio CF/CT1 is simply the feedback factor f of the closed-loop system,

equations (3.97) and (3.99) abovebecome respectively

°- =$£ •i (3100)
and

n _ aod _ 1 2kT 1

By comparing (3.87) and (3.100), it may be seen that noise and offset are affected

similarly by the feedback network: both undergo an enhancementor amplification by the

amount 1/f. This behavior is a general characteristic of closed-loop feedback systems, and

the quantity equal to the reciprocal of the feedback factor is often referred to as the noise

gain. In summary, the key quantities for kT/C noise in the SC gain stage are CT,, the total

capacitance at the summing node during the acquisition phase, and f, the feedback factor.
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3.6 SUMMARY

The objectivethroughout this chapter has beento give a systematic presentation of

multistage A/Dconverter structures and their operation, including basic dc functionality,

code assignment and digital errorcorrection issues, key static nonidealities, and also a

broad survey of implementations with emphasis on switched-capacitor approaches. The

primary focus throughout thechapter has been onthe individual stage within amultistage

ADC: the static input-output behavior wasdiscussed in Sections 3.1-3.4;implementations

and some associated issues and nonidealities were dealt with in Sections 3.5-3.6.

Wherever possible, connections between the algorithms and the implementations have

been pointed out. As well as concentrating on the architectures commonly known as

"pipelines", recirculating and subranging topologies have been included in the discussion.

Pipelined Multistage A/D Converter Architectures

Some key properties of pipelined multistage ADC's are now listed.

• The primary reason to use any multistage architecture as compared to a full flash

topology is that hardware cost — i.e., power, area, and associated characteristics such

as input capacitance — does not increaseexponentially with the resolution.

• Any A/D conversion process involves decisions: using a class of techniques known as

digital error correction or redundancy or overrange detection, the accuracy of the

decision threshold levels may be greatly relaxed.

• The cost of this redundancy is increased number of stages in the pipeline; this always

entails increased latency.

• The accuracy of the interstage gain and DAC levels within each stage cannot be

compromised: the greater the overall system resolution, the more stringent are the

accuracy requirements for the DAC levels and the interstage gains.
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Switched-Capacitor Gain Stage

A key component in switched-capacitor(SC) implementations of pipeline ADC's is

the SC gain stage. In the latter half of this chapter, the SC gain block was examined in

detail; the versatility of the SC gain block was demonstrated justifying its widespread

usage in multistage ADC's.

The feedback factor f for a SC gain stage in its closed-loop configuration is given by

f =
CS2T + CjP2 + Cp

i.e., the ratioof the feedback capacitance CF to the total capacitance at the summing node

in the closed-loop phase. Note that the reciprocal of feedback factor (1/f) is not equal to

the closed-loop gain of the stage, although in some circumstances, they may be close.

Expressions for the effects of finite op amp gain and non-zero offset were obtained, as

follows.

Gain error:

£c - 73 =Cs2T+ac"+Cf <3-102>
where A is the op amp open-loop gain.

Output offset:

V - V°s 1 - Vqs Hi™vosout_ f TTe f^ p.iuj;

where Vos is the op amp input-referred offset.

• kT/C noise at output:

2kT 1
CT1 f

for a differential implementation.
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The feedback factor canbe improved by reducing thetotal capacitance atthe summing

node during the closed-loop phase. One way to achieve this is to share the feedback

capacitor — i.e., to use it both for acquisition and for amplification. An example of this

technique was described: a one bit perstage SC pipeline ADC implementation using a

gain of 2 and a 3-level DAC [75]. More generally, sharing the feedback capacitor is a

manifestation of a deeper idea: feedback is good. More feedback, that is, a larger feedback

factor, helps: it improves dc loop gain accuracy, and minimizes noise and offset.

As will be discussed further in Chapter 5, maximizing f also tends to improve speed,

and for the op amps used in these applications, which are usuallyone-stage operational

transconductance amplifiers, stability is usually not a serious constraint.

Other Issues

The issue of optimization of pipelined multistage architectures has not been addressed

in this chapter. Some previous work has concentrated on minimizing die area and

proposed a resolution of 3-4 bits per stage [72], [135]. Another recent approachhas

included some consideration of speed [76], and concluded that for maximum conversion

rate, the minimum possible stage resolution should be selected. The strategy of using the

smallest possible number of bits per stage in order to achieve maximum A/D converter

throughput was also recommended in [59] in the context of hybrid and module

implementations. Further systematic approaches for low power [14] and high dynamic

range performance objectives [18] are also possible; these approaches take account of

speed and accuracyrequirements, and also include the scalingof later stages in the

pipeline.
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APPENDIX

3.A kT/C NOISE ANALYSIS OF MOS S/H STAGE

3.A.0 Introduction and Motivation

This appendix relates to the discussion in Section 3.5.2 concerning thermal noise in

switched-capacitor (SC) gain stages.Two widely-used differential sampling networks are

shown below in Fig. 3.41 and Fig. 3.42 [73], [80]. The purpose of this analysis is to

compute the sampled thermal noise of the switches.

1
*,

fc

CM_out

*H[m<- cf OHO!-
VCM_in CM_out

Vcm. out

i~~l |vCM_bias

CM_out

Fig. 3.41 Differential SC gain stage with clock phases indicated. VCMin, VCMout, and Vcm^
are dc bias levels generated elsewhere. Sampling occurs afthe instant that transistors
M1+ and Mj_ are turned off — i.e., onthe high-to-low transition of$',.

119
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The configuration of Fig. 3.41 does not use a center switch, whereasthe configuration

shown below in Fig. 3.42 does.

*1

%

CM.out

frfr fj} w,

*HtMi- cf ♦HOI-
VCM_out'CMJn

-^ vTT |vCM_bias

CM_out

Rg.3.42 Differential SC gain stagewith clock phases indicated. VCM_in. vCM_out' and VCM_bias
are dc bias levels generated elsewhere. The input commorvmode level is reset when
transistors M1+ and Mj_ are turned off — i.e., on the high-to-low transition of Q\.
Sampling occurs at the instantthat transistor M1 is turned off — i.e., on the falling edge
of<t>".
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A single-ended equivalent circuit for the differential sampling network without center

switch of Fig. 3.41 is shown in Fig. 3.43below. Thermal noise sources are indicated.

R1 s,
-Wv—04—0-

Total capacitance
from summing node to
ground during phase 2

m Acouisition/reset

12) Charge redistribution

Fig. 3.43 Equivalent differential-mode half-circuits (i.e., single-ended circuits) foranalysis of kT/C
noise inthe switched-capacitor gain stage without a center switchshown in Fig. 3.41.

Switch S2 and resistance R2 in Fig. 3.43 correspond to transistors MI+ or M,_ in

Fig. 3.41, and switch S, and resistance R, in Fig. 3.43 correspondto the CMOS switches

on the input side of the sampling capacitors in Fig. 3.41. Capacitor C1P, is the input

parasitic capacitance of the amplifier— usually it consists primarilyof the gate

capacitance of the input devices. The subscript 1in CIP1 is intended to emphasize that this

is the parasitic capacitance at the summing node during phase J, the acquisition phase.
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The key equivalent circuit representing the acquisition phase is shown in Fig. 3.44.

vm R c w CS
0R1 St v3

Wv 04-0 •

qn = noise charge at this node

Fig. 3.44 Equivalent circuit for noise analysis in switched-capacitor gain stage showing noise
acquisition and filtering.

Referring to the above diagram, during the sampling/acquisition phase, the noise

sources vn) and vn2* which correspond to the on-resistances R, and R2 of switches S,

and S, respectively, feed into the summing node, and at the sampling instant (when S2

opens) noise charge qn is stored on the summing node. During the charge redistribution

phase, qn is transferred to the feedback capacitor CF and the output noisevoltage vno is

given by

v =

no C,

qn
(3.105)

Since the network of Fig. 3.44 is not a simple first-order R-C structure, it is not

immediately obvious what the total noise variance is. This observationmotivates the

following analysis of kT/C noise in networks more complicated than simple R-C

structures. The objective is to find the variance of qn. It is assumed that noise aliasing

results in the total noise energy appearing in the baseband [39].
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3.A.1 Analysis of Network Without Center Switch

To ease the analysis complexity, the notation is simplified to that shown in Fig. 3.45.

i
Vnl R, v3 C1

<h-Q -Wr

CP

X"

R2

qn = noise charge at this node

Fig. 3.45 Equivalent circuit for analysis of kT/C noise in a SC gain stage — simplified notation.

This model shown in Fig. 3.45 is applicable for analysis of either (a) a single-ended

S/H circuit or (b) a differential circuit without a center switch, since in the case without a

center switch the two halves of the differential circuit are clearly independent for noise

purposes and may be analyzed individually. The final noise is just the sum of the

individual noise powers. When a center switch is present, there is some correlation

between the noise samples at the positive and negative summing nodes: that complicates

the analysis.

The method of analysis is as follows. When switch S2 goes off, filtered noise charge

from the two thermal noise sources vnI and vn2 is sampled at node X. The voltage at node

X is denoted by vx. A useful quantity is voltage v3, which is defined as the voltage at the

node between R, and C,, as shown in Fig. 3.45. The noise charge qn sampled at the

summing node X is the sum of the chargeson capacitors Cp and C,, and is therefore given

by

123

qn = Cp(vx-0)+Cl(vx-v3) (3.106)

= (Cp + C,)vx-C,V3 (3.107)
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A simple nodal analysis of the circuit of Fig. 3.45 gives

vx = (sC,R,)vnl+n+sC,R)v„2
1+s(C,R, +CPR2 +C,R2) +s2CpR2C,R,

and

[1+ s (C. + Cp) R2] vnl + sC.R, vn2
v3 = - —! ?J 2J nl »L»H (3.109)

1+s (C,R, +CPR2 +C,R2) +s2CPR2C,R,

It is convenient to define D (s) to be the denominator polynomial:

D(s) = 1+s(C1R,+CPR2 +C,R2) +s2CpR2C,R, (3.110)

The above equations (3.108) and (3.109) then simplify to

(sC^Ki+U+sC^K;, .

V* " D(i) (3-1U)

and

[l+s(Cl + CP)R2Jvnl + sC1R1vn2

v' = DM (3-U2)

respectively.

Rewriting (3.107): the noise charge is given by

qn= (Cp +C1)vx-C,v3 (3.113)

Substituting the expressions for vx and v3 in (3.111) and (3.112) respectively into

(3.113), and simplifying yields

-CjVni+vCp +q +s^CpR.K,
qn = LDli) (3'114)

Next, the following well-known relation is used relating the input and output power

spectral densities in the s-domain of a linearnetwork having transfer function H (s):
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S0(s) = H(s)H(-s)S,(s) (3.115)

where S4 (s) and S0 (s) are the bilateral Laplace Transforms of the autocorrelation

functions at the input and output respectively. Since each of the two thermal noise sources

vnl and vn2 contribute independently to the noisecharge qn, they may be analyzed

separately and the resulting power spectral densities added.

To clarify this point, (3.114) may be rewritten in the form

qn = H,(s)vnl + H2(s)vn2 (3.116)

where H, (s) and H2 (s) are the transfer functions from the voltage noise sources vn]

and vn2 respectively to the noise charge qn, that is,

H,(s)=j^y (3.117)
and

(C. + C. + sC.CpR.)

D(s)

Note again the emphasis on the noise charge qn at the summing node: qn is what gets

transferred to the feedback capacitor; therefore, qn is the key quantity whose variance is

required. Based on (3.116), S0(s), the power spectral density of qn in the s-domain, is

given by

S0(s) = HI(s)HI(-s)SI(s)+H2(s)H2(-s)S2(s) (3.119)

where S, (s) and S2 (s) are the 2-sided power spectral densities of the white input noise

sources vnI and vn2 respectively, and have values given by the familiar thermal noise

expressions, i.e.,

S,(s) = 2kTR, (3.120)

S2(s) = 2kTR2 (3.121)
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Substituting the above two relationsinto (3.119) gives

S0(s) = H, (s) H, (-s) (2kTR,) + H2 (s) H2 (-s) (2kTR2) (3.122)

and including the expressions for H, (s) and H2 (s) from (3.117) and(3.118)

respectively yields

C2(2kTR1) +(Cp +Cl-fsC1CPR,) (Cp +C, -sC.CpR,) (2kTR2)
MS) D(s)D(-s) (3-123)

C2(2kTR,) + [(Cp +C1)2-s2(C1CPR,)2] (2kTR2)
= D(s)D(-s) (3'124)

which may be rearranged to give

C2R,+ (Cp +CI)2R2-s2(C1CPR1)2R2
S0(s) = 2kT

D(s)D(-s)
(3.125)

Following the approach described in [104], the right-hand side of (3.125) may be

decomposed into partial fractions as

(A + Bs) (A-Bs)

S°(S)=T>U)- +T>7^r <3126>

= S+(s) +S"(s) (3.127)

where S+ (s) and S" (s) are the transforms of the causal and anti-causal components

respectively of the autocorrelation function of qn. At this point, it is useful to recall that

D(s) = l+s(C,R1+CpR2 +C,R2)+s2CPR2C,R, (3.128)

Equating coefficients of s° and s2 in(3.125) and (3.126) gives

2A = 2kT[C2R,+ (Cp +C,)2R2] (3.129)

and

2A(CPR2C,R,) -2B(C,R,+CpR2 +C,R2) = -2kT[ (C,CPR,)2R2] (3.130)
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which are easily solved to yield

A = kT[C?R,+ (Cp +C,)2R2] (3.131)

B = kT(Cp+C,) (CpR^jR,) (3.132)

Returning to the power spectral density in the s-domain, it is useful to rearrange the

expression for S+(s) in (3.126) as follows.

S*(.) =$g! (3,33)

B(s + A/B)

" D(«) (3'134)

B (s + A/B)

CpR2C,R, D'(s)
(3.135)

where D' (s) = D (s) / (CPR2C,R,). Note that D' (s) is a polynomial with coefficient

of 1 on the s2 term.

Now, substituting the expression for B from (3.132) into (3.135) gives

S+(s) =kT(Cp+C,)- ^p/^ (3.136)

Taking the inverse Laplace transform of this gives R0(x), the autocorrelation function.

Next, note that D' (s) is a2nd-order polynomial in s with the s2 term having acoefficient

of 1, and so using a well-known result from Laplace transform theory, the inverse

transform of

(s + A/B)

D'(s)

has the form

e~OT(cosPx +ysinPx)

which has value 1at t = 0. Furthermore, recallthat for the purposes of this analysis, only
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the variance is needed, i.e., the autocorrelation evaluated at x = 0. Thus, the variance is

simply obtained as the constant term multiplying the right-hand side of (3.136). That is,

Ro(0) = Var(qn) = kT(Cp+C.) (3.137)

which is the result required. (This result can also be obtained more directly by applying

the Laplace Transform initial-value theorem to the expression for S+ (s) in (3.126) [121].)

Note that this is equivalent to a simple R-C network with capacitance (CP+ C,).

Specifically, this result is the same as would be obtained by assumingthat a noise voltage

of variance kT/ (CP +Cl) is sampled ontocapacitance (CP +C,) resulting in a noise

charge of variance

7^^.(CP+C,)> =kT(CP+C1).

Note that (CP +Cj) is simply the total capacitance at the summing node.

The output noise variance may now be obtained from (3.105).

q. kT(CP + C,)Ro(0) =Var(vno) =Var(^) = i—L (3.138)
F F

Finally, multiplying by 2 to account for the two independent halvesof the differential

network gives the differential voltage noise variance Var (vnod) at the output of the stage

due to thermal noise in the switches of the sampling network:

2kT(CP + C,)

*~F

Var(vnod) = 1^ li (3.139)

which may also be written as

2kTCT1
Var(vnod) =—^ (3.140)

where CT1 = CP +C, is the total capacitance at the summing node (i.e., on one side of

the differential input samplingnetwork) during the acquisition phase.
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3.A.2 Extension to Network With Center Switch

For a differential S/H network with a center switch the analysis is somewhat more

involved. The key equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.46 below.

tf,
=bcP

-Qr-^l

v"°0

Re

V„1
R,

<7

129

Fig. 3.46 Equivalent circuits for analysis of kT/C noise in differential switched-capacitor gain stage
with center switch. Rc is the on-resistance of the center switch.

In Fig. 3.46, Rc is the on-resistance of the center switch, and R, corresponds to the

on-resistance of the input switches.The transistors M1+ and M,_ in Fig. 3.42 are off

when sampling occurs and so do not contribute any noise, and consequently are not

represented in Fig. 3.46. The following analysis is based on the approach followed in [78].

In this case, since there is some correlation between the positive and negative sides of

the network due to the shared center switch, the differential charge qnd is considered

directly. The network may be split into two halves that arecorrelated— as shown in

Fig. 3.47.
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+

Vn1

<Hz-(^)t—w-

Vnl R

Vn2

L

?R2

T

0

vn2Q
$R2

Fig. 3.47 Equivalent circuit for analysis of noise in a differential SC gain stage with center switch
showing correlation between noise sources due to the thermal noise of the center
switch.

Here, the same noise sample vn2 is generated on the positive and negative sides of the

network, since this noise is due to one resistor — the center switch on-resistance.

The value of S, (s) is as before:

S.(s) = 2kTR, (3.141)

However, S2 (s) is more complicated. If the value of the center switch resistance is

Rc = 2R2, then the 2-sided powerspectral density due to Rc is

Sc(s) = 2kTRc (3.142)
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If this noise power is partitioned between the positive and negative sides of the

differential circuit [78], and letting vnc be the noise voltage due to Rc, then the following

relation must hold:

Vnc = Vn2 + Vn2 = 2vn2

which gives (using the relation Rc = 2R2)

S2(s) =
Sc(s) 2kTRc 2kTR2

This set of relationships is shown schematically in Fig. 3.48 below.

tf,
L

4-^3hr-w-

'nc ©

Vn1

<J—t(^}+—^

T
cP

tf,

<h-zrQhr^-

Vnc = 2vn2

Var(vnc) = 4Var(vn2)

Rc = 2R2

Vn1

<hzrQ^.—Wr

Vn2

Vn2

(3.143)

(3.144)

L

+

0

0

fRs

T
CP

Fig. 3.48 Equivalent circuits for analysis of kT/C noiseinthe input network of a differential SC gain
stage with center switch. On the left is the differential equivalent circuit; on the right are
two correlated half-circuits that together producethe same differential noise. Note that
for clarity, the polarities of the noise voltage sources are shown explicitly.
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Referring to the right-hand diagram in Fig. 3.48, and adopting an approach similar to

the approach employed in the case without a centerswitch yields the following expression

for the differential noise charge:

qnd = [H, (s) v;, + H2 (s) vn2] - [H, (s) v;, +H2 (s) (-vn2) ] (3.145)

= H1(s)v;i-H1(s)v-1+2H2(s)vn2 (3.146)

where H, (s) and H2 (s) are the transfer functions from the noise sources vnl and vn2

respectively to the noise charge qn. (It is assumed the two halves of the differential

network are identical and so the transfer functions from the positive and negative sides are

the same.) The power spectral density of the differential noise charge is therefore given by

S0 (s) = H, (s) H, (-s) S, (s) + H, (s) H, (-s) S, (s) +4H2 (s) H, (-s) S2 (s) (3.147)

= 2H, (s) H, (-s)S, (s) +4H2 (s) H2 (-s) S2 (s) (3.148)

where S, (s) and S2 (s) are the 2-sided power spectral densities (i.e., the white noise

variance) of the input noise sources vn, and vn2 respectively.

Finally, substituting the expressions for S, (s) and S2 (s) given in (3.141) and (3.144)

respectively back into (3.148) yields

(2kTR,)S0(s) =2H1(s)H1(-s)(2kTRl)+4H2(s)H2(-s) 2 J (3.149)

= 2[H,(s)H,(-s) (2kTR,)+H2(s)H2(-s) (2kTR2)] (3.150)

which is the same as the single-ended expression (3.122), but multiplied by a factor of 2.

Therefore, the final result for the differentia] output noise variance is identical to the case

without the center switch, i.e.,

2kT(CP + C.) 2kTCT1
Var(vnod) = ± L = __E! (3.151)

<~p Cp
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Chapter 4 Generalized Theory of Multistage

A/D Conversion

4.0 INTRODUCTION

The approach followed in Sections 3.1-3.2 was to begin with the classicalmultistage

A/D conversion system using idealized components, and then determine how to modify

that scheme in order to accommodate offsets in the threshold levels. It was assumed

throughout that the DAC levels in each stage (i.e., the sub-DAC levels) and the interstage

gains all equaled their nominal ideal values, to within some requisite precision. The

accuracy requirements on the DAC levels and the interstage gains were analyzed in

Section 3.3, and Section 3.5 discussed some pertinent circuit-level nonidealities in

switched-capacitor implementations. To summarize: overall, the focus in Chapter 3 was

(a) on ideal multistage ADC's and (b) on how to deal with certain deviations from ideal

behavior present in real multistage ADC's. In this chapter the approach is different: here,

the nonidealities of the sub-ADC, sub-DAC, and gain block are included explicitly at the

outset, and the A/D conversion function is constructed without making any assumptions of

ideality.

The chapter is divided into two main parts. Section 4.1 presents a generalized analysis

of multistage A/D conversion. Then, in Section 4.2, various examples are given to

illustrate the approach.

4.1 ANALYSIS

In order to develop this generalized view of multistage A/D conversion, the key

building block is considered, namely, one individual stage of a multistage ADC. It is

assumed, in general, that the input signal is bipolar. The analysis may easily be presented

for a unipolar signal; furthermore, it is always possible to consider a unipolar signal as

bipolar centered about some(mid-scale) reference level.
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Let Vin be the bipolarinput signal to the stage; in any real system the analog signal

lies within some range, and so without any loss of generality Vin may be normalized to a

system reference level Vref. In the following analysis, it is convenient to work with a

normalized input defined as

Vin
v • = —- (4.0)in v w,v'/

vref

where

-l<vin<l (4.1)

i.e., lower-case letters denote normalized quantities.

Associated with this block are M - 1 decision elements (comparators) and the

corresponding M - 1 decision levels orthreshold levels {vc, vc , vc,..., vc ), where

-1 < vr <vr < vr < ... <vr <1 (4.2)

These levels partition the input range into M non-overlapping intervals given by

M.vCi], [vCi,vcJ, [vC2,vCj],..., [vCm.2,vCmi], [vCm|, 1].

Each interval is assigned a unique label, referred to as a digital code D. Usually it is

convenient to have D € {0, 1, 2, 3,..., M - 1), where D = 0 corresponds to interval

[-1, vc ], D = 1 corresponds to interval [vc, vc ], etc. To summarize so far: a set of

threshold levels partitions the input range intoa number of intervals, andthus any input

vin lieswithin only oneof these intervals.

Each interval having code/label D also hasassociated with it a known, real, analog

signal called a"DAC" level, vDAC D, which lies in the range [-1,1]. Note that this model

of the ADC stage explicitly separates the two functions of quantizationand coding.
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The input-output relation of the block — in terms of normalized voltages — is defined

to be

vout - G (vin vDACD( }) -vos (4.3)

where vDAC D(v } is the DAClevel corresponding to theunique interval within which vin

lies, vos is an (output) offset, and G is a real number greater than orequal to one, referred

to as the stage gain. The above is now shown schematically in Fig. 4.0.

V in

Thresholding function — "interval assigner"

iz

VDAC

D=0 vDAC.O

D=1 VDAC,1

D=2 VDAC.2

... ...

D=i vDAC.i

... ...

D=M-1 VDAC,M-1

G

G>1

V out

Generalized

DAC —

lookup table

Fig.4.0 Schematic representation of a generalized stage of a multistage ADC. In the case
shown, the inputvjn lies in the interval corresponding to label D= 1, which in turn maps
to DAC value vDAC1.

Basic Definition:

A generalized multistage ADC is formed by a cascade of the building blocks that are

defined by (4.3) and shown in Fig. 4.0.
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A key assumption is the following: it is always assumed that for an individual stage,

if

-l£vin<i (4.4)

then

-l*vout<l (4.5)

i.e., it is assumed that, if Vin, the input to a stage, is within the nominal range, then the

stage output Vou( is alsowithin the range. Since in amultistage ADC this output forms the

input to the next stage, this implies that the input to thenextstage is within the range of

that next stage. An alternative way to state this is as follows. The basic input-output

relation for the stage, expressed in terms of quantities normalized to Vrcf, i.e.,

Vou. = G(vin - VDAC.D(v,n)) " Vos (4'6)

assumes that -1 < vin < 1. Clearly, if vin is the output of a previous stage, this therefore

imposes the constraint that the output vout of that stage must be within the nominal range

[-1,1]; otherwise, the relation defined in (4.6) is not guaranteed to hold. For emphasis,

this key assumption is repeated below — this time using non-normalized quantities.

If Vin is the input to a stage, and Vout is the output of thestage — i.e., the amplified

residue — then it is assumed that the condition

-VrefSVin<Vref (4.7)

implies

-VftfSVomSV„f (4.8)

In any implementation, appropriate strategies and design decisions must be taken to

ensure that this holds. Essentially, this is a linearity property: vin and vout are required to

lie within the range in which the linear relation (4.6) holds; otherwise, information is lost.
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Another viewpoint is toconsider each stage of the multistage A/Das having ahard

limiter in front of it that limits the input signal tothe specified range. As long as the signal

is within the range the nonlinearity has noeffect. As mentioned previously, in

Section 3.2.0, because of the finite, limited range present in any practical implementation

of an analog circuit block, there is an implicit hard-limiter, orclipping function associated

with the interstage gain block. Therefore, each stage inamultistage ADC may beregarded

as having aclipping/limiting function either in front of it or, directly after it. Since the

phenomenon of clipping/limiting is nonlinear, its effect is to cause the A/D conversion

process, which is ultimately a linear decomposition into a sum of weights, to break down.

Note that normalizing with respect to Vref and conditions (4.4) and (4.5) above

implicitly assume that the nominal range of all stages is the same, which is usually true in

pipelined multistage ADC's; clearly, it is not true in subranging architectures. However,

the following analysis can be performed without normalization simply by imposing the

condition that at each stage i, the amplified residue is within the range of the next stage.

Denote the stages by indices 1,2,3,..., Ns. Let the input to stage i be vt; thus, vj+, is

the output from stage i, and is alsothe input to stage i+1, as indicated in Fig. 4.1 below.

Vjn = V!

*Code(D)

Fig.4.1 Overall structure of a generalized multistage A/D converter.
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Using this notation, the static transfer characteristic for stage i becomes

vi+i = Gi(Vi-vDAC|(D(Vj)) -v0Sj (4.9)

for i = 1,..., Ns, where Gj, vos are the gain and offset of stage i, respectively, and

vdac d(v) *s tne DACoutput of stage i resulting from input Vj and corresponding digital

code or label D(v4). This notational complexity is intended to allow for the cases where

the gains, offsets, and DAC levels are different in different stages. To simplify things

somewhat, the notation vDAC D(v} is abbreviated to vDAC D,whichis defined to be the

DAC level corresponding to digital code Dj that results from input Vj to stage i. The above

equation (4.9) therefore becomes

vi+! =Gi(vi-vDAC.D1)-Vosi <4-10)

So far, therefore, a general expression (4.10) has been presented for the dc

input-output relationship of each stage in a cascade of Ns stages comprising a multistage

ADC. Note that this model also forms a useful and quite general building block for

simulation of multistage converters. As mentioned previously in Section 3.1, for dc

analysis purposes, a recirculating architecture may be viewed as a multistage ADC H7//7

all stages exactly identical; specifically, the gains and DAC levels are the same.

Next, (4.10) may be invertedto give the input v{ as afunction oftheoutput vi+,, i.e.,

Vi-H+Vos,
Vi = Q{ +VDAC.D, (4-11)

Thus, starting at the first stage, the input vin (= v,) to the multistage ADC is given by

V2 + Vos
Vin = V, = —q +VDAC.D, (4.12)
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Similarly, v2 may be expressed as
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_ V3 +Vqs2
V2 q— +VDAC,D2 (4.13)

and can be substituted back into (4.12) yielding

•i OS,

+ V, + V.G • 'DAC.D, T'oi,

Vl = + V DAC.D

= V DAC.D, + q~ +
fos, VDAC,D, OS,

G, GjG2 GjG2

vos^- ^DACDi +-g-j+ G
1 ( Wo*A M

Vdac'd^g7J+g~g;l V

Continuing in this vein, expanding the expression for v3, gives

VosA 1 (
Vin = vi = lVDAC.D,+ q

1 )

OS,

'dac.d, +-q1

OS,

G,G,lu2 V
VDAC D, +"q

3 ) G,G2G3

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

It may be seenthat vjn is beingexpressed asa linear combination of the DAC voltages

weighted by the interstage gains.

Next, recall that, the last stage in a multistage ADC differs from all the others because

it does not have an interstage gain. Thus, vN , the input to the last stage, can be written as

VNS - VDAC.DNs +£Ns (4.18)

where eN is the approximation error in the last stage — i.e., ultimately the quantization

error of the entire A/D converter.
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Therefore, for a general Ns-stage system, the input vin may be written as

V ^ 1vin = ^DACiDi +-g-j+g-^vDACtDi+-g^J+...

G1G2 -GNs-2

>NC-I

DAC,DK. . T nNs-' ^Nj-l

1
fi fi fi (VDACDN +£NS) (4.19)

and so vin, the quantized analog approximation of the input (as defined in Section 3.1), is

simply the above expression without the last stage error term:

vin =

vrt£ \ 1 / vA. \'os, 1 os2 1 OS,

DAC.D, +Qj- J+q- ^VDAC.D: +G7 J+G^; p>ACD, +Q^ J
VoO

OSv

Nc-1
+ TTn—fi V°AC- Ds -1+ fiU,U2...UNs_2 V Ns ' UNS-

+ fi~fi fi VDACDS

+ ...

(4.20)

Equation (4.20) is very general model formultistage A/D conversion and may be

considered a canonical model.
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Before proceeding further, the key steps in the preceding analysis are summarized.

1. The input-output relationship between the analog input vjn and the gained-up residue

vou, for a single stage in a multistage ADCis written down.

2. Notation isintroduced defining the first (most significant) stage to be stage 1, and the

last stage to be stage Ns; the input to stage i isdenoted by v4.

3. The input-output relation for the first stage is rearranged to give an expression for the

input to the first stage (v,) as afunction ofits amplified residue output (v2).

4. The same procedure is followed to express v2, which is equal to the output of the first

stage and equal to the input of the second stage, as a function of v3, the output of the

second stage, and the procedure continues to the end of all the stages.

The only assumption is that the basic linear input-output relationship holds for each

stage. In order for this tobe true, there must be no overranging atany point in the

multistage ADC system. Some implications of the above analysis are now discussed.

The key equation (4.20) is rewritten below.

- _ Vos, VDACD, Vos, VDACD, Vos,Vin - VDACDi +—+_^+̂ +-^_ +__+...

VDAC.DN , VosN VDACDN.

G,G2...GNs_2 GjG^.G^., C.G^.G^., (4~U

The following points are pertinent to the above discussion. Notes 1-4 use (4.21) to

derive accuracy requirements for the DAC levelsand the gains in multistage ADC's.

Notes 5-8 consider A/D conversion as a decomposition into weights and discuss some

issues relating to non-binary radix approaches and digital calibration.
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Note 1: DAC levels

By examining (4.21), the sensitivity of the ADC transfer characteristic to errors in any of

the DAC levels or interstage gain values is immediately apparent. Clearly an error in the

first stage DAC voltage vDAC D contributes directly to an error in the ADC output.

Progressing to subsequent stages, it may be seen that, as expected, the required accuracy

decreases, and errors in a DAC level at stage i are reduced by the product of the gains up

to but not including that stage. Equivalently stated, the accuracy of a DAC level within

stage i must be commensuratewith the resolution of this and all remaining stages (as

mentioned also in Section 3.3.1). Note that in two-step or subranging architectures with no

interstage gain, the accuracy requirements are unchanged for all stages.

Note 2: Interstage gain values

Forsimplicity, assume the offset terms are zero; this assumption does not affect the

analysis in any essential way. Equation (4.21) then becomes

VDAC D, VDAC D,
5, G|G2Vin = vdac.d,+ + ...+

DACDN

G,G2...GNs_,
(4.22)

Let eG beagain error causing the value of an interstage gain tobe Gs (1 - eG) instead

of G,: that is, ec is the relative error. If eG is small, then the approximation

(l-ec>- 1 + e,
(4.23)

holds. Consider theeffect of gain error eG in the first stage. Using (4.23) and substituting

back into (4.22) gives

vJn =
VDAC, D2 VDAC, D, rDAC. DN

GjG2...GNc-l

£G,VDACD, eG,VDACD^
G.G,

+ ...+
jvj2

£G,VDACDV
1 • s

G,G2...GNs_, (4.24)
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i.e., the ideal termplus the error term due to thegain error er . Since the normalized DAC

voltages {vDAC D} are bounded in magnitude by 1the error term is at worst

'G,
—• + —
G, G,G2

+ ...+
G,G,...GllVJ2 Nc-1

= £r..(^- +" G, G.G-,
+ ...+

1^2 G,G2...GNc-I
•) (4.25)

It is apparent from (4.25) that an error in interstage gain Gi affects all stages after

stage i, but the effect atany given stage is reduced bythe product ofthe gains up toand

including that stage. Equivalently, the relative accuracy of gain Gt must be commensurate

with the resolution of all theremaining stages after this stage i (as mentioned also in

Section 3.3.0). This may also be seen by performing a first-order Taylor expansion on

(4.21). An alternative way to perform thisanalysis is discussed in [76].

Note 3: Offsets

Referring again to (4.21), it is possible togroup the offsets together, which gives

VDAC.D, VDACD, DAC\-i
'+ +... + :=-= =^ +

VDACD„
vin = vDACD) +

G,G,1^2 G,G2...GNs_2 G,G2...GNs_,

f\.

V«i

OS,
OS..

G,G2
+... +

Nc-I

GiG?...Gp,v»2 Ns-1/

i.e., the overall input-referredoffset is given by

OS,

V V*OS, YOSn

G, G,G2

osv.Nc-J

G,G,...G,vj2 Nc-1

(4.26)

(4.27)

The fact that the above equations (4.26) and (4.27) can be written in the form indicated

demonstrates thatoffsets in the residue amplifiers in each stage eventually contribute to an

overall composite input-referred offset, but do not affectthe linearityoftheADC. This

greatly relaxes the offset requirements on the interstage gain blocks, since in many real

applications, an input-referred offset is either not important or can be accounted for in
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some subsequent processing. Again, the key assumption in the derivation of (4.20H4.26)

is restated: the output of each stage in the multistage system must be within the range of

the next stage.

Note 4: Error budget

It is clear from (4.26) that in orderto achieve a particular overall ADC accuracy of say, n

bits, each error componentmust contribute significantly less than J/2 LSB oferror.

Furthermore, op amp settling time errors in the gain stages canbe approximated as linear

gain errors, and need to be included in this error budget.

Note 5: A/D conversion as decomposition Into weights that can be calibrated

Viewing A/D conversion as a decomposition into a linear summation of weights makes

sense from (4.26). This leads naturally to a non-binary radix approach, as follows. It may

be seen that as long as the values of the DAC levels andthe interstage gains are known,

the input approximation vjn can be obtained. Therefore, why not measure the DAC

weights during a calibration cycle [70], [70], [57]? To avoid overranges, the DAC values

cannot be measured directly; however, their differencescan be measured, i.e.,

VDAC, 1~ VDAC 0' VDAC 2"~ VDAC. 1» •••» VDAC, M "~ VDAC. M -1

which may be referred to as the DAC segments [17]. Note that this is fundamentally

different from the conventional calibration approachesusing trimming techniques such as

capacitive trim arrays or poly fuses: in termsof the above model of A/D conversion, these

traditional approaches modify the DAC values and interstage gains to cause them to be

equal to (or at least sufficiently close to) their ideal values. This usually entails some

analog circuit complexity. In the approach described here, the DAC and gain values are

measured and are accounted for in subsequent digital processing. Thus, the complexity is

in the digital domain.
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Note 6: Digital calibration by digitizing weights directly

In order to make clearer the notion of stage "weights" in amultistage ADC, it is useful to

multiply across in (4.26) by G,G2...GNs_, to give (ignoring offsets for simplicity)

(G1G2...GNf.I)vin= (G1G2...GNs.I)vDACiDi+(G2G2...GNs.1)vDACiDj+...

+(GNs-2nNs-,)vDACDN _2 +GNs.,vDACJDn _j +vDAC|D (4.28)
5 s s

This forms the basis for an approach todigitally self-calibrated multistage ADC's. The

key sequence of observations isas follows. First, once the DAC voltages and the gains are

known the A/D conversion algorithm can be performed assuming care has been taken to

ensure nooverranges. Second, it is possible to measure thecombination of DACvoltages

and gain products directly by starting at the end of the multistage ADC and digitizing

these weights directly. As the measurement sequence progresses away from the LSB end,

more bits are added to the measurement and theeffectof the"weights" is taken into

account automatically. Therefore, no multiplications are needed in the calibration!

Note 7: "Resolution" in digitally self-calibrated non-binary ADC systems

The concept of "resolution" needs tobeclarified in the context of non-binary multistage

ADC's. The following seems areasonable approach. Define the effective orequivalent

resolution neq of ageneralized multistage A/D converter as follows:

Max{Vin} -Min{Vin}
i-iiii—=—L_iH_ = 2ne"- 1 (4.29)
Min{AVin}

In some sense, this is the ratio of the full-scale-range to the minimum resolvable signal

(i.e., the granularity or minimum quantization level in the amplitude domain). The

meaning of Max {Vjn} is obvious; thestrict interpretation is as follows: "take all possible

values of Vin that the generalized ADCcan produce, that is, all possible weighted

combinations of the valuescontained in look-uptables of all the stages (i.e., as illustrated

in Fig. 4.0), and then take the maximum." Note that (4.29) does reduce to the expected
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result for standard binary-radix converters. For example, in the case of Fig. 3.4,

Max {Vin} = +7/8, Min {Vin} = -7/8, and Min {AVin} = 1/4; thus, (4.29) yields

7/8-(-7/8) „
= 2 eq - 1 =» n =31/4 * L=*"eq - J

as expected.

Note that this effective resolution is not the same as the "Equivalent Number of Bits"

(ENOB), which is an ac measurement related to Signal-to-Noise-plus-Distortion Ratio

(SNDR) of an A/D converter and is usually less than the "resolution" — as mentioned in

Chapter 2.

Issue 8: How much redundancy?

Another question worth considering is: how much "redundancy" is actually needed? For a

given worst-case threshold offset, and interstage gain block offset, and also given worst

case DAC and gain errors, by using approaches similar to those employed in Sections 3.2

and 3.3, it is possible to compute the minimum amount of redundancy required, and hence

the minimum number of stages required.
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4.2 APPLICATION TO SPECIFIC A/D CONVERTER EXAMPLES

In this section, various examples of multistage A/Dconverters are examined, and in

each case the ADC operation ispresented in terms ofthe generalized approach developed

in Section 4.1. Whenever the parameters andtransfer characteristics ofanindividual ADC

stage are given, it is assumed that the stage isaparticular case of the general model of

Fig. 4.0, and that the corresponding multistage ADC system consists ofNs ofthese stages

cascaded. The examples that follow contain detailed description of static input-output

characteristics and digital code assignments; wherever relevant, threshold accuracy and

gain accuracy requirements are alsodiscussed. The treatment in this section is at the ADC

system/algorithm level: underlying circuit implementations are not described. The

objectives here are (i) to review and compare various multistage A/Dconverter

architectures with respect to parameters such as number ofbits per stage and interstage

gain, and algorithmicfeatures such as digital correction/redundancy and code assignment

scheme, and (ii) to show that alarge class of ADC algorithms and topologies may be

viewed as special cases of the general model presented in Section 4.1.

In the examples in this section, the emphasis ison multistage A/D converter systems

with interstage gain — i.e., nondegenerate gain (>1) — that have the same range in all

stages. As mentioned previously, the analysis of Section 4.1 can beapplied to subranging

converters by not normalizing withrespect to Vref. However, the main focus of this

dissertation is on the class of converters known as "pipeline ADC's", and, in the literature,

the term"pipeline ADC" hasusually beenapplied to multistage A/D converters with

interstage gain.
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Before proceeding, it is useful to present some review of binary representation of real

numbers. A real number x lying between 0 and 1 (i.e., a unipolarnumber) with binary

representation B = bjb2b3...bN, where the bits {bj have value either0 or 1,can be

written as

bi b<> b-x bN

21 f r t

n b

=X? (431)
i=l

In some sense, the terms in the above summations can be thought of as binary

fractions. For the purposes of thiswork, the following representation of a bipolar number

x lying between -1 and +1 is used:

N .

x=-1+2^-j (4.32)

This is similar to the unipolar numberrepresentation but referenced to -1, andwith a total

range of value 2.
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Algorithm Example 1: Unipolar, 1 bit per stage

The first algorithm tobe considered resolves one bit per stage, has an interstage gain of

two, andoperates on unipolar signals. Shown in Fig. 4.2 below is the static transfer

characteristic of one individual stage from input Vjn toamplified residue output V
out*

Vout Slope =-2

J ^vref \
\

] . \
D=0^^^ D = 1

\^
I

2 " Vjn

0 1 ^— 1
Vref

—i •
1

2

Fig. 4.2 Static transfer characteristic from stage input to gained-up residue output of a pipeline
stage — conventional 1 bit/stage architecture.

The stage dc parameters are explicitly listed below.

Input range: [0, +1J (normalized to Vref)

1 ADC threshold level: {1/2}

2 digital codes: {0,1}

2 corresponding DAC levels: {0,1/2}

Interstage gain: G = 2

Number of bits: k = 1

The individual stage input-output relation can be written as

vou, = 2(vin-vDAC>D) (4.33)

The starting point for the analysis is the general expression derived in Section 4.1 for

the overall ADC amplitude-quantized analog output vin as a function of the stage DAC

voltages and the interstage gains. That equation is repeated below. (The offset is zero.)

149

in
= V DAC.D

VDAC,D, VDAC,D,
+ = -+ •+...+

G, G,G2

'DAC, Ds.

GjG2...GNs_,
(4.34)
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Since G, = G2 = ... = GN _, = 2 for this example, (4.34) becomes

VDACD2 VDAC.D, VDAC.D4 VDACDH
Vin =VDAClDl +—^ +—f- +-J-+- +-JPT (4-35>

= y *PAC.D, (4 36)

i=l X

Next, the functional relationship ormapping between thedigital codes {DJ and the

corresponding DAC levels is needed. By examining the codes {DJ and the corresponding

DAC levels {vDAC J it is clear that the relation is

Vdacd, = y <4-37>

where Dj = 0, 1.

Substituting for vDAC D in (4.36) gives

in =X^ ^38)
l'..2

D;

=X? (439)
i= 1

which is the familiar expression for the binary representation of a unipolar number.
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As mentioned previously in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3, a multistage architecture with

one bit per stage is closely related to the recycling "algorithmic" architecture [92], [77]. In

fact, both haveidentical dc transfer characteristics for an individual stage, and issues

related to coding and static errors apply equally to both.The block diagram for an

algorithmic architecture using a unipolar signal range is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Vin S/H

Vref^
Comparator

zl^

&-

Fig. 4.3 Block diagram of an algorithmic A/D converter with unipolar range. The comparator
threshold level is at Vref.

The transfer characteristic for one cycle of this algorithmic topology is given by

V„„, = (2Vin-VDAC) = 2(Vin-VDAC/2) (4.40)

where VDAC € { 0, Vref} — i.e., the "DAC" values here are twice those given in the

parameter list for Fig. 4.2, and so the stage input-output relation is the same.
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Algorithm Example 2: Bipolar, 1 bit per stage

In this case, as in the previous example, the interstage gain is 2 and there is one threshold

level. Here, however, the input and output signal range is bipolar, namely, from -Vref to

+Vref. The stage input-output relationship is shown in Fig. 4.4.

Vout

Fig.4.4 Static transfer characteristic from stage input to gained-up residue of a bipolar 1 bit per
stage architecture.

The static parameters are as follows.

Input range: [-1, +1 ](normalized to Vref)

1 ADC threshold level: {0}

2 digital codes: {0,1}

2 corresponding DAC levels: {-1/2,1/2}

Interstage gain: G = 2

Number of bits: k = 1

The general expression for the quantized analog output of the multistage ADC is

Vin = VDACtD +
VDAC D, VDAC, D, VDAC.DK

1 G,G1^2 G,G2...GNc-1

Here, as in Algorithm Example 1, the individual stage input-output relation is

vout = 2(viD-vDACtD)

(4.41)

(4.42)
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Therefore, as in the previous case, the expression for the final amplitude-quantized
output of the Ns-stage ADC is

_,_Vdac,d, vdac.d, vdac.d. vdac.dnin - VDACD( +__ +__ +___ + _ +__s (4 43)

Ns
VDAC,D

~X"7r«- (4.44)

Again, arelation between the digital codes {DJ and the corresponding DAC levels is

required. By inspection of the codes {D,} and the corresponding DAC levels {vDAC .} it
is apparent that the relation is given by

vdacd, ="2+Di (4-45)

where D} = 0,1.

Substituting into (4.44) yields

*'-X
N's -i +D;2

i-l

I-l 2

Ns -I Ns

(4.46)

2 v- D
S^T +X^T (4.47)
i=l i=l^

NS Ns

1=1 1=1

Ns1 T^Dj

z i= 1

(4.48)

(4.49)
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i.e.,
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vin = " 1 + — +
2Ns
1

î= 1

(4.50)

which is the usual expression for the binary representation of a bipolar number between

-1 and+1.The (1/2 s) term is simply a horizontal shift of the transfer characteristic by

1/2 LSB. (Note that for abipolar signal range, 1LSB at n-bit resolution has value 2/2".)

An algorithmic version of this topology is shown in Fig. 4.5 below [77], [101], [95].

Comparator

°-3J^

Fig. 4.5 Block diagram of an algorithmic A/D converter with bipolarsignal range; the comparator
threshold level is at zero.
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Algorithm Example g? 1bit per stage with redundancy

In this example, the stage has again oftwo but has two threshold levels, resulting in a

factor oftwo ofredundancy. The transfer characteristic is shown below in Fig. 4.6.

Fig. 4.6 Static transfer characteristic from stage input to gained-up residue of a pipeline stage
with interstage gain of two, two threshold levels, and three DAC levels.

The static parameters are listed below.

Input range: [-1, +1] (normalized to Vref)
2 ADC threshold levels: {-1/4,1/4}

3 digital codes: {0,1,2} or {00, 01,10}
3 corresponding DAC levels: {-1/2,0,1/2}

Interstage gain: G = 2

Number of bits: k= 2 (net, afterdigital correction: k = 1)

This scheme has beenemployed in ahigh-speed CMOS pipeline implementation [74],

[75] described earlier in Implementation Example 4 in Section 3.4.1. Closely-related

schemes have been used in various other ADC topologies including a number of CMOS

algorithmic/recirculating architectures [56], [33]-[35], and a bipolar ripple-through

scheme [54] described in Implementation Example 6 in Section 3.4.1. (The terminology

"1.5 bits per stage" is sometimes used to describe this stage [75]; note, however, that with

Ns stages, the overall converterresolution is Ns + 1 bits.)

155
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The individual stage input-output relation is

vout = 2(vln-vDACD) (4.51)

As in the previousexample, the expression for the quantized analog output is

VDACD, VDACD, VDACD. DAC,Dnvin = vDACD| +——! +—j- +—j- +... +-^ (4.52)

my ^dac^ (4 53)
i= I

Next, the relation between the digital codes and the corresponding DAC levels is

needed. By looking at the codes {D4} and the corresponding DAC levels {vDAC D}, it

may be seen that the appropriate relation is

.•.vDAC.tf, =-5 +y «5(-l+D|) (4-54)

where D{ = 0, 1,2.

Substituting this expression into (4.53) gives

N 1 DiNs -i !
2 ~

2"=X^T1 (4'55)
i= I

1

=lFT+I§ (4-56)
1=1 1=1

Ns Ns

=-1*2?
1=1 l= 1

Ns __L Ns

NS
1 TTDi

2 s r* 2
* i= 1

(4.58)
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Thus, the relation between vin, the amplitude-quantized output of the ADC, and the

digital codes from each stage is given by

Ns

Vin ="1 +S+l7 (4-59)
2 i=l

As before, the 1/2Ns term in (4.59) is simply ashift of 1/2 LSB. Note that although
this equation appears similar tothe standard binary representation in (4.50) of abipolar

number between -1 and +1, there are a number of key differences. First, the above

equation does not have amultiplier of 2 in front of the summation, as is present in, for

example, (4.50). Second, the {DJ in (4.59) are not simply binary bits, since each may

assume three possible values: {0,1, 2}: thus, the {DJ maybe considered 2-bit numbers.

Therefore, the summation in (4.59) is seen to correspond to addition with onebit

overlapped between adjacentstages. This differs from the summations in (4.39) in

Algorithm Example 1, and (4.50) in AlgorithmExample 2, respectively, as follows. In

those cases, which employ standard binary coding with no redundancy, andin which

the {DJ can have only 2 possible values, 0 or 1,the "addition" operation is trivial: the

digital outputs from successive stages are simply placed to the right of each other — i.e.,

corresponding to terms of the form D/21 — and there is no interaction between the

digital output codes of different stages. Here, however, there is interaction between the

output codes of adjacent stages.

The usefulness of the generalized formulation presented in Section 4.1 is now

apparent: for a given stage transfer characteristic andgiven dc parameters, the approach of

Section 4.1 is systematic way to derive preciselyhow to combine the stage output codes

{DJ in order to generate the correct amplitude-quantized ADC output. Furthermore, it

facilitates investigation of the use of different static parameters — for example, shifted

ADC thresholds or DAC levels — or different code assignment schemes, and it allows

examinationof how such possible alternative schemesaffect the complexity of the precise

waythe stage outputs codes are combined to produce the final ADC output.
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Algorithm Example 4: Bipolar, 2 bits per stage, redundancywith "naive" coding

The previous example showed thatby reducing theinterstage gainby a factor of two from

the classical multistage A/D conversion scheme, and by choosing the threshold values,

DAC values, and code assignment according to Fig. 4.6, a relatively straightforward

"overlapped addition" gives the final ADC output code. Thequestion now arises: what

about the 2-bitstage with the "naive" coding scheme described earlier in Section 3.2.2?

The stage transfer characteristic is illustrated again inFig. 4.7below; it was shown in

Section 3.2.2 that this codingscheme anddc input-output relation did not work"nicely".

Vout

Fig. 4.7 Transfer curve of a 2-bit stage with reduced interstage gain and "naive" coding.

The static parameters associated with this transfercharacteristic are listed below.

Input range: [-1, +1 ] (normalized to Vref)

3 ADC threshold levels: {-1/2,0,1/2}

4 digital codes: {0,1,2,3} or {00,01,10,11}

4 corresponding DAC levels: {-3/4, -1/4,1/4, 3/4}

Interstage gain: G = 2

Number of bits: k = 2 (net, after digital correction: k = 1)

Following the same procedure as in the previousAlgorithmExamples, the relationship

between the stage output codes {DJ and the final ADC output vin may be derived. The

individual stage input-output relation is given by
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vom=2(vin-vDACD)(4.60)

Asinthepreviouscase,writingtheexpressionfortheamplitude-quantizedanalog
outputvoltagegives

(4.61)
0-v_lDACD:vdac.d,vdacd4vdac.d Vin-VDACDi+-__+__+<+...+_^

2"2:

^r-»VDAC.D,
JL^F^(4.62)
..I2

Next,therelationbetweeneachdigitalcodeD,andthecorrespondingDAClevelis

needed.Bylookingatthecodes{D,)andthecorrespondingDAClevels{vDACD}.it
maybeseenthattherelationisgivenby

3D,i3
vdac.D=-4+y=2("2+D')(4'63)

whereD,=0,1,2.3.SubstitutingthisexpressionforvDACDinto(4.62)yields

N»±(-f+D,)
v,n=z,—^—(4-64)

i-l2

3xr>1v-D

-jZi-I? .2'*-*2
i=1i=1

31x^Di

i=1

Itisclearthatthefirsttermontheright-handsideintheaboveequation(4.66)isa

substantialoffset—notsimplya1/2LSBshiftofthetransfercharacteristicasinsome

previousexamples.However,itisawell-defineddigitaloffset—andatleastpotentially
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could be accounted for in subsequent digital processing after the ADC. The second term is

the conventional expression. So, the conclusion hereis thatthe scheme of Fig. 4.7 canbe

made to work, but at the expense of messy andnon-intuitivecoding involving a somewhat

complicated (digital) offset.

Focussing now on the value of the"offset" term in (4.66), it is of interest to determine

what its digital binary representation is. Rearranging (4.66) gives

Ns

^--'-i+jk+Z? (4-67)

=-'-Hi+̂ )+l7 (4-68)
i=,2

=-1-5+r^)+(?^)+l7 (469)

The -1 on the right-hand side of (4.69) is expected, since this is a bipolar system. The

next three terms on the right-hand side constitute the offset. These terms correspond to

-1/4 Full Scale + 1/2 LSB + 1 LSB. (Note that the overall resolution is Ns + 1.) Thus, for

Ns = 3, that is, 4-bit resolution, the binary representation of these three terms is

-0100+ (1/2) LSB+ 0001 = -0011+ (1/2) LSB

The example given earlier in Section 3.2.2 as part of the discussion of "naive" coding

is now recalled. Consider a multistage ADC composed of 3 of these stages; let the input be

Vin = V, = +£, where £ is a positive voltage of magnitude much smaller than 1 LSB at

the overall ADC resolution. Referring to Fig. 4.7, the outputs from the three stages are

D, = 2 = 10 => VDAC , = 0.25 => V2 = 2(e-0.25) = -0.5 + 2e,

D2 = 1 = 01 => VDAC 2 = -0.25 => V3 = 2 [(- 0.5 + 2e) - (-0.25) ] = - 0.5 + 4e,

D3 = 1 = 01.
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The raw output from the 3-stage ADCis obtained from the addition:

10

01

01

1011

Now, combining this raw output, 1011, with the offset calculated above gives

- 0011 + (1/2) LSB + 1011 = 1000+(1/2)LSB

which is the answer expected —i.e., for Vin = +e on abipolar scale, the digital output

code would normally be expected to be within 1/2 LSB of 1000 in a4-bit system. So, for

this 3-stage case, the algorithm may be viewed as taking the raw output from the

overlapped addition, and then adding adigital offsetof -0011.

This may be verified also byworking directly from (4.66). For example, if the number

of stages Ns is 3, the offset term is given by -^ (1 - -L) =-?1. Thus, in the above
l 2 lb

example, the overall amplitude-quantized output from the 3-stage ADCcan be obtained

directly from the general expression (4.66), that is,

Ns

^ =-5(1_7;)+X7 (4-70)
1 i= 1

21 2 1 1 1

=-!6 +? +? +? =!6 <4'71>

which is +1/2 LSB at 4-bits on a bipolar scale, as expected.

Of course, other more elegant coding schemes may exist. However, the motivation for

presenting the above analysis is to showthatthere is nothing inherently "wrong" with the

stage transfer characteristic shown in Fig. 4.7. It can be made to work and has all the usual

advantages of reduced sensitivity to threshold and subtractor offsets. However, it does not

satisfy the practical requirement for a "nice" coding scheme.
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Next a number of examples are discussed showingdifferent coding possibilities for a

multibit(k>l) stage.

Algorithm Example 5: Unipolar with multiple (k) bits per stage

This example considers the simple case of amultistage ADCwithaunipolar input signal,

k bits per stage, and no overrange detection.

The corresponding dc transfer characteristic is shown in Fig. 4.8below for k = 3.

Vout
AVref

Fig. 4.8 Statictransfercharacteristic from stage input to gained-up residue ofa 3-bit stage with
no redundancy; interstage gain is 8.

The following table gives the values of the static parameters for the case k = 3.

Input range:

7 ADC threshold levels:

8 digital codes:

out

[0, +1] (normalized to Vref)

{1/8,1/4, 3/8,1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8}

{0,1,2, 3,4, 5,6, 7} or

{000, 001,010, 011,100,101,110,111}

8 corresponding DAC levels: {0,1/8,1/4,3/8,1/2,5/8,3/4,7/8}

Interstage gain: G = 8

Number of bits: k = 3

In the following analysis, for generality, it is assumed that the ADC consists of Ns

k-bit (rather than 3-bit) stages. The stage input-output relation is therefore given by

= 2*(vin-vDAC.D (4.72)
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Substituting the interstage gains into the general equation —i.e., (4.34) —yields

Vin " VDACiD^_^+__ +__+!.. +__^ (4?3)

N

VDAC.D, VDAC,D, VDAC,D4 VDAC. DNs
-D. 0k + nk 0k + „k „k „k + —+ . Nc-i

(2k)

VDAC. D.

-1 — (4.74)
1-7(2")

By examining the codes {Di} and the corresponding DAC levels {vDAC D}, it is clear
that the relation between them is given by

VDAC.D. =^ (4.75)

where Dt = 0, 1, ...,2k- 1.

Substituting the above expression for vDAC Dinto (4.74) yields

ns D • —
- V ' 2k
Vin =2*—r^ (4-76)

=£— (4-77>
rn(2k)

Note that in the above equation, the codes { DJ are k-bit numbers, and the codes from

successive stages are scaled down by 2 : this simplycorresponds to string concatenation

— exactlyas expected, i.e., thedigitalcodesfrom successive stagesareplaced to the right

ofeach other. This example emphasizes that the "normal" or "classical" multistage A/D

conversion algorithm (no redundancy) may be regarded as a special case of the more

general formulation presented above and, furthermore, a special case in which the

mapping from digital codes to the underlying quantizedanalog voltage is trivial.
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Algorithm Example 6: Bipolar, k-bit stage, 1bit of redundancy, 2k-2 thresholds
The transfer characteristic of a 3-bit stage with 6 decision levels is shown below.

Rg. 4.9 Static transfer characteristic from stage input to amplified residue of a 3-bit pipeline
stage with 6 (= 23-2) threshold levels, and interstage gain of4.

This stage has the following parameters.

Input range:

6 ADC threshold levels:

7 digital codes:

[-1, +1] (normalized to Vref)

{-5/8, -3/8, -1/8,1/8, 3/8, 5/8}

{0,1,2, 3,4, 5,6} or

{000, 001, 010, 011,100,101,110}

7 corresponding DAC levels: {-3/4, -1/2, -1/4,0,1/4,1/2, 3/4}

Interstage gain: G = 4

Number of bits: k = 3 (net, after digital correction: k = 2)

As discussed later, the input-output relationship shown in Fig. 4.9 is an example of a

more general set of transfercharacteristics with k bits per stage and an interstage gain of

2k~l, i.e., one bit of redundancy. Accordingly, inthis case, the complete derivation is

given, assuming for generality that the ADC consists of Ns k-bits stages.

The individual stage input-output relation is

»k-l
voui = 2 (vin-vDACiD) (4.78)
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Once again the starting point is

VDAC.D, VDAC.D, VDAC.DK
vin = vDACD + —-— +—— + ... +_- -J— (4.79)G, G,G2 G,G2...GNs_,

Here, this equation becomes

VDAC.D2 VDAC.D, VDAC.D4 VDAC.DNvh - vDAC.o, +-p-+jrr^*2fc-,,2t-,.2t- +... +-^pr (4-80)

Ns
XVDAC. D,

. . i-i (4.81)
k-l

i«i (2* ')

By looking at the codes {Dj} and the corresponding DAC levels {vDAG D}, it may be

seen that for this case, the appropriate relation between them is givenby

/2k",-i>\ D
VDACDI =-[-^n-J+prT (4-g2)

where

D{ = 0, l,...,2k-2 (4.83)

This yields

Ns
in VDACD,

Vj- - X-rr^ (484)

2k-'_n ds
"s- ,_• +«k-l I -k-1

u? (2k ')
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Nc u i Ns
s-(2k-'-l) «!. D,

t\ (2k")' ^(2k-')'

N,

= - 1-
1 VX=- D

5- +X-^T <4JJ7>(21-) V ^t(2k-1)

i.e.,

Nc

vin =-l + ^r +Y — (4.88)
i. i N c ^^ I, _ i i

(2k"') ^t(2k ')

Since the stage digital outputs {DJ are k-bit numbers and the interstage gain is 2k~',

the summation in (4.88) corresponds to addition with one bit overlapped between adjacent

stages. The overall resolution n,ot of the multistage ADC therefore corresponds to Ns - 1

stages having k-bit resolution,:butwith one bitused for redundancy/digital correction,

followed by one stage (the last stage) that cannot be corrected and so contributes k

non-redundant bits. This gives

n,0, = (Ns-l)(k-l)+k = Ns(k-l) + l (4.89)

(Clearly, if the stages are not all identical, a different total resolution can be obtained.)

It is worthwhile to reemphasize that, in some sense, the above analysis defines a family of

multistep A/D conversion algorithms, of which Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.9 are examples [75].

These algorithms have the following key characteristics:

• k bits per stage, with one bit of redundancy;

• 2k - 2 threshold levels (and hence 2k - 2 comparators) in each stage;

• interstage gain equal to 2k"'.

Furthermore, all the usual advantagesof digital correction / overrange detection are

present, and implementation is relatively straightforward.
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The transfer characteristics from analog input vin to amplified residue output v for

the two cases corresponding to k = 2 and k = 3 are illustrated in Fig. 4.10 below.

Vou»
\

i--

V,out

1 -+-

1

2

' Vref

000 001 010 011 100 101 110 /

1 / / 1

ii h
/ 4

/]
/ ~2

/l
/ 4

/o /l
/ 4

/l

/ *
h \

/ 4

k=3

_1
2

V,in

V ref

Fig.4.10 Examples of transfer characteristics from stage input to gained-up residue with k bits per
stage, interstage gain of2k"1 (implying a factor of2ofredundancy), and 2k-2 thresholds.

In this architecture, an offset error in any threshold ofup to ±(Vref/2k) does not cause an

overrange. Note that for the two threshold levels closest to zero, this implies thatan offset

in the thresholdlevel up to thevalue of the threshold itself is tolerated. (See alsoFig. 3.25

and the accompanying discussion.)
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Thus, in summary,the offset requirements on the combination of comparators and

interstage gain blockhave been relaxed to ak-bit level — i.e., thestage resolution, which

is typically 2-A bits. Clearly, this is a significantly less stringent accuracy requirement

than the overall resolution of the multistage ADC.

In order to obtain a digital output code of all ones,and so resolve the uppermost

portion of the range (which may benecessary in some applications), an extra threshold

level is required in the last stage. The last stage therefore has 2k - 1comparators and

decision levels, as described in [75].

Note that the above stagetransfer characteristics are almost exactly identical to those

described earlier in Section 3.2.3, specifically, the 2-bitexample in Fig. 3.22 and the 3-bit

case in Fig. 3.23. The difference is that the top decision level has been omitted. This last

threshold is not necessary to guarantee that the no-overrange condition holds. In orderto

get an all-ones digital code from the ADC, however, the last stage in the pipeline should

include the top comparator.

The prototype chip described in Chapter 8 uses4 stages with k = 3 bits perstage. For •

all stages except the last, there are6 comparators, the interstage gain is 4, and the static

transfer characteristic from stage input to gained-up residue is as shown in Fig. 4.9. Note

that the DAC reference levels and ADC threshold levels are offset from each other by

1/2 LSB of the stage — i.e., by Vrcf/8. The last stage does not require a DAC or

interstage gain function — it consists only of a 3-bit ADC with 7 comparators— the

threshold level of the extracomparator is at 7/8Vref and the digital outputcode when Vin

is greater than 7/8Vref is 111.
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Summary of Preceding Example

The key message from the preceding examples and discussion is that the details of

coding assignment in multistage A/D converters are important and also sometimes quite

subtle — especially for schemes involving redundancy/overrange detection. However,

when considered from the general viewpoint ofSection 4.1, any scheme may be examined

systematically and verified. A number of input-output transfer characteristics for an

individual stage within amultistage ADC have been presented. In these cases, the

following procedure has been followed.

1. Given the stage input-output relation, substitute the interstage gain values into the

general equation, which, for the usual case ofnominally zero offsets, is given by

- _ t VDACD2 VDACD, VDAC. D^
Vin - VDAC.D, + F h r- r- + ••• +G, G,G2 - G^j.-.G^.,

2. Write down arelation between the DAC value v,„,.. Dand code Di.

3. Substitute back into the equation for vin, and simplify toyield an equation relating the

analog output to the digital codes from each stage.

Examples of Non-Binary Radix Schemes

So far in this chapter, the focus hasbeen exclusively on binary codes andbinary

representations with interstage gains being powers of 2. In those cases, the relationships

between the code and the DAC value are quite straightforward and result in (at least in

most cases) quite simple expressions. However, it is also feasible not to use a binary

representation: in such cases, the DAC levels do not have a simple binary equivalent. The

following are two examples in which the underlying decomposition kernel is not binary.
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Algorithm Example 7: Bipolar, 1 bit per stage, gain less than 2

This example is perhaps of theoretical interest onlybut is conceptually possible. It shows

the application of reduced interstage gain tothe 1-comparator per stage case. The transfer

characteristic is shown in Fig. 4.11 below.

Vout

Fig. 4.11 Static transfer characteristic from stage input to gained-up residue ofpipeline stage
using a singlethreshold level and a non-binary interstage gain.

Input range: [-1, +1] (normalized to Vref)

1 ADC threshold level: {0}

2 digital codes: {00,01}

2 corresponding DAC levels: {-1/3,1/3}

Interstage gain: G = 3/2 = 1.5

Number of bits: See text

It is clear from the transfer curve that the threshold level and subtractor offset

requirements are not stringent. Specifically, the threshold can vary up to ±Vrcf/3. The

mapping of digital codes to quantized analog voltage is complicated and has to be

determined by using (4.21) directly. The equivalent resolution can be computed using the

approachmentioned in Note 7 in Section 4.1.
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Algorithm Example 8: Digitally self-calibrated — 1 bit per stage, non-binary radix

Finally in this selection of multistage ADC algorithms, anon-binary scheme used in a

digitally self-calibrated architecture [57] is briefly described. This also uses one decision

level and again less than 2. The input-output relationship of an individual stage is shown

below in Fig. 4.12.

v,out

i

1-
fc.

^ Vref

1

2

0

D=o /

1 /

D=1 /

u 0
y —r

1

2

-1-

V,in

V,ref

Fig. 4.12 Static transfer characteristic from input to amplified residue of non-binary stage [57],

Here, the interstage gain and DAC levels are implicitly defined in terms of the

quantities S, and S2 shown in Fig. 4.12. In orderto determine the effective gain and DAC

levels, the transfer characteristic is examined as follows.

When vin < 0, the digital code is D = 0, and

v0Ut= (S^SJVfc + S.

When vin> 0, the digital code is D = 1, and

v0Ut= (S,-S2)vin + S2

Rearranging gives, for D = 0,

-S,
v0Ut= (S,-S2)(vin-(1—g-))

1 ^2

(4.90)

(4.91)

(4.92)
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and, for D = 1

-S.
1

1~^2
vout= (S,-S2)(vin-( —>T)) (4.93)

It is apparent that the interstage gain is given by G = (S, - S2) and the mapping

from codes to DAC levels is as follows:

D = 0 =» vDAC= (-Sl)/(Sl-S2)

D= 1 => vDAC= (-S2)/(SI-S2)

From this, the table listing of dc parameters can be written:

Input range: [-1, +1 ] (normalized to Vref)

1 ADC threshold level: {0}

2 digital codes: {0,1}

2 corresponding DAC levels: Hty^-S^, -Sa/^-Sa)}

Interstage gain: G = (Si-S2)

Number of bits: See text

Note that if S, =-S2=(l-y), then vDAC1 = -vDAC 0 = 1/2, and G = 2(1-y).

Thus, the interstage gain is no longer a power of two: the A/D conversion process is using

a non-binary radix.

Note that the relationship between DAC levels and the digital code of the stage is

-S, + D(S1-S2)

Vdac«d =—(S^)— (4'94)

which gives

(S,-S2)vDAC(D = -S,+D(S,-S2) (4.95)

i.e.,

Gvdac,d = -S,+DG (4.96)

As mentioned earlier in Note 6 in Section 4.1, multiplication operations are not
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necessary in the calibration — the relative weights are accounted for automatically. Note

thatthe comparator requirements here are quite stringent. In the implementation described

in [57] the comparator is quite complex.

4.3 SUMMARY

At this point, having gone through all thedetails of the generalized analysis and the

examples, it is worthwhile to restate the key motivation. In summary, the aim of this

chapter is to present auseful and quite general way to analyze and think about multistage

A/D conversion algorithms. This systematic approach allows detailed examination and

verification of particular schemes, and also removes the"magic" or "mystery" from the

digital error correction and non-binary radix schemes. Furthermore, it permits analysis of

errors and calibration techniques. The above is an analytical framework — a systematic

way to unify and compare multistage A/D conversion schemes.
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APPENDIX

4.A FURTHER EXAMPLES OF MULTISTAGE ALGORITHMS

Some more examples are given in this appendix of multistage A/D converter

algorithms from the point of view of the generalized approach presented in Section 4.1.

Algorithm Example 9: Bipolar with multiple (k) bits per stage

Shown below is the transfer characteristic for a stage that resolves k = 3 bits and uses no

digital correction or redundancy — i.e., abipolar version of Algorithm Example 5.

Vout
J i vref

1 -

000 / 001 / 010/ 011 / 100 / 101 / 110 / 111 /
1

2~

1 / /

Vin

Vref
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-1/ 3
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/ 1
/ *

/ 1
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/ ° / 1

/ 4
/ 1
/ 2

/ 3
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/ 1
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1
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-1-

Fig. 4.13 Static transfer characteristic from input to amplified residue output of a bipolar, 3-bit
stage with interstage gain of 8.

This stage has the following parameters.

Input range:

7 ADC threshold levels:

8 digital codes:

[-1, +1J (normalized to Vref)

{-3/4, -1/2, -1/4, 0,1/4,1/2, 3/4}

{0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} or

{000, 001, 010, 011, 100,101,110,111}

8 corresponding DAC levels: {-7/8, -5/8, -3/8, -1/8,1/8, 3/8, 5/8, 7/8}

Interstage gain: G = 8

Number of bits: k = 3
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The derivation in terms of the generalized model is similar to previous cases. From the

transfer characteristic and parameter listing the relationship between the DAC voltages

and the digital codes is seen to be

(2D,+ 1)
vDAc,Di =-l+ 'k («7)

where D; = 0, 1,..., 2 - 1, and the final expression for the amplitude-quantized analog

output is

1 . ^ D,V..--1 +—^ +2^^. (4.98)
(2k) fTT (2k)
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Algorithm Example 10: Bipolar, 3-bit stage, 1 bit of redundancy, 7 threshold levels

The input-output relationship for the 3-bit stage with interstage gain reduced from 8 to 4

and shifted ADC and DAC levels previously mentioned in Section 3.2.3 is shown below.

i

1 -

1

Vout
^vref

000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111

2
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1

1 /

""" vin

Vref

-1 h
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/ 2 / 4
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/ 3
/ 4 /

2

-1 -

Fig. 4.14 Static transfer characteristic from input to amplified residue output of a bipolar, 3-bit
stage with digital error correction — used in [71], [73].

For this example, the stage has the following parameters.

Input range: [-1, +1] (normalized to Vref)

7 ADC threshold levels: {-5/8, -3/8, -1/8,1/8,3/8, 5/8, 7/8}

8 digital codes: {0,1,2, 3,4, 5, 6,7} or

{000, 001, 010, 011,100,101,110,111}

8 corresponding DAC levels: {-3/4, -1/2, -1/4, 0,1/4,1/2, 3/4,1}

Interstage gain: G = 4

Number of bits: k = 3 (net, after digital correction: k = 2)

As mentioned previously, the coding for this case "works" nicely — a simple

overlapped addition.
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Algorithm Example 11: Bipolar, 3-bit stage, 1 bit of redundancy, 8 threshold levels

A slight modification to the scheme of Algorithm Example 10 is shown in Fig. 4.15 below.

This is similar to the scheme used in [78]—[80].

Vout
i

1 -

i Vref

1
-001 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111

\/

2

/
V

v,
0 I. / 3

/ 4 / *
/l

/ 4
/° /l

/ 4 / *
/ 3

/1 L
2

-1 -

in

ref

Fig.4.15 Static transfer characteristic from stage input to gained-up residue of 3-bit pipeline stage
using 8 decision levels.

In this case an extra threshold level has been added at (-7/8) Vref giving a total of 8

decision levels (and hence comparators). The static parameters are listed below.

Input range:

8 ADC threshold levels:

9 digital codes:

[-1, +1] (normalized to Vref)

{-7/8, -5/8, -3/8, -1/8,1/8, 3/8, 5/8, 7/8}

{-1,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7} or

{-001, 000, 001, 010, 011,100, 101, 110, 111}

9 corresponding DAC levels: {-1,-3/4, -1/2, -1/4, 0,1/4,1/2,3/4,1}

Interstage gain: G = 4

Number of bits: k = 3 (net, after digital correction: k = 2)

The above scheme employs an overlapped addition to generate the final digital code.

The presence of a negative number (-1) complicates things a little. It does mean, however,

that the range is extended slightly, since a code is now possible that is more negative than

all 0's.
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To see this, consider a multistage ADC composed of acascade of 3 of these stages. Let

the input be vin = v, = - 1+ e, where e is a positivevoltageof magnitudemuch smaller

than 1LSB at the overall ADC resolution. (All voltages are normalized to Vref). The

outputs from the three stages are as follows:

D, =-1 = -001=>vDACI =-1 =>v2 = 4[-l+e-(-l)] =4e,

D2 = 3 = 011 =>vDAC>2 = 0 =>v3 = 4(4£) = 16£,

D3 = 3 = Oil.

The final output is then obtained from an overlapped addition as given below:

-001

011

011

-0000001

i.e., the output code is -1. This could be used as an underrange signal.
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Algorithm Example 12: Bipolar, 3-bit stage, 1 bit of redundancy, 8 threshold levels

Note that if the coding in the above example is modified to that shown below in Fig. 4.16

below, a significant digital offset results.

Vout
V ref

1 -"

000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 1000

-1 --

Fig. 4.16 Static transfer characteristic from stage input to gained-up residue of pipeline stage.

In this case, the stage has the following parameters.

Input range: [-1, +1] (normalized to Vref)

8 ADC threshold levels: {-7/8, -5/8, -3/8, -1/8, 1/8, 3/8, 5/8, 7/8}

9 digital codes: {0, 1,2,3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} or

{000,001,010,011, 100, 101, 110, 111, 1000}

9 corresponding DAC levels: {-1,-3/4, -1/2, -1/4, 0, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1}

Interstage gain: G = 4

Number of bits: k = 3 (net, after digital correction: k = 2)

The presence of an offset is clear if the behavior is examined when the input is 0. As in

Algorithm Example 4, the offset is well-defined and may be computed systematically, but

in general it is undesirable since it adds unnecessary complexity to the digital coding.
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Chapter 5 Optimization of Settling Time in

Switched-Capacitor Gain Stages

5.0 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

This chapter considers the settling time optimization of a signal processing building

block used extensively in mixed-signal CMOS IC's: the switched-capacitor (SC) gain

stage. In order to motivate the analysis, a number of common configurations of the SC

gain block are reviewed in this section. Then, in Section5.1, a general analysis and

optimization of settling time is presented for the case of a SC gain stage employing a

single-stage op amp topology. Some specific examples are presented in Section 5.2, and

finally, in Section 5.3, the results and discussionare summarized, and some conclusions

are drawn.

(1) Acquisition/trackinq/reset

(2\ Charge redistribution/hold/amplification

Fig. 5.0 Basic schematic for aswitched-capacitor gain stage. The sampling capacitance (Cs) and
feedback capacitance (CF) are indicated. Closed-loop gain (G) is given by (Cs/CF).The
op ampis assumed to be an operational transconductance amplifier (OTA).

Thebasic schematic of a SC gain stage is shown above in Fig. 5.0. Asdescribed in
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Chapter 3, this block andvariations of it are used widely in pipelineand algorithmic A/D

converters. Three remarks are now made that apply in general to the discussion and

analysis throughout this chapter.

1. The op amps are assumedto be operational transconductance amplifiers (OTA's).

2. All of these circuit blocks operate usingtwo-phase nonoverlapping clocks; these

clocks need not necessarily have a 50% duty cycle.

3. For simplicity, the figures usually indicate single-ended implementations; however, it

is to be understood that very often fully-differential signal paths are used in actual IC

implementations.

Another configuration of the SC gain block, which is an alternative to that shown in

Fig. 5.0, is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 below. This circuit is also used widely.

(1) Acquisition/trackinq/reset

(2) Charae redistribution/hold/amplification

Fig. 5.1 Schematic of an alternative topology for a switched-capacitor gain stage. Closed-loop
gain (G) is again given by (CS/CF).
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The basic operation of both of the blocks shown in Fig. 5.0 and Fig. 5.1 is identical.

Assume that the op amps have infinite open-loop gain and zero offset. First, consider the

reset/signalacquisition/trackmode — phase 1. In the top diagramof Fig. 5.0 the op amp

inputs are shorted out, and in the top diagramof Fig. 5.1 the op amp is in unity gain

feedback: both configurations cause the voltage Vx at the summing node X to be zero.

Note that, as mentioned also in Section 3.5.0, the output node reset circuitry is omitted in

Fig. 5.0. The charge Qx at the summing node is

Qx = Cs(0-Vin) =-CsVln (5.0)

After the sampling switch Sx opens, charge is conserved at node X. The switch

configuration during the amplification or chargeredistribution mode — phase 2 — is

shown in the lower diagrams in Fig. 5.0 and Fig. 5.1. The ideal op amp forces a virtual

ground at node X, and the charge, which has now been redistributed to capacitor CF, can

be written as

Qx = CF(0-Voul) =-CFVoul (5.1)

Equating (5.0) and (5.1) gives the input-output relationship forboth gain stage topologies:

V„»,= (^)Vin (5.2)

However, althoughthe basic functionality is the same, there are some important

circuit-level differences between these two blocks. The configuration of Fig. 5.1 requires

that the amplifier is stable in unity-gain feedback, since the input andoutput are shorted

together during the reset phase. This is a much more stringent stability constraint than

applies for thecircuit in Fig. 5.0, since the loop gain in theclosed-loop configuration of

Fig. 5.0 is reduced from the opamp open-loop gain by the feedback factor (f) due to the

capacitive divider effect. Specifically, the feedback factor inthe circuit of Fig. 5.0 is given

by f=CF / (CF +CIP +Cs), where CIP is the parasitic input capacitance of the amplifier.
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Another constraint present in the configuration of Fig. 5.1 is that the input and output

common-mode levelsof the op amp are the same. However, in applications where voltage

swing is critical, it is often advantageous to have the flexibility to employ different

common-mode levels at the input and output. Of course, some power is consumed in order

to generate the input and output common-mode reference levels.

The traditional advantageof the circuit in Fig. 5.1 is that the op amp dc offset is

cancelled. However, the offset or pedestal error caused by charge injection from the

sampling switch Sx is not cancelled, and in high-speed SC circuits that require switches

significantly larger than minimum size for bandwidth reasons, this charge-injection offset

tends to be the dominant component in the overall stage input-referred offset. From now

on, the focus is on the technique of Fig. 5.0.

Note that throughout this chapter, and elsewhere in this dissertation also, it is assumed

that the appropriate delayed clock edges are used such that signal-dependentcharge

injection is eliminated — i.e., it is assumed the technique of "bottom-plate sampling" is

employed [77], [80]. To further motivate this discussion, an example of a CMOS

implementation of a differential SC gain stage is shown in Fig. 5.2 with appropriate clock

waveforms indicated.
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CM_out

*HCmi- cf *Hyh
V/mi !_ Vf»M mil'CMJn CM_out

CM_out

CM.blas

CM_out

Fig. 5.2 Differential SC gain stage with clock phases indicated. VCMJn, VCMout, and VCMbias
are dc bias levels generated elsewhere. Sampling occurs at the instant that transistors
M1+ and M^ are turned off — i.e., onthe high-to-low transition of (j/-,. (Note that
whenever CMOS switches are shown, it is implied that if clock $ is driving the NMOS
device, then the PMOS device is driven by the inverse of that clock — i.e., §.)
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A typical choice for the op amp is a fully-differential, folded-cascode or non-folded

(or unfolded) cascode, as shown in Fig. 5.3 below.

Vdd-^

rBias_P_Csrc

V,Bias_P_Cas

Out+ -*- v(CM_out

Vni:Bias_N_Cas

V,CM in

rBias_N_Csrc

Fig. 5.3 Basic schematic of a fully-differential non-folded cascode op amp with bias voltages
indicated.

Some other SC building blocks are now described. A unity-gain sample-and-hold

(S/H) using a single capacitor is shown in Fig. 5.4.

(1) AcquisitiQn/traokjng/re?et

(2) Charge redistribution/hold/amplification

Fig. 5.4 Switched-capacitor unity-gain S/H stage. A single capacitor CF is used for both
acquisition/sample mode and hold mode. The stage gain is 1.
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As mentioned in Section 3.4, and also discussed in [135] and [75], it is possible to

share the feedback capacitor— i.e., use it both for the sampling and feedback functions

— in a more general way, as shown in Fig. 5.5.

(1) Acquisition/trackinq/reset

(2) Charoe redistribution/hold/amplification

Fig. 5.5 Schematic for a switched-capacitor gainstage with shared feedback capacitance CF.
Closed-loop"gain is given by G = (CS+CF)/CF = 1+CS/CF.

The single-capacitor S/H of Fig. 5.4is seen to be a special case of the configuration of

Fig. 5.5 with Cs = 0.
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Finally, shown in Fig. 5.6, is the schematic ofaSC integrator stage, which is akey
component in filters and A-Z converters.

Vout(old)

(a) Acauisition/trackinq/rggpt

Vout (new)

(b) Charge redistribution/integration

Fig. 5.6 Basic schematic of switched-capacitor integrator stage showing sampling capacitance
Cs and integrating/feedback capacitance CF. The input-output relationship can be
expressed as Vout(new) = Vout(old) +(Cs/CF)Vin.

Previously, in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, the static characteristics of these blocks were

considered in the context of performing the interstage gain function — and, insome cases,

also the DAC function — in pipelined multistage ADC's. Here, the focus is on speed: in

all of these circuits, it is required to minimize the settling time in closed-loop

configuration (i.e., the integrator orS/H"hold" time), since this block limits the

throughput of the pipeline A/D converter. Specifically, the amplifier output has to settle to

an accuracy of 1/2 LSB at the system resolution. In a first-order system, this requires

(n+l)ln(2) time constants. The design entails first choosing the op amp topology, and then

choosingthe capacitor sizes, op amp currents, andtransistor sizes. There are at least three

obvious choices for amplifier topology: (i) single-stage, (ii) single-stage with low-gain,

wideband preamp, and (iii) two-stage. The focus of this chapter is analysis of the

single-stage op amp — for example, a folded cascode or non-folded cascode (telescopic).

187
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5.1 ANALYSIS OF SC GAIN BLOCK WITH ONE-STAGE OP AMP

A high-frequency equivalent circuit, including parasitic capacitances, for the above

SC gain and integrator stages in their closed-loop configuration — i.e., the "hold" or

"integrate" phase — is shown in Fig. 5.7. In this figure, wi is the summing node voltage.

i.Cf

°>CL

CIP

CST

'OP

a

'LE

CO,

CST C|P
9mVi

£

Fig.5.7 Small-signal equivalent model for high-frequency analysis of the circuits shown in
Fig. 5.0-Fig. 5.6 in their closed-loop configuration, assuming a single-stage OTA.

The notation used is as follows.

V,
COP Cle

closed-loop time constant of amplifier

closed-loop bandwidth of amplifier (= 1/t)

transconductance of op amp input device

input (parasitic) capacitance of op amp

total source capacitance

feedback capacitance

output parasitic capacitance of amplifier

ratio of output parasitic capacitance of amplifier to input parasitic

capacitance (= C0P/C1P)

feedback factor of closed-loop system due to capacitive divider

(= CF/[Cp + CIP + CST])

extrinsic load capacitance — i.e., external constant loads — excludes C0P

unity-gain angular frequency of op amp input device (= gm/CIP)
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Output resistances are omittedfrom the above equivalentcircuit: clearly they are

essential for dc analysis, but do not affect settling time calculation. It is important to note

that the CST indicated in Fig. 5.7 corresponds to the notation CS2T = V" CS2 introduced
j

in Section 3.5.0, that is, CST is the total capacitance switched to input sources or reference

voltage sources during thecharge redistribution or amplification phase (phase 2), which

therefore is the totaleffective source capacitance seen by the amplifier in its closed-loop

configuration; CST may or may not equal the sampling capacitance of the acquisition

phase (phase 1).

Note the circuits in Fig. 5.0-Fig. 5.6 perform discrete-time signal processing. There is

never a continuous path from a time-varying input to the output, although it is sometimes

useful to consider an overall closed-loop input-output relationship in the s-domain or

co-domain. Essentially, at the end of the acquisition/tracking phase, the opening of the

sampling switch causes charge to be stored at the summing node and thereby defines the

initial conditions in the network. In the closed-loop phase, the system starts from those

initial conditions, undergoes a transient response, and settles to its final state. For the

specific case of Fig. 5.0, a useful view is to consider the switching process as the

application of a negative step to the closed loop system, i.e., initially the voltage applied to

the left-hand side of Cs is Vin, and then it changes to zero.

The basic relation for theequivalent closed-loop -3 dB bandwidth coCL and the

corresponding time constant x of the system shown in Fig. 5.7 is

coCL=i=f.^ (5.3)

where gm is the transconductance, CLtot is the total capacitive loading at the output node,

gm/CUot is the unity-gain frequency of the closed-loop system, and the feedback factor f

is given by
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f=cF+cCsFT+c,P <5-4>
Referringto Fig. 5.7, the feedback factor f corresponds to the capacitive divider seen

looking back from the output node to the summingnode.Clearly, it is closely related to

the feedback factor defined in Section 3.5 in the context of analyzing dc gain errors in a

SC gain stage. A key difference, however, is that fordc analysis purposes, there may be a

significant "Miller" capacitance seen at the op ampinput, since, forexample, the

low-frequency gain from gate to drain of the input devices in Fig. 5.3 is on the order of

gmr0, whereas the high-frequency gain is the ratio of the transconductance of the input

device to that of the cascode device, typically equal to 1.

Note that assumingequal input capacitance CIP, the configurations of Fig. 5.0 and

Fig. 5.5 have the same feedback factor

Csf = — s (5.5)
V^-c T v^p i ^—'ID

although in the configuration of Fig. 5.5, the closed-loop gain is 1+CS/CF, whereas in

Fig. 5.0 it is CS/CF. Alternatively stated, for agiven closed-loop gain, the configuration

of Fig. 5.5 has a higher feedback factor and hence a faster response.

Throughout thisanalysis it is assumed that thesystemcan be adequately modeledas a

first-order, single-pole networkand that minimization of the closed-loop time constant i

implies minimization of the system settling time: the justification of this assertion is given

later.

There is a feedforward zero in the transfer function at s = +gm/CF, but that is at a

much higher frequency than the overall closed-loop bandwidth and sois ignored here.

Note that this zero corresponds to the frequency atwhich all the current through capacitor

CF is supplied by the gm generator, i.e.,

sCpV^g^^s =^ (5.6)
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Referring again to Fig. 5.7, CLtot, the total load capacitance including the loading

effect of the feedback network, is the sum of the load capacitances at the output node

(Cle + Cop) Pms me seriescombination of the feedback capacitance (CF) and the

capacitance to ground at the summing node (CST + CIP), i.e.,

Cuot = ^le +Cop + r ±r o.r (5.7)
V^p "l V/CT T V_^jp

In this analysis, it is assumed that from, for example, open-loop gain or output voltage

swing constraints, the bias conditions on the op amp transistors are fixed, i.e., the

(VGS - VT) values.Thus, the current (and transconductance) perunit width of the devices

is fixed, and hence the intrinsic speed of the devices as given by coT is constant. (Some

further discussion of MOS coT is given in Appendix5.A at the end of this chapter.) There

is assumed to be no constraint on the maximum current or area. Therefore, the design

problem essentially consists of choosing the size of this scalable core block. The

transconductance and input parasitic capacitance are related by

gm = coTCIP (5.8)

Note that this relation holds for a large class of active devices — including bipolar

transistors.

From (5.3), (5.4), and (5.7), the closed-loop time constant is given by

\—»p 1 V^CT T ^—"ip

n A^ _,_ Cp (CST + CIP)
^le + ^op + r j. r a- rV--p 1 VCT "l *^ip

cF om

x = -1—^ ii : ii LL (5.9)
Cp Sm

Rearranging (5.9), and substituting for gm from (5.8), yields

t =

1 | CLECF +CLECST +CFCST ^ CF +CLE+ (C0P/CIP) (CF +CST) C0P
®Tl C,pCF CF CF ,

(5.10)
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At this point, the partitioning in Fig. 5.7 of the total load capacitance into two

components— C0P, the outputparasitic capacitance of the op amp, and CLE, the external

or extrinsic load capacitance — is explained. The output parasitic capacitance of the

amplifier C0P is due to drain-bulkjunction capacitances and overlap capacitance, etc., and

scales in direct proportion to the size of the op amp device widths, and hence with the

input parasitic capacitance — as shown schematically below for a simple device layout.

W

Source-drain

diffusion

L

Contact

Fig. 5.8 Layout of a MOSFET showing intrinsic gate capacitance and parasitic source-drain
capacitance.

In Fig. 5.8, the intrinsic gate capacitance of the device, which corresponds to the input

parasitic CIP defined above, is given by (ignoring overlap)

CG = WLC0X (5.11)

where C'ox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, and the junction capacitance due to

the source/drain diffusions is

CSD = WLCX1C; (5.12)

where Cj is the junction capacitance per unit area.

It is clear that as the width of the device varies, the junction capacitance scales in

direct proportion (the overlap capacitance behaves similarly); therefore, more generally, in

the case of a SC gain block using a single-stage op amp, the portion of the load

capacitance associated with the device junction capacitance and overlap capacitance
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scales with the gate capacitance. Thus, theload capacitance atthe outputnodeof the stage

has been partitioned into (i) a component C0P that scales with the input device size, and

(ii) a component CLE thatdoes not scale, andso canbe regarded as fixed, i.e., previously

specifiedor known. This effect has not been included systematicallyin previous analysis

and optimization for amplifiers [158]. Note that the above has ignored the perimeter or

sidewall capacitance; usually, however, in typical op amp implementations, the MOS

devices are laid out using multiple "fingers" — i.e., gates connected in parallel. It is

usually possible to avoid using "fingers" that are at the ends of this structure for the most

critical nodes, and there is negligiblecapacitance contribution from the perimeter of the

"fingers" that are hot at the ends. If necessary, this contribution could be estimated and

lumped with CLE without significanterror.

The constant of proportionality a is defined as the ratio of the (scalable) parasitic

capacitance at the output node to the input capacitance, that is,

a = ^ (5.13)
Hp

For a single MOS device, this quantity is process-dependent, but typically lies in the

range 0.5-1. For MOS op amps, a can sometimes be as large as 2 or 3, since the parasitic

capacitance at the output node is usually due to contributions from two devices, an NMOS

and a PMOS. Note that for a bipolar device, a can easily be less than 0.1.

Substituting for a into (5.10) gives an expression for the closed-loop time constant:

_ 1 f CLECF +CLECST +CFCST Cp +CLE +0C (Cp +CST) C|P >

T V IP F F F j

(5.14)

_1 (
CO

ClECf + CLECST + CFCST

CjpCpT V L 1+ Cf" +a(1+%)]+[a^])(5-15)
The above is a general expression: how can it be applied in a practical design

situation? In order to proceed further, some assumptions are needed. First, it is assumed
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that the source and feedback capacitances areknown — e.g., for matching or area or noise

reasons. Second, it is assumed that the extrinsic load capacitance CLE is known. In

pipeline ADC's, CLE consists of the sampling capacitance of the next stage, capacitances

associated with comparators, parasitic switch capacitances, and any other parasitics such

as interconnect capacitance, etc. Given these two assumptions, it is apparent from (5.15)

that the closed-loop time constant is a function of only one parameter: CIP, the op amp

input capacitance, which in turndirectly determines the device widths and currents.

Next, note that the expression in (5.15) has three main terms: (i) a term inversely

proportional to CIP, (ii) a constant term, and (iii) a term directly proportional to CIP

(corresponding to the effect of the output parasitic capacitance, as discussed above). Thus,

it has the form (- + b + ex). This expression has an optimum (i.e., minimum) value; by

differentiating, this minimum is found to occur at a value of CIP given by

'ClECf + CLECST + CFCST
IPopt = J -• (5'16>a

The corresponding values of T and coCL are

X_ =- =Uljd CLECF+CLE^ST +CFCsT +l+^ +q(l +^)\5.17)
opt COo, — CO 2 Cp v CCLopt WT\ V CF ^F M»

The following points are pertinent.

Note 1: The above equation is a quite general expression for the highest achievable

bandwidth of a switched-capacitor gain stage, given the technology, the external load

capacitance, and the source and feedback capacitances.

Note 2: Physically the reason an optimum exists is as follows. Referring to (5.3), clearly

when CIP = 0, gm = 0, and the bandwidth is zero. As gm increases, coCL increases

roughly in direct proportion. However, atsome point, theeffects of CIP on both (a) the
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feedback factor and (b) the output parasitic capacitance become important, and so the

eventual effect is that the bandwidth decreases.

Note 3: It is important that coCLo is directly proportional to coT, and depends only on

ratios of the sampling, feedback, and extrinsic load capacitances — which are assumed to

fixed. This implies that coCL is a technology-limited optimum: as G)T increases, the

achievable coCL increases in direct proportion. The value of a depends weakly on the

particular IC process technology. It is also affected by the widths of the devices at the

output node relative to the width of the input device; for example, it is possible, for gain or

swing reasons, to bias the input and cascode transistors at differentnominal (VGS - VT)

values: in such a case, the input and cascode devices have different widths.

Note 4: The optimum value of the input capacitance is a function of the ratios of the

source, feedback, and external load capacitances, and also depends strongly on the value

of a — i.e., the relative contribution to the load of the amplifier parasitic capacitance at

the output terminal. This indicates that for a given minimum gate length, the process

technology design rules should permit Lext in Fig. 5.8 to be minimized as much as

possible in order to minimize the source-drain area.

Note 5: Under certain circumstances C,Popl may be approximately equal to the sampling

capacitance, but in general this is not strictly true.

5.2 SOME PARTICULAR CASES

As mentioned already, a very common application of this circuit block is as a gain

stage, in particular, to perform the interstage residue amplification function in a multistage

pipeline A/D converter. It is useful to examine the maximum achievable speed and

corresponding optimum value of CIP as a function of the ratio (CST/CF), sincefor circuit

configurations such as those of Fig. 5.0-Fig. 5.2, the closed-loop gain is given by

G = (CST/CF), and in thecaseof Fig. 5.4-Fig. 5.5, in which the feedback capacitor is

shared and also used for sampling, the closed-loop gain is 1+ (CST/CF). One of the
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reasons why this is important is that, as discussed throughout Chapter 3, in the design of

multistage ADC's, the number of bits per stage and the gain per stage are key design

choices at the architecture level; consequently, it is important to know the achievable

speed as a function of the interstage gain. Accordingly, using the general equations (5.16)

and (5.17), the optimum x is now calculated explicitly for three representative values of

the extrinsic load capacitance: (i) CLE = 0, (ii) CLE = CF, and (iii) CLE = CST. It is

assumed that a = 1: for MOS op amps the assumption a = 1 is usually the best that is

practically achievable.

Case 1: a = 1 and C|_e= 0

These conditions give upper bounds on the achievable speed with single-stage MOS

op amps, since specifying CLE = 0 is equivalent to stating that the sampling and feedback

capacitors, and also the amplifier device widths andcurrents, aremade large enough so

that the extrinsic load capacitance CLE becomes negligible. These assumptions give

and

I I ST I F

c,p0pt = VcFcST =cfJ Cp" =CsTJc^:

+2+ (-7^) 1 +x = —
°Pl co

CLopt C0n 'F J C0n

(5.18)

CF j
+ 1 (5.19)

The meaning of (5.18) when CST = 0 needs some elucidation: this case corresponds

to a shared sampling and feedbackcapacitance andzero extrinsic load. Since the amplifier

is then driving only itself, the smaller CjP the better. In an actual implementation, the

presence of a parasitic capacitance to ground at the summing node associated with CST

implies that CIPopt has some non-zero value.

Case 2: a = 1 and C|_e = Cf

These conditions give
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'ST

'IPopt = CF|l + 2(7^) =CSTJ(7T^) +2(^)
'ST

(5.20)

and

'ST

xnnt = —— = —\2 l+2(-^)+3+ (-^)
°Pt <°CLopt «tU CF KCF}) (5.21)

Case 3: a = 1 and Cle = Cst

The condition CLE = CST is typical of whatoccurs in real implementations— e.g., in

a pipeline ADC, often the extrinsic capacitive load consists primarilyof the sampling

capacitance of the next stage. The optimal values in this case are

and

'ST 'ST

IPopt = CFj2(T^) + (7^) =CST/2(-^)+l
CF

T°p1 co
CLopt CO-,

'ST

2(7^) +(7^) +2 +2(7H)
<~p *-F W J

(5.22)

(5.23)

Note that the relationship between closed-loop "gain" and "bandwidth" is quite

nonlinear due to the interdependence of the amplifier forward path and the feedback path.

Specifically, both the transconductance gm and the feedback factor f depend on the input

capacitance CIP. In the limit of large CST/CF— i.e., large closed-loop gain — and the

extrinsic load CLE small or at most comparable to CF, then this interdependence

diminishes. In that case, the quantity under the square root in (5.17) becomes negligible,

and the expression for the closed-loop time constant and bandwidth approximately

reduces to

C<r =-J_.±a(^I) =a(Cst/Cf)
opt <W <»t CF; coT

which is more consistent with the notion of a constant "gain-bandwidth product".

(5.24)
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The above equations for CIPopt and xopt are now plotted for the three cases mentioned

above: CLE = 0, CLE = CF, and CLE = CST. The first two plots show CIPopt — the

value of the input capacitance needed to achievethe fastest speed — plotted in two ways.

First, in Fig. 5.9 the ratio of the optimum input capacitance to the source capacitance is

plotted as a function of CST/CF.

CIPopt/CST

3.0 —

; CLE =CST

^~^^-~>^_Cle=Cp

j cLE =o

2.5 —

2.0 —

1.5 —

1.0

0.5

0.0

CSt/Cf

Fig. 5.9 Plotof C|Popt/CST as a function of CST/CF.

It is apparent from the graphs that, especially for values of CST/CF in the range 1-4,

which is particularly relevant for pipeline ADC's, the optimum value of CIP is quite a

strong function of CST/CF. Note that theoften-quoted condition CIP = CST does not

necessarily give the optimum speed.
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A second way oflooking at this is to plot CIPopt normalized relative to the feedback

capacitance CF — this is shown in Fig. 5.10.

CIPopt/cFA

0 2 4

Fig. 5.10 Plotof C,Popl/CF as a function of CST/CF.
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Finally, the plot in Fig. 5.11 below is the optimum time constant x as a function of

CST/CF.This minimum time constant t is normalized with respect to the intrinsic time

constant of the transistor, tt, where tt = l/coT, thus giving a technology-independent

result. This optimum time constant directly determines the settling time to a given

accuracy of a SC gain stage, andhence the maximum achievable sample rate of a pipeline

A/D converter,

Topt/TT

CLE= CF

CST/CF

Fig. 5.11 Plot of the (technology-normalized) fastest achievableclosed-loop time constant xopl/TT,
as a function of CST/CF.

Again note that the value of T depends stronglyon CST/CF — especially for small

values of CST/CF — emphasizingthatcareful optimization is worthwhile. Furthermore,

this plot clearly demonstrates the advantage of sharing the feedback capacitor in order to

minimize CST/CF. For example, in a gain-of-two stage where the feedback capacitor is

not shared, CST/CF = 2, whereas if the feedback capacitor is shared, then CST/CF = 1.
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A number of other special cases andlimiting cases are of interest as follows.

Case 4: Constant — i.e., non-scaling— output parasitic capacitance: a =0

Consider the case where the output parasitic capacitance of the amplifier does not

scale with CIP. As mentioned already, this is highly unrealistic for MOS op amps. For

bipolar devices it is more reasonable.

Since all the load capacitance islumped with the fixed term CLE, this implies

a = 0 (5.25)

Equation (5.16) then yields

C,P0pt -> °° (5.26)

and (5.17) gives

1 1 C, F

"XLopt WT *~F

This result also follows from amore direct analysis as follows. As CIP becomes large

(with Cs and CF remaining constant), eventually the feedback factorbecomes close to

(CF/CIP), and the total load capacitance approaches (CLE + CF). Therefore, the

closed-loop bandwidth becomes

f gm ^ CF
0)CL =fc -»c

M-tot Mp

gm °>T
Cle + Cf Cle

C

(5.28)

Case 5: Unity-gain stage using a single capacitor Cp

Another particular case of interest is the unity-gain S/H stage using a single capacitor,

which is shown in Fig. 5.4. In terms of the equivalent circuit model illustrated in Fig. 5.7,

the configuration of Fig. 5.4 corresponds to setting CST = 0, i.e., the feedback capacitor

CF also functions as the "sampling" or"acquisition" capacitance, and therefore there isno

"source capacitance" inFig. 5.7. (Any additional parasitic capacitance to ground at the
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summing node is ignoredhere also.)

Substituting the condition CST = 0 into(5.16) and (5.17) gives

C,popt =P£= (5-29)
and

V °>CLopt °>-
1 UCLEi1, cLE t \

V V CF Cp j
(5.30)

Again, note the strong dependence on a. One circuit implication of this is that it is

usually worthwhile to make thecascode devices (which contribute to the output parasitic

capacitance and scale with the input device) narrower than the input device.

5.3 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

From the above equations andespecially from the plot in Fig. 5.11, it is clear that in

almost all cases the closed-loop system -3db bandwidth is significantly less than ooT.

Since in single-stage op amps the non-dominant pole (at the cascodenode) is

approximately at coT, theassumption of single-pole behavior is seen to be reasonable —

i.e., the non-dominant pole does not affect the speed significantly.

A key issue is technology choice: for example, does BiCMOS provide a performance

improvement in this circuit? One possibility is to use npn devices to replace the NMOS

cascodes — this reduces the parasitic capacitance at the output node and provides higher

dc gain. The PMOS side of course is still a limitation with respect to both gain and speed.

Note that using an npn transistor for the cascode device does require a contact at the

cascode node: a contact is not required if a non-folded cascode op amp is used with input

and cascode devices of the same width. More generally, npn emitter followers devices

could be used as buffers throughout a mixed-signal chip.

Finally, note thatin all of the above examples the parasitic capacitance to ground

associated with the sampling and feedback capacitors hasnot been explicitly discussed. In
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practice, using precision capacitors having capacitance typically around 0.5 fF/pm2, the

value ofthis parasitic is 10-15% ofthe nominal capacitor value. The capacitor layout is

such that this parasitic is physically at the input oroutput nodes of the overall stage not

at the summing node. Shown in Fig. 5.12 below is asimplified diagram ofacapacitor

structure in a typical CMOS technology and the configuration in an actual circuit.

Conductor 2

Conductor 1

Ci

Substrate/well

Fig. 5.12 Schematic of switched-capacitor stage in closed-loop configuration showing the parasitic
capacitance to ground associated with the feedback capacitor.

Typically, for a high-precision analog capacitor such as a Polyl-Poly2 structure, the

parasitic Cp is about 10-15% of CF, the value of the floating capacitor. However, there is

some cost motivation to using the capacitance between metal interconnect layers for the

sampling and feedback capacitors in orderto realize the circuits in standard digital CMOS

processes, which usually do not possess special high-quality capacitors (e.g., poly-poly

capacitors). Thedrawback of course is that if, for example, Metal2-Metal 1capacitors are

used, then the parasitic has a much higher relative value (« 50-100%), which clearly has a
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direct impact on the achievable speed. (Analytically, this is apparent from(5.17) by

considering the effect of increased CLE.) The effect of this parasitic couldbe included in

the analysis described in this chapter by replacing CLE — the external/extrinsic load

capacitance — by CLE +a2CF, where a2CF is the parasitic capacitance CP shown in

Fig. 5.12 and is directly proportional to CF.

This chapter has presented a systematic wayto analyze switched-capacitor gain stages

with the objective ofoptimizing speed. The approach has considered the entire

closed-loop system — i.e., forward path through the op amp (OTA) and capacitive

feedback factor— and included the key fact that the parasitic capacitance at the output

node scales in direct proportion to the gate capacitance of the input device.The focus has

been on single-stage topologies such as folded and non-folded cascode, which are

important for applications where moderate dc open-loop gain is sufficient. The results

represent the fastest achievable speed in scaled MOS technologies andhave direct

relevance to pipeline A/D converters. The approach provides useful guidelines for choice

of device sizes in SC gain blocks. It is clear that especially at low closed-loop gains (1-4),

sharing the feedback capacitor can potentially have a significant effect on speed.
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APPENDIX

5.A ANALYSIS OF MOSFET fT

5.A.0 Introduction and Motivation

The small-signal performance of MOS devices at high frequencies is critical for many

analog IC applications. Although much work has been reported in the areaof generalized

high-frequency ac MOS modeling [143], very often a designer requires a single figure of

merit that can summarize the high-speed capabilities of the device as a function of the

design variables. Traditionally, the device fT, defined as the unity ac current gain

frequency or current gain-bandwidth product, has fulfilled this requirement for the bipolar

transistor. For the MOSFET, however, fT is a strong function of the effective gate length L

and the bias condition VGS - VT. This appendix gives a brief analysis of MOS including

two key second-order effects; namely, velocity saturation and transverse field dependent

mobility. A conceptual view of a single-MOSFET current amplifier is shown in Fig. 5.13.

C,VDS
I'out

C

•<7

Fig. 5.13 Conceptual schematic of a MOSFET current amplifier and small-signal equivalent circuit.

From analysis of the small-signal circuit of Fig. 5.13, it is easily shown that the

MOSFET unity current gain frequency fT is given by

1 gt

fT 27c'Cgs +C^
1 gr 1

2n Cgs (1+Cgd/Cgs) ~ ^Tintr
1

(1+Cgd/Cgs)

where fTintr may be thought of as the intrinsic fT. In the saturationregion, the gate

capacitance Cgs is equal to (2/3) WLC0X [143].

(5.31)
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5.A.1 Analysis

For most analog circuit applications MOSFET's are biased in the saturation region.

Thus, following the high-field model described in [124] and using the same notation, the

current in saturation (for an NMOS transistor) is given by

low = WCox(VG-VDsal)vsat (5.32)

where W is the device width, Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area,

VG = VGS - VT is the effective gatedrive, and vsat is theelectron saturation velocity

(Llxl07cm/s). VDsat includes the second-order effects mentioned above and is given by

V
vDsat

1 1
+

LVG ECL

-i

(5.33)

peffEc p0 2vsat
where v„, = —-— and u.pff = -, which implies that Ec = (1 + 0VG).sat 2 ^eff i +evG IV

The parameter 9 determines the inversionlayer mobilitydependence on transverse field

(i.e., perpendicular to the gate) and is inversely proportional to the gate oxide thickness.

By combining the above equations, an expression for IDsa, may be derived in terms of

W, p,0, Cox,L, VG, and vsar Differentiation gives the saturation region transconductance

gmsat = dIDsat/3VG, and it is straightforward to show that theintrinsic fT is givenby

M<o

1 gmsat 3M< v„ 2+v°(e+2i±;>r _ x omsat _ ^0 G sat ,~ ^a\
rTintr - oZ ' o TZTT ' r „ K^O*)

fWLC0X
2+VG(e+2lt)J

2

Therefore, fTintr, MOSFET intrinsic fT, depends on (i) bias voltage VG (butin a

sublinear manner), (ii) effective channel length L, (iii) process/technology parameters p,0

and 8, and (iv) vsat, a constant for silicon.
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Chapter 6 Path Mismatch Issues in Parallel

Time-Interleaved ADC's

6.0 INTRODUCTION

A fundamental problem associated with parallelism in theanalog domain, which does

notarise inthe digital domain, is the issue of mismatches between the parallel signal paths

or channels. In particular, the following mismatches are present in time-interleaved A/D

converters: (i) gain mismatch, (ii) offset mismatch, and (iii) timing mismatch, which is

also referred toas nonuniform timing, or sampling skew. Previous work — inparticular, by

Black and Hodges [8], Jenq [53], Messerschmitt [94], and Petraglia and Mitra [105] —

has considered some of the circuit and system issues associated with mismatches in

parallel channels. This chapter is, in some sense, a review of this existing literature;

however, it also aims to present a unifiedinterpretation andto convey some intuitionon

the underlying signal processing issues.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.1, gain and offset mismatches are

considered as discrete-time sequences and are analyzed using an approach basedon the

Discrete Fourier Series (DFS). Another approach to the analysis of gain mismatch is to

examine the system in terms of decimation and interpolation operations: this is the

viewpoint of Section 6.2. Section 6.3 considers timing mismatches, which have some

qualitatively different characteristics from offset and gain mismatches; the important

special case of a sinusoidal input is dealt with and appropriate expressions are derived.

Finally, in Section 6.4, some issues regarding the statistics of mismatches are discussed

and expressions for error power, total distortion power, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are

derived.
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The following notation is used throughout the chapter.

M number of parallel channels

T system sampling interval

Fs system samplingrate (= 1/T)

Fs/M individual channel sampling rate (= 1/MT)

0) absolute angular frequency (i.e., not normalized to Fs)

f absolute frequency, i.e., cycles per second (f = oj/2tc)

x(t), X(jco) analog input and its Fourier Transform

p(t), P(jco) sampling impulse train and its Fourier Transform

y(t), Y(jcd) time-interleaved A/D converter output and its FourierTransform

i index for successive samples of the A/D converter

r index for successive cycles through all the parallel channels

k channel index: k = 0,1,..., M - 1

gain of channel k (ideally, ak = 1)

Discrete Fourier Series coefficient of channel gains

offset of channel k (ideally, bk = 0)

Discrete Fourier Series coefficient of channel offsets

sampling time error of channel k (ideally, Atk = 0)

sampling instant of channel k (tk = kT + Atk; ideally, tk = kT)

frequency-domain coefficient for channel timing mismatches

frequency, in radians/second andcycles/second respectively, of

input sinusoidor complex exponential

ak

A„

\

B„

Atk

tk

Tnn
(co)

®o» fo
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The symbol <-» denotes a Fourier Transform relationship, i.e.,

f(t)^F(jco)

indicates that the frequency-domain quantity on the right-hand side is the Fourier

Transform (FT) — or Discrete-Time FourierTransform, as appropriate — of the

time-domain quantity on the left-hand side.

The basic general model for a time-interleaved A/D converter (ADC) including

mismatches is shown below in Fig. 6.0.

Analog
rMT+Ato

rMT+T+At

O^

g^jMT+kT+Atk

rMT+(M-1)T+AtM_1
S/H ADC

Sampling instants
*k • ADC yk = akxk + bk

Rg. 6.0 Basic general model for a time-interleaved ADC consisting of M parallel channels with
overall sampling rate Fs = 1/T; each channel or path operates at the rate Fs/M = 1/MT.

The input x(t) is a continuous-time signal; its FourierTransform is X(jco). The system

consists of M parallel channels. The diagramin Fig. 6.0 shows each channel k consisting

of a sample-and-hold (S/H) block and an ADC block. The S/H block performs no function

in the analysis — it is present in the figures simply to emphasize the fact that sampling is

taking place; all sampling is assumed to be ideal impulse sampling. (In next chapter there

209
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is some discussion of input bandwidthissues in the S/H.) The overall system sampling rate

is Fs = 1/T; each channel samples at a rateof 1/MT. The sampling instant of channel k

occurs nominally at time T after channel k-1 has sampledand in general has some timing

offset Atk. The ADC block in each channel k is modeled as a memoryless block having

linear gain ak (nominally 1) and offset bk (nominally 0). Note that more generally each of

the parallel signal paths may have some frequency dependence, thus giving rise to parallel

filters [105], [147]; however, that level of generality is not considered here. The final

output is a discrete-time signal y(iT) (sometimes, the notation y} is used); y(iT) has

Fourier Transform Y(jco). The output rate of the entire system is identical to the sampling

rate, i.e., Fs = 1/T. Clearly, in a real A/D convertersystem, x(t) is continuous-valued

and y(iT) is discrete-valued: this fact is ignored throughout most of this chapter — i.e.,

quantization effects in the ADC's are ignored and it is assumed that the quantization has

infinite resolution.

The terms distributor and commutator are used as indicated in Fig. 6.1 below.

—</ Fs/M Fs/M

J °-
Fs

Distributor Commutator

Fig.6.1 Definition of terms: distributor and commutator.

These blocks are defined as follows [7]:

a distributor takes one input stream and synchronously splits it into M output streams;

a commutator takes M input streams and combines them to form one output stream.
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In this chapter, however, it is often assumed that the distributor symbol in Fig. 6.1 also

incorporates ideal impulse sampling of a continuous-time input. Note that in the literature

and also in other chapter of this dissertation, the more familiar terms demultiplexer and

multiplexer are often used for distributor and commutator respectively — i.e., an analog

demultiplexer at the input and a digital multiplexer at the output. Strictly, however, the

terms demultiplexer and multiplexer imply the existence of a "control" or "select" input.

6.1 GAIN AND OFFSET MISMATCHES AS DISCRETE-TIME

SEQUENCES

This section is organized as follows. Section 6.1.0 presents an analysis of gain

mismatches; some examples are given in Section 6.1.1, and Section 6.1.2 discusses some

intuitive interpretations. Using a similar method, offset mismatches are analyzed in

Section 6.1.3. Finally, the approach and the key results are summarized in Section 6.1.4.

6.1.0 Gain Mismatches in Parallel Paths: Fourier Analysis

The system being examined is illustrated in Fig. 6.2 below for the case of 4 channels.

Fs/4

Fig. 6.2 Model for 4-channel time-interleaved A/D convertersystem indicating gain mismatches.
Ideally, the {ak} are all equal (to 1); in general, however, the {ak} are not all identical.

First, as reference, the behavior in the ideal case(no pathmismatches) is considered.

Then two methods are presented for analysis of the case of mismatched gains.
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The basic approach here consists of the following three steps.

1. Consider the sampling operation asthe multiplication of the input signal x(t) by an

impulse train p(t).

2. Calculate the Fourier Transform P(jco) of the sampling impulse train p(t).

3. Convolve P(jco) with the Fourier Transform X(jco) of the analog input signal x(t).

Sampling with Ideal Matched Channel Gains

Clearly, in the degenerate case of no mismatches, all the results should reduce to what

would be expected for a single channel. In particular, an M-channel system with overall

sample rate Fs, and in which the channel gains areequal, behaves identically to a

single-channel system sampling at Fs. An idealimpulse train is shown in Fig. 6.3.

Ideal impulse train p(t) Time domain

11111111111

-4T -3T -2T -T 0 T 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T

Fig. 6.3 Ideal periodic impulse train p(t).

The basic well-known analytical relation for the FT of an ideal impulse train is

9tt 2teti

p(t) = £ 8(t-mT) **-£ £ 5(°)--r) =P(j0)) (6.0)
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This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 6.4 below.

213

Ideal impulse train p(t) Time domain

11111111111

-4T -3T -2T -T 0 T 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T

(T/2tc)P(jco) Frequency domain

271
(y)

CO

27C
(T)

Fig. 6.4 Ideal impulse train p(t) and its Fourier Transform P(jco).

Aside

The following three remarks are generally relevant to the presentation in this chapter.

• To minimize clutter on the graphs of spectra, constant factors such as 1/T or 2k, etc.,

are usually absorbed into the quantity being plotted.

• Forcorrectness, the factor of (1/T) is retained in the Fourier Transform expressions for

P(jco) and Y(jco) throughout most of this chapter, but it should be realized that this

factor disappears when the ADC output is passed through a reconstruction filter,

specifically, an ideal low-pass filter with gainT.
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• Whenever spectraofcomplex quantities aredisplayed, the plots in general indicate the

magnitudes, even though the labelling anddiscussion refer to the entire quantities,

which in general may be complex-valued.

The familiar effect in the frequency domain of sampling by an ideal impulse train

— i.e., as shown in Fig. 6.4 — is illustrated in Fig. 6.5 below: the spectrum of the input

X(j(o) is replicated over the entire angular frequency axis at intervals of 2jc/T.

2tc
(y)

IX(jco)l

ITY(jo))l

Spectrum of analog

input signal

Spectrum of signal

after ideal sampling

2tc
(y)

0)

0)

Fig.6.5 Spectrum of a continuous-time input signal and the spectrum after sampling by an ideal
impulse train.
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Next considera system with the sameoverall sampling frequency Fs, but comprised

of M time-interleaved ADC's. Let eachchannel k have gain ak, for k = 0,..., M - 1. In

this case, the sampling waveform is the periodic impulse train

..., a0, a,, a2,..., aM_ j, a0, alf a2,..., aM_,, a0, a^ a2,..., aM_,, a0,...

as shown in Fig. 6.6 for a 4-channel case.

Mismatched impulse train p(t)

\
a0

*1

a2
&3 ao

ai

a2
*3 ao

ai

a2

-4T -3T -2T -T 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T

Fig. 6.6 Sampling impulse train in the presence of channel gain mismatches — here shown for
case of M=4 channels.

Two methods are now presented for deriving the Fourier Transform of the modified

sampling impulse train, in the presence of mismatches.

Sampling with Nonideal Mismatched Channel Gains: Analysis Method 1

The key point here is that the sampling impulse train of Fig. 6.6 may be regarded as

the superposition of M sequences, each having period MT, and delayed by T relative to

each other, and so can be written as

M-l

215

P(t) = £ak£5(t-kT-nMT) (6.1)
k = 0 n = -oo

The corresponding Fourier Transform P(jco) thus becomes

M-l

k = 0 n = -«•

(6.2)
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which may be simplified as follows:

M-l

pa»>-Zv*"&28<-&>
k = 0 n =-oo

M-l « «

2^ akMT 2*

27C
r . M-l

2rtn

k = 0 n = -oo

2u m! a,,e
-j (2ti/M) nk

M^~k
k = 0

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

In summary, for the case of M parallel, time-interleaved channels, with each path k

having gain ak, the Fourier Transformof the resulting impulse sampling train is given by

where

oo

2ft x-t « 2rtnP(ja))=TXAn5(0)-M)

M-l

-j (2n/M) nk

M^~k
k = 0

(6.6)

(6.7)
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The following points are pertinent regarding the {An}.

Note 1: The coefficients { An} are the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) coefficients of

the path gains { ak} when the { ak} areconsidered as an aperiodic sequence, or the

Discrete Fourier Series (DFS) coefficients of the {ak} when the {ak} are considered as a

periodic sequence with period M. In this chapter, the latter interpretation is emphasized.

Note 2: The DFScoefficients {AJ have period M: AM+n = An. Specifically, for the

case of a 4-channel system, i.e., M = 4,

... = A_4 = A0 = A4 = ...

... = A_3 = A, = A5 = ...

... = A_2 = A2 = A6 = ...

... = A_| = A3 = A7 = ...

Note 3: For real sequence values, the DFS/DFT coefficients exhibit complex conjugate

symmetry. Here, since the pathgains {ak} are real, this property always holds.

Mathematically,

M-l

AM-„ =p5>~J(2,t/M>(M"n,k (6.8)
k = 0

1 V1 -J2TT1C J(2^/M)"k
=MX a"e e <6'9>

k = 0

M-l

1 v1 j(2;i/M)nk ,^ ,rtN=m!¥ (6.10)
k = 0

= a; (6.ii)

In particular, the magnitudes are symmetric about the mid-sequence point, i.e.,

|AM-„| = |A„| (6.12)

Specifically, for thecase of a4-channel system, i.e., M = 4, this implies |A,| = |A3|.
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Using some of the propertiesmentioned above, the Fourier Transform pairrelationship

for the mismatched impulse train is illustrated graphically below.

Mismatched impulse train p(t) Time domain

ao *2 ao a0 a2 ao a0a-| ^ a3 Au a-j a a3 u

A T n

*1

a2

-4T -3T -2T -T 0 T 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T

l(T/2rc)P(jco)l
t

Frequency domain

J i J i I i

A, A3 A, A3
• • • Jk A2

t
i k i k A2

t
J i • ♦ •

CO

2i
r)

2

-3(?
27t

-2<4T>
2

-<<
* (
T

> (2 2tc

2(4T>
*•

^ yf)
2

<-

7C

Fig. 6.7 Modified sampling impulse train p(t) in the presence of channel mismatches and the
corresponding Fourier Transform P(jco). The output is the convolution of P(jco) and X(jco).
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The output spectrum is obtainedby convolving the input spectrum with the impulse

train P(jco) as given in (6.6) rather than in (6.0): the result is shown below in Fig. 6.8.

27C
(T)

2jc 27C 27C
(T) -3^) -2(-)

IX(JQ))I

i
ITY(jco)!

27C

<4T'

Spectrum of analog

input signal

2tc
(T)

CO

Spectrum of signal after

sampling with mismatches

A,

2tc In 2jc

(4T) ^ 3(4T}
2tc

(T)

Fig.6.8 Spectra of continuous-time input signal and discrete-time output signal after sampling by
an impulse train from M mismatched parallel channels; Y(jco) is the result of the
convolution of X(jco) with the Fourier Transform of the impulse train P(jco) shown in
Fig. 6.7.

Comparing the output spectrum shown in Fig. 6.8 with that shown Fig. 6.5 for the

ideal case, it is clear that there is a fundamental difference: in the case of mismatched

channels, aliases of the input spectrum are present at multiples ofthe individual channel

sampling rate.
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For simplicity, throughout most of this chapter, the figures show X(jco), the spectrum

of the input signal, as having relatively low bandwidth.This is primarily for graphical

convenience — to avoid the diagrams becoming cluttered with overlapping aliases.

However, it should be borne in mind throughout that, in general, for an ADC sampling at

Fs, the input signal spectrum may occupy the entireband from 0 to Fs/2. In that case, the

spectrum at the output due to sampling with mismatched path gains resembles that shown

in Fig. 6.9 below. Note that the channel mismatch aliases overlap in the band of interest,

and cannot simply be filtered out, as might appearto be possible from Fig. 6.8.

ITY(j©)l

27C 27C 27C 27C
•<T> -3(^) -2{rf -(^

Spectrum of analog

input signal

CO

Spectrum of signal after

sampling with mismatches

2tc

(4T>
2jt 2jt 2%2(rf 3(-) (_)

Fig. 6.9 Spectra of continuous-time input signal and discrete-time output signal after sampling by
an impulse train from M parallel channels with mismatched gains. Here, X(jco) occupies
most of the band from 0 to Fs/2 and thus the mismatch aliases overlap in-band.
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Sampling with Nonideal Mismatched Channel Gains: Analysis Method 2

An alternative way to obtain the expression for P(joo) — the spectrum of the sampling

impulse train in a system with gain mismatches — is now given. The following well-

known Fourier Transform relation is needed.

oo

j<o0kT ^ 2n 2nn ..„.• <-> X ^jr8(a)-CD0+—) (6.13)
T

n = -«>

The key point here is that the channel gains { ak} may be viewed as a periodic

discrete-time sequence with period M, and consequently may be represented by a Discrete

Fourier Series (DFS), with coefficients {An}, as follows:

M-l .2itk M-l w27rnxuT

= lA„eM = lA„e MT (6.14)
n=0 n=0

Using (6.13), the Fourier Transform of the rightmost expression in (6.14) is given by

M-l °°
x-i t-i 2k n 2nn 2kt

IAnIT5(t°-MT+-r) (615)
n = 0 r = -«o

oo

2k tn « 27tn

=tIa»8(c°-mt) (6-16)
n = -oo

which is identical to the expression for P(jco) obtained before. This approach is discussed

further in a qualitative, intuitive way in Section 6.1.2.
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Summary

In the case of "ideal" sampling, the Fourier Transform of the sampling impulse train is

P(jco)=^X5(<n-¥) <6-17>
n =

and the Fourier Transform of the sampled waveform is (with ® denoting convolution)

oo

Y(jco) =^X(jco) ®P(jco) =1£ x[j(©-^)] (6.18)
n = -oo

In the case of "mismatched" sampling, the FT of the sampling impulse train is

P(jCO)=^XAn8(fi>-S) (619)
n = —oo

where
M-l

An =l2>ke-j(~k (6.20)
k = 0

and so the FT of the sampled waveform is

27CnY(jco) =^X(jco) ®P(jco) =±£ Anx[j(G)-^)_ (6.21)

Usually in practical applications the spectra are plotted versus frequency f (i.e., not

angular frequency co). In that case, if the input spectrum is written as X(f), the above

expressions for the output spectrum become the following.

For one channel or multiple channels with ideal matching, the output spectrum is

oo oo

Y(f) =l£x(f-|) =l£x(f-nFs) (6.22)
n = -oo n = —oo

For M time-interleaved channels with mismatches, the output spectrum is

oo oo

Y(f) =i £ A»X(f-ilf) =tI A.X(f-0 (623)
n = —oo n = -oo
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6.1.1 Examples of Gain Mismatch

Some specific examples are now given to illustrate the effects of gain mismatch.

Example 1: 4 channels (M = 4) and 4 mismatched path gains a0, a-|, a2, a3

Using the general expression in (6.21), the output spectrum — i.e., the FT of the sampled

waveform — is given by

oo

Y(jco) - 1£ A„x[j 0»- 5£)] (6.24)

where

A„ =jtake-j(2"/4,"k (6.25)
k = 0

Explicitly writing out the expressions for the { An} yields

A0 = 4 ta0 +al +a2 +a3l (6'26>

Ai = 4[(ao-a2)-j(a,-a3)] (627)

A2= i[(a0-a,) +(a2-a3)] (6.28)

A3 = 5[(ao-a2)+j(a,-a3)] (6.29)

The coefficients { An} may be interpretedas follows: A0 is the average gain — expected

to be approximately 1; Ai and A3 are related to the mismatch between pairs of channels

that are 180° out of phase; A2 depends on the average mismatch between adjacent

channels.

Next, in the following cases, specific value are assigned to the {An}.
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Example 1a: a0 = a-j = a2 = 1, a3 =0 (Channel 3 totally absent.)

For this case, the Fourier coefficients are

A =1 A =-ii A —I A -i1Ao-4>Ai- J4'A2- 4»A3-J4 (6.30)

The time-domain and frequency-domain representations of the sampling impulse train are

shown below.

a0 a-| a2 a3 ao a-| a2 a3 a0 a1 a2

iii i i

-4T -3T -2T -T 0 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T

\(V2k)P(\(o)\

2n

•3(4T>
2n

•2(4T>
2n

•(4f>

'fgHir

2n ^ 2re 2tc 2n

(4T} 2(4f) 3(4T} (T}

CO

Fig. 6.10 Sampling impulse train p(t) and its Fourier Transform withchannel 3 having gain of zero.

In this extreme case, the mismatch aliases have magnitude one third of the signal

magnitude.
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Example 1b: a0 = a2 = a3 = 1, a-\ = 1 + e (Channel 1 has gain error e.)

For this case, the coefficients are

e .8 8 .£
Aq =1+4> A, =-j-, A2 =--, A3 =j-

The time-domain and frequency-domain representations are shown below.

P(t)

ai *1 *1
ao a2 a3 a0 a2 a3 a0 a2

-4T -3T -2T -TO T 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T

l(T/2rc)P(jco)l

Aj A2 A3

f * *
2tc 2tc 2ti

-3^) -2^) -(^)

♦

Aj A2 A3

f + 4
2tc 2tc 2n 2rc

(4T) 2(4T} 3(4T} (T°

(6.31)

CO

Fig. 6.11 Sampling impulse train with a gain error 8 (shown here as positive) in channel 1.
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Example 1c: a0 = 1, a-| = 1 + e, a2 = 1, a3 = 1 - e (Symmetric gain errors in

channels 1 and 3.)

For this case the coefficients { An} have values

8 8
Aq = 1» Aj = —j-, A2 = 0, A3 = j-

The time-domain and frequency-domain representations are shown below.

P(t)

ai *1 ai

(6.32)

a0 ii &2 ao ii a2 a0 A a2

J 1 t i a3 i i
i a3 |

n

i i n

t

-4T -3T -2T -T 0 T 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T

l(T/27t)P(JG))l

A 1
2ji 2k 2%

-3(4T> "^^ "<4f)

1
A3

2ji 2n 2jt 2)t
(yj) 2(-) 3(-) (_)

co

Fig. 6.12 Path gain sequence with errors of equal magnitude but opposite sign in channels 1, 3.

Note that in this case, because of the odd symmetry of the gain sequence, the

coefficient A2 is zero.
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Example 2: Special Case — Sinusoidal Input

For the case of a sinusoidal input, the input is of the form

x(t) = sin(o)nt) =
ei<V_e-J«V

2j

and its spectrum is given by

X(ja» = 2n( °L—1 21)
2j

From (6.21), the spectrumat the outputis

Y(jo)) =lXAnx[j(«,-g);

2k ^ A„r. 27tn. _ 2rcn

227

(6.33)

(6.34)

(6.35)

X" S/ LKXi 27tn "1
2JL8(C°"CO'>"MT)"8((0+0)o-mt)J (6-36)

Typical input and output spectra are illustrated inFig. 6.13.
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l(1/7c)X(jco)l Spectrum of analog input:
1 x(t) = sin(cD0t)

k k

271 271 ^271 27C -C00 COq
(T) -3(H) -2(w) -(^)
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Fig. 6.13 Frequency-domain view when asinusoid is sampled by a4-channel time-interleaved
ADC with gain mismatches: the output spectrum has sidebands around multiples of Fs/4.

Note that the effect of the gain mismatches in the parallel paths is to produce sidebands

around multiples of 2tc/MT. In terms of the frequency variable f, if the input signal is a
sinusoid at frequency f0, then the output spectrum has additional tones at the frequencies

^±f0,2^±f0,3^±f0,...,(M-l)^±f0
M

i.e., sidebands around multiples of the individual channel sampling rate. Note that, since in
general the input goes from 0to Fs/2, these frequency components are in-band.
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6.1.2 Interpretation of Gain Mismatch Effects

This section discusses the preceding analysis and examples: the aim is to present some

qualitative explanations and convey some intuition.

Interpretation 1:

If the path gains are close to ideal, i.e.,

a0, a1} a2,..., aM_, * 1,

then

|A0| - 1and |A,| -0, |A2| «0, ..., |AM_ ,| =0,

i.e., the Fourier Transform of the sampling impulse train is close to ideal, and has non-zero

values only at the angular frequencies CO = 0, ±2rc/T,±4tt/T, ..., ±2rcn/T, ...

Interpretation 2:

Consider the gains {ak} as aperiodic discrete-time sequence: all the ak « 1corresponds to

no harmonics in that sequence —just a DC term, and so

|A0| = 1 and |A,| =0, |A2| =0, ..., |AM_ ,| =0

Interpretation 3:

The periodic discrete-time sequence {ak} has a Discrete Fourier Series representation

M-l M-l 2;in

J(2ir/M)kn V"1 a J(^TF)(kT)
a = XAne'̂ M>k"=£A„eJl-',K" (6.37)

n=0 n=0

i.e., the periodic sequence is expressible in the form

where con = 27tn/MT.

M-l

n = 0

= I A„ej<"-<kT) (6.38)
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In this representation, A0 is the dc term, and the { An} (for n > 0) represent the

harmoniccontent of the mismatched gain sequence. Thus, the sequence {ak} may be

viewed as a linear combination of complex exponentials sampled at times kT. Now, since

multiplication by a complex exponential in the time domain is equivalent to frequency

translation in the frequency domain, the net resultof the operationof multiplying the input

by the waveform given in (6.38) is expected to be of the form

SA»xLj(o)-Mf)J (6-39)
n=0

In fact, because of the discrete-time nature of the system, the above expression is

repeated periodically in frequency:

Y(j0)) =i £ Anx[j(co-|g)] (6.40)
n = —oo

Interpretation 4:

The process of sampling may always be viewed as modulation. Here, x(t) is the "message"

and has spectrum X(jco); the frequencies

con = 0,±2ti/MT,±4ji/MT,...,±27tn/MT,...

correspondto the carrier frequencies. Associatedwith each modulation frequency is a gain

or"strength" An, where the {An) are the DFS coefficients of the gains {ak}. This leads

naturally to the output spectrum shown in Fig. 6.8, i.e., the baseband spectrum is shiftedor

translated to the carrier frequencies u)n = 0,±27t/MT,±47c/MT,...,±2rcn/MT,...
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6.1.3 Offset Mismatch

A schematic representation of nonideal channel offsets is shown below.

Analog Digital

Fig. 6.14 Basic model for offset mismatches in a 4-channel parallel time-interleaved ADC.

In this case, a discrete-time periodic sequence of period M given by

...,b0, b,,b2,..., bM_l?b0, b,,b2, ...,bM.,, b0, b,, b2,..., bM_,,b0,...

is added to input signal, as indicated schematically below for the case of four channels.

Mismatched offsets

X

o

ii

b3 b.° b,
a

2

i i
b3 *° b-

t

-4T -3T -2T -TO T 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T

Fig. 6.15 Offset mismatch sequence in a 4-channel parallel time-interleaved analog system.

Calculation of the Fourier Transform of the offset sequence is identical to that of the

gain mismatch sequence given previously. Since the mismatched offset sequence is added

to the input, its spectrum is added to the output spectrum; this is in contrast to the case of

231
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gain mismatch, in which the FT of the gain mismatch sequence is convolvedwith the input

spectrum. The FT of the output resulting from the offset mismatch is therefore given by

where

2k xn o 2nnY(jco) =_£Bn5(W-—)

M-l

k = 0

This relationship is shown below in Fig. 6.16.

ismatched offsets
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Fig. 6.16 Time-domain and frequency-domain views of offset mismatch in parallel channels.
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The overall spectrum at the output, including the input signal, is shown in Fig. 6.

271

(T)

IX(jco)l

;

Spectrum of analog
input signal

271

(y)

CO

I(T/2tc)Y(jo))I Spectrum of signal after sampling
with channel offset mismatches

B

k

B,

B

I

B

B2

B

l t
271 2k 271 271 0 271 271 271 271(yj -*<4T> -^4T' -<4T> <4T> 2(4f' »(W) (T)

Fig. 6.17 Input spectrum X(jco) and output spectrum Y(jco) that results from sampling by an
impulse train from M= 4 parallel channels with offset mismatches. No gain mismatches
are present, i.e., all the path gains ak = 1.

Writing the output spectrum as a function of f rather than co gives

YWB!lW-A)BlXB.»tf-4 (6.43)

It is clear that the effect of offset mismatch is to producefrequency components at integer

multiples of the channel sampling rate.
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6.1.4 Summary

• The effectof offset mismatch inaparallel, M-channel, time-interleaved analog system

is that a periodic — with period M — discrete-time sequence (i.e., an impulse train)

corresponding to the mismatched channel offsets is addedto the signal; the spectrum

of this periodic discrete-time sequence is added directly to the output spectrum.This

results in frequency components or tones atmultiples of the channel sampling rate.

• The effect of gain mismatch is that the inputsignal is multiplied by a periodic

discrete-time sequence with period M, which corresponds to convolution in the

frequency domain. This results in aliases of the input spectrumat multiples of the

channel sampling rate.

• Multiplication is nonlinear and so new frequency components are generated. This

multiplication or mixing resembles the process of amplitude modulation and results in

sum and difference frequencies.

• The effect of offset mismatches is additive and thus independent of the input signal.

• The effect of gain mismatches is multiplicative and depends on the input signal

amplitude.

• The effects of offset mismatches and gain mismatches are independent of the

frequency of the input signal.

• Exact expressions have been derived for the values of the aliases and tones caused by

mismatches — these values are seen to be the DFS coefficients of the path gains and

offsets.

• For simplicity, most of thefigures in this section have shown the input spectrum as

occupying significantly less than the full Nyquist band [0,Fs/2]. However, all the

analysis, results, and discussion apply to time-interleaved ADC systems with input

signals occupying the full Nyquist band.

• Finally, note that the treatment so far has been deterministic: later, in Section 6.4, the

statistical distributions of the gains and offsets are considered.
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6.2 MULTIRATE VIEW OF CHANNEL GAIN MISMATCHES:

DECIMATION/INTERPOLATION ANALYSIS

6.2.0 Introduction: Time-Interleaved ADC as a Multirate System

This section considers a time-interleaved A/D converter from the point of view of

multirate signal processing. First, note that a key assumption necessary for this analysis is

that the system timing is uniform — i.e., the analysis deals with the input samples {x(iT)}

as if they are sampled uniformly. Some background on multirate signal processing is now

reviewed [24]. Two key multirate blocks used in the following analysis are the

downsampler and upsampler, shown in Fig. 6.18 below. These two blocks are defined as

follows.

• A downsampler with parameter M takes an input sequence and outputs every Mth

sample at a rate 1/M of the input rate.

• An upsampler with parameterL takes an input sequence and outputs a sequence at L

times the input rate with L-\ zeros inserted between each pairof input samples.

x(n)
iM

w(m) w(q)
•• TL

y(r)

Downsampler chooses every Mth sample Upsampler: fills In (L-1) zeros

Fig. 6.18 Key multirate blocks: downsampler and upsampler.
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Using these blocks, a time-interleaved ADC may be represented as shown in Fig. 6.19.

M-channel time-interleaved ADC

with ideal uniform timing

rMT
S/H ADC

">f
rMT+T

rMT+kT

S/H ADC V*D

S/H ADC

rMT+(M-1)T
S/H ADC

X »• ADC yk = akxk + bk

x(iT)

z° iM ADC Tm z"°

z1 iM ADC Tm z-1
: :

: * * /

zk iM ADC Tm z"k
: :

: : :

Z(M-1) 1M ADC Tm Z-(M~1)

Equivalent multirate system in z-domain

Y(iT)
X)—•

Fig.6.19 Time-interleaved A/D converter (with ideal uniform sampling) and z-domain model.
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6.2.1 Frequency-Domain Analysis

The basic approach of this analysis is to obtain the transfer function for a single path in

the parallel system, and then to combine the terms for all channels, taking appropriate

account of phase. Before presenting the full analytical expressions for an M-channel case,

the behavior in the frequency domain is illustrated graphically for a 4-channel case in

Fig. 6.20 on the next page. At the top of the figure, a model for one path (path k) of the

time-interleaved ADC is indicated; below that, the spectra at various points are shown. A

brief explanation of the spectra at the various points is now given.

(0): This is the continuous-time inputX(jco); for convenience on the graphs,

the magnitude of the baseband spectrum at dc is chosen to be T.

(1): This showsthe spectrum afteruniform sampling at rate Fs = 1/T: X(j(o)

is replicated over the entire angular frequency axis at intervals of 2k/T.

(2): The magnitude spectrum here is identical to that at point (1), since the zk

block — an ideal advance — only affects the phase.

(3): Two interpretations are possible for the spectrum here: (a) it may be

viewed as the discrete-time signal at point (2) downsampled by 4, giving

aliases spaced l/4(2rc/T) apart, or (b) it may be viewed as the original

continuous-time input spectrum sampled at the rate Fs/4.

(4): For this analysis, the ADCis modeled simply as a gain block with gain ak

— so this is the spectrum at point (3) multiplied by ak.

(5), (6): The magnitude spectra here are unchanged from point (4).

(Combined): This plot illustrates the final magnitude spectrum obtained by combining

the spectra at point (6) for all 4 channels. In the ideal case, with all channel

gains equal, the undesired aliases cancel.
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Downsampler Linear gain ak Upsampler

\ I ... /... (0) / (1) j-
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Fig.6.20 Spectra at various points in one path of a time-interleaved ADC and at the overall output.
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The block diagram for path k of the multichannel system is repeated below.

Downsampler Linear gain ak

i
Upsampler

//A (0) / (1) r-
x(t) ' *• z>

Sample at —
t = iT

(2)
\

IM
(3)

ADC
(4)

TM
(5)

,-k

Fig. 6.21 Model for a single path within an M-channel time-interleaved ADC.

The analyticalexpressions corresponding to indicated points on Fig. 6.21 and

corresponding to the spectra of Fig. 6.20 are now given.

(0): x(t)HX(j(D)

(1): x(iT)^I £x 27tn
J(G)-—)j

oo 2rcn(2): x(iT +kT)^XeJ<W--,kTx[j(<o-^)]

<3>- T 1 M6 XT *-i M
n = -oo

oo

(4), (5): I £
2jin -i

"» '<"_Mf)W L
Me XD^-S*]

(6): e-'-T.iX
2jtn -i

akpj(°-MT)kT L
Me r D^-SM

oo

= f 2-t

2nn

ak/J(MT)kT
M6

X
r 27cn "I

[j«°-MT>]
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The Fourier Transform of the signalat point(3) — i.e., after the downsampler— can

also be obtained directly by considering channel k to sample the advanced signal

x (t + kT) at rate 1/MT. Note that since the upsampler only inserts zeros, the spectrum

(with respect to absolute frequency) is the same at points (4) and(5).

Finally, from Fig. 6.19, it is clear that the final output is obtained by adding the terms

at (6) for all the channels; this yields the same resultas in (6.20) and (6.21), i.e.,

1 « r 2rcn "lY(jco) =i£AnX[j(0)-MT)J (6.44)
n = -oo

where

M-l

An=^lvj<2"/M,"k (6.45)
k = 0

Interpretation:

The above discussion leads to the following interpretation of the frequency-domain

behavior when gain mismatches are present. If the path gains are close to ideal, i.e., if

a0, a1? a2,..., aM _ j « 1, then the aliased componentsof X (jco) combine so as to cancel,

except at multiples of the system samplingfrequency, that is, only at angular frequencies

co = 0, ±27t/T, ±4k/T, ..., ±2rcn/T,... is any energy present in the output spectrum.

2 Jin

_j(MT)kTIt is apparent that the terms (ak/M)e consist of both a gain contribution and

a phase contribution. Assume equal path gains {ak}: note that when added together over

2 nn

_j(MT)kTall channels k, the phase terms (1 /M) e sum to 1 when n is a multiple of M, and

sum to zero when n is not a multiple of M. However, when the { ak} are not equal, perfect

2nn

cancellation of the "gain-phase" product terms ake MT does not occur, and thus some

residual portion of thealiased components at multiples of 2k/MT remains in theoutput

spectrum.
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6.2.2 Z-Domain Analysis

In this section the analysis is performed completely in the z-domain [105]. First, the

decimator and interpolator are introduced and their behavior in the z-domain described

analytically [24]. Decimation and interpolation are illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.22.

Decimation bv M: x(n)
• h(n)

w(n)
iM

y(m)

Chooses every Mth sample

interpolation bv L: x(n)
• TL

w(m)
h(m)

y(m)

Fills in (L-1) zeros

Fig. 6.22 Basic schematic and definitions for decimator and interpolator blocks

The input-output relationships for these block in the z domain are as follows [24].

Decimation by M:

M-l

Y<z> =ilH[e-j(2nn/M)z^]X[e-j(2"n/M)z1/M]
n = 0

Interpolation by L:

Y(z) =H(z)X(zL)

(6.46)

(6.47)
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The basic approach of this analysis is similar to earlier in this section: first, the transfer

function for a single path in the parallel system is obtained, and then the terms for all

channels are combined, taking appropriate account of phase. An individual channel k is

shown in Fig. 6.23 below.

Downsampler

(1) (2)
\

J-M

Linear gain ak

i
(3)

ADC

Upsampler

(4)
/

Tm
(5)

,-k
(6)

Fig. 6.23 Z-domain model of a single path (path k) withinan M-channel time-interleaved ADC.

The z-domain representation of the signal at the various points indicated on the above

block diagram is given below.

(1): x(iT)HX(z).

(2): x(iT +kT) <->zkX(z)

M-l

1 V "J (2nkn/M) k/Mv r -j (2tui/M) 1/M
<3>: nS z~mX [e

n = 0

z ]

<4>: ^flVc-j(2rtl/M)zMIX[cH(2,ni/M)z,/M]'
V n=0 )

k M-l

<5> a-w2
n = 0

M-l

-j (27tkn/M)Y r -j (2nn/M)
* a. [e z]

<* 3S
-j (2;ikn/M) Y r -j(2nn/M)

* A. [e z]
n = 0

The z-transform expression at point (3) above — i.e., after the downsampler — is

obtained by applying the relation in(6.46), with H(z) = zk; expression (5) is obtained

by using (6.47) with H (z) = 1 and L = M.
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Following the same procedure as in Section 6.2.1, the final output of the

time-interleaved system is obtained by combining terms at point (6) from all M channels.

Therefore

243

M-lr . M-l

Y<Z> = I nZ ate
-j(27i/M)nk

k = 0

X[e-j(2,n/M)z]
n = 0L

which can be written in the form

where

M-I

Y(z) = £A„X[e-J(2*n/M'z]
n = 0

M-l

A„ = ^r V a,,e1 V" -j(2n/M)nk
n ^ Z, ake

k = 0

The spectrum isobtained by setting z = eJW , which yields

Y(ejwT)
M-l

-I A„X
n = 0

/ 2nn

eJ(W"MT)T

(6.48)

(6.49)

(6.50)

(6.51)

To relate this back to continuous time, recall that a basic relation for the Discrete-time

Fourier Transform is

X(e*T)=l2x[j(a>-^)]

and substituting this back into the right-hand side of (6.51) gives

M-l

Y(ja» = £A„X
n = 0

as before.

2 Tin

J(M-MT)T
J

1 V a vl~w 27UM=TXAnX[J(0)-MT)_

(6.52)

(6.53)
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A Remark on Distributor/Commutator Notation: There are two possible notational

conventions to describe the sampling sequence from one channel to the next in a

time-interleaved ADC. All the system diagrams so far in this chapter have employed a

distributor at the input going clockwise from channel 0 to channel M-l. In this notation,

which is used (implicitly) in [8] and [53], at any instant, channel 0 has the oldest sample

and channel M-l has the most recent, and unrealizable advances are used in the

discrete-time model. However, it is also possible for the distributor at the input to go

counterclockwise from channel M-l to channel 0, as in [105]. In this approach, at any

given time, channel 0 is processing the most recent sample and channel (M-l) is

processing the oldest, and realizable delays are used in the discrete-time model.



x(iT)
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rMT

rMT+T

rMT+kT

°\ rMT+(M-1)T
S/H ADC

$ »• ADC yk = akxk + bk

z° iM ADC Tm Z-(M-1)

z-1 iM ADC Tm z-(M-2)

: :
:

: :

z"k iM ADC Tm z-(M-1-k)

: :
: : :

-(tJl-i \ iM ADC Tm z°z v

Fig.6.24 Z-domain model for an M-channel time-interleaved ADC with ideal uniform sample
timing [105]. This model employs a counterclockwise distributor and realizable delays
instead of advances.

The above diagrams should be compared with those in Fig. 6.19: the point here is that

the results are the same in both cases (ignoring fixed delays) but that in the literature both

approaches are used. (The details of the analysis are somewhat more tractable with the

model of Fig. 6.19, since when the outputs from allthe channelsare combined, the general

case involves terms of the form e,io)kT rather than e~J(0( ~ .)
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6.3 TIMING MISMATCH

6.3.0 Introduction

Timing mismatches are a key issue in any signal processing system that involves

sampling of a continuous-time input by a number of time-interleaved parallel channels. A

model for a time-interleaved ADC with nonuniform sampling is shown below.

rMT+Ato
S/H ADC

rMT+T+Ati

o^

(X^rMT+kT+Atk

S/H

S/H

ADC

ADC

Vy(iT)

rMTKM-IJT+AtivM
S/H ADC

Sampling instants
*k

i
• ADC yk = xk

Actual sampling instants

— 0 T 2T 3T — MT MT+T MT+2T •••

t t t
Ideal sampling instants on a uniform timebase

Fig. 6.25 Model for an M-channel time-interleaved ADC system showing a signal x(t) undergoing
nonuniform sampling; the ticks on the time axis are the ideal samplingtimes. The ADC
blocks within each path are assumed to have ideal gain and offset, i.e., ak=1 and bk=0.
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The ADC blocks within each channel are assumed to have ideal unity gain and zero

offset — i.e., ak = 1 and bk = 0. Each channel k hasa fixed timing offset Atk.

The actual sampling instants are

Ato, T+At1f 2T+At2,

rMT+At0, rMT+T+At1f rMT+2T+At2,

(r+1)MT+At0, (r+1)MT+T+At1f (r+1 )MT+2T+At2,

etc.

., kT+Atk, .... (M-1)T+AtM_1f

., rMT+kT+Atk, .... rMT+(M-1)T+AtM_1l

... (r+1)MT+kT+Atk,.... (r+1)MT+(M-1)T+AtM_1f

The index r is simply a running index to indicate successive passes or cycles through the

entire M-channel system. In this section and throughout this dissertation, the terms

nonuniform sampling, sampling with timing offsets, and systematic sampling skew are

used interchangeably. Note that the timing errors {Atk} are fixed, i.e., the {Atk) are

deterministic, systematic timing offsets.

One way to view nonuniform sampling is to derive an "equivalent multiplicative

sequence" — i.e., an impulse train on a uniform timebase, which, when it multiplies the

input, yields the actual sampled values; this is illustrated in Fig. 6.26. Two points are

apparent from the diagram: (i) the equivalent impulse train depends on the signal, and

(ii) the equivalent impulse train depends on how quickly the signal is changing, i.e., the

time derivative of the signal.
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Ideal Uniform Sampling

Actual Nonideal Nonuniform Sampling

x(3T+AU
xO+At,) x(2T+AU^-^

x<Ato)

Equivalent Impulse Sampling Train

x(MT+2T)

MT+T MT+2T

x(MT+2T+AU

MT+T MT+2T

x(MT+T+At^

xfr+Ay
x(2T+At2)

x(2T)
x(3T+At3)

x(MT+At0)

x(MT)

x(M"

J

r+T)

i

x(MT+2T+At2)

x(MT+2T)
x(At0) x(T) i i

x(3T) i i
A

x(0)
i i

i i

i i

» • • * •

t

• C) 2 T 3 T •• IVT MT +T MT+2T ••

Fig. 6.26 Ideal and nonuniform sampling of a signal x(t) by an M-channel time-interleaved ADC
system and the equivalent uniformly-spaced signal-dependentimpulse sampling train.
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6.3.1 General Analysis

This section presents two approaches for deriving the spectrum of a nonuniformly

sampled continuous-time waveform x(t).

Nonuniform Sampling: Analysis Method 1

The analysis procedure here consists of the following three steps.

1. Calculate Pk(jco), the Fourier Transform of pk(t), the sampling impulse train for each

individual channel.

2. Convolve Pk(j(Q) with X(jco), the FourierTransform of the analog input signal x(t), to

obtain Yk(jco), the output spectrum of channel k.

3. Combine all the {Yk(jco)} to get the overall output Y(jco).

Referring to Fig. 6.25, it is apparent [53] that, in channelk, the signal x (t + Atk) is

sampled at the rate 1/MT by the delayed impulse train given by

pk(t) = ]£ S(t-rMT-kT) (6.54)
r = —oo

The Fourier Transform of pk(t) is

^ oo 2nn
2K x^ -'i{TH)kTc 27cn

and therefore the spectrum Yk (jo) at the output of channel k is given by

Yk (jfl>) =^ [ej<°4'k X(jco) ]®Pk (jco) (6.56)

oo 2n 2nn

1 x-i -J(T7)kn J((0"icrF)Atk r 27tn "|

=mtI6 Me M x[j<-nr>] (657)
n = -oo
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Combining the (Yk(jco)} terms from all channels, that is, for k = 0,..., M - 1, yields

the final output spectrum:

oo

Yam) = f X
M_i 2jin 2k

i v,J("'m,Vl",,k
M2,e e

M

n = -ooL k = 0

X
r., 27cn "l

(6.58)

The expression on the right-hand side of the above equation can be written in a form

more closely resembling the equations for gain mismatch, as follows:

where

Y(jCO) =1 5>nn(G))X • 27tn

M-l

k = 0

2nn

MT]
2it n

j(co-_)At -j(-)nk
c c

(6.59)

(6.60)

The following observations are pertinent.

• From (6.59), it is apparent that nonuniform timing results in a phenomenon similar to

what occurs due to channel gain mismatches, namely, aliases of the input spectrum at

the angular frequencies © = 0, ±2rc/MT,±4ji/MT, ..., ±2rcn/MT,..., i.e., at

multiples of the channel sampling rate.

• A key difference from the gain mismatch case is that thecoefficient (|)nn (co) in (6.59)

and (6.60) above depends on frequency.

• In general, <|>nn (co) is nota DFS coefficient; for example, it does nothave period M.

• The general frequency-dependent coefficient <|)nn (co) is difficult to deal with

analytically. However, in the important special case of a sinusoidal input signal, the

analysis becomes relatively straightforward and is presented in Section 6.3.2.
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Nonuniform Sampling: Analysis Method 2

An alternative approach for examination of the effect of nonuniform sampling is to

consider an individual channel k. The basic approachof this analysis is similar to that used

in the multirate analysis of gain mismatch: the transfer function for a singlepath in the

parallel systemis obtained, and then the terms for all channels are combined, taking

appropriate accountof phase. An individual channel k is shownin Fig. 6.27 below.

Advance

x(t)
(0)

\
tk = kT+Atk

Lineargain ak=1

(1)/ (2) | ,_. | (3)
Sample at
rate 1/MT

ADC

/
Upsampler

Tm
(4)

,-k
(5)

Fig. 6.27 Model fora single path in an M-channel time-interleaved ADC with nonuniform timing.

The frequency-domain representation of the signal at the various points indicated on

the above block diagram is given below.

(0): x(t)<->X(jco)

(1): x(t +tk) =x(t+kT +Atk) <->ej(0tkX(jco) =ej<0(kT+Atk)X(jco)

oo 2nn

X
• 27cn

(5): e-j0)kT-i- \ e
l/ MT ^

2rcn

j("-Mf^x r., 2nn 1

LJ(a,-Mr>J

oo

= —yMT Z*

2rcn In

eJ(<0-MT)AVJ(M)knx[j<"S>]
Note that as mentioned previously, the upsampler does not change the spectrum with

respect to absolute frequency.
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Finally, combining the expressions for the individual channel output — i.e., point (5)

in Fig. 6.27 — for all channels yields

oo

Y(jCO) =I X
M-l 2nn 2n -\

M *-*
n = -ooL k = 0

X [j(o)-S}] (6.61)

which is identical to (6.58).

Aside

Note that in arriving at the final expression for the spectrum at point (5) in the above

analysis, terms of the form

-ja,kTj_ y — MT
MT

2 nn

-j= y e MT X
MT £* [j(tt-S}]

arise. The arguments of the exponentials simplify as follows.

2rcn 2rcn
-jcokT+j(co--f¥)tk = -jcokT+j(co-—) (kT +Atk)

MT MT

(6.62)

(6.63)

9irn

-jcokT +jcokT - j (2k/M) kn +j (co - —) Atk (6.64)

2rcn.

MT
•j (2tc/M) kn +j (© - -^j^) Atk (6.65)
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6.3.2 Special Case: Sinusoidal Input

This section discusses nonuniform sampling in a time-interleaved ADC for the

important special case of asinusoid input signal with angular frequency co0.

Basic Intuitive Analysis

A simplified intuitive analysis of sampling skew is now presented for the case of a

complex exponential input. In general, ideallychannel k samples x(t +kT), but due to

nonideal timing, it actually samples x(t +kT+ Atk). Let the inputbe given by

x(t) = ei%t (6.66)

The actual value sampled x (t +kT +Atk) can be written as

x(t + kT + At.)
x(t +kT+Atk) = ___J-x(t+kT) (6.67)

jco0(t +kT+ Atk)
c

jco.(t + kT)
e °

x(t + kT) (6.68)

=eJ(°°A,kx(t +kT) (6.69)

The term e ° k in the right-hand side of (6.69) maybe interpreted as anonideal

frequency-dependent gain. If the {Atk} are all equal, then the result is an inconsequential

fixed delay. However, if the { Atk} are not all equal, then the abovesuggests thatbehavior

resembling what occurs due to gain mismatches is expected.

FM Analogy

If {Atj} is the periodic extension of {Atk}, that is, Atj = Atk, for k = 0,1,..., M-l,

and Ati+M = Atj, then the sampling instants are {tj = iT + Atj}, and the individual

samples can written as

, x ,.«, a x J«Ml j(<oftiT + G>nAt.) ,, __.x(t,) = x(iT +Atj) =eJ ° liT+At. =e ° ° ' (6.70)
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Since {Atj} is a discrete-time periodic sequence with period M, therefore, the sequenceof

samples {eJ ol ° ' } in (6.70) is seen to resemble FM with tone modulation. In this

analogy, f0 = co0/2tc is the FM carrier frequency, and Fs/M is the (fundamental)

modulating frequency.

Exact Analysis

The exact analysis is now given for a complex exponential input. From Section 6.3.1,

the general expression for the output spectrumin the presence of timing mismatches is

where

1 x-< r. 27tn 1Y(jco) =^XOnn(co)x[j(co-jSf)_ (6.71)

M-l 2nn 2n

*-«« =igXe C (6'72)
k = 0

Here, the input is of the form

x(t) = ej<v (6.73)

and its Fourier Transform is given by

X(jco) = 2tc8(co-co0) (6.74)

From (6.71) the output is therefore given by

oo

Y(jrc) =tl £ *„(») 8(co-<o0-gj) (6.75)
n = —oo

This can be simplified by noting that since the quantity 3>nn(co) inside the summation

27in
in (6.75) isbeing multiplied by the delta function 8 (co - co0 - t-=) , Onn(co) should be

2jcn
evaluated at co = con + t-t= .

u MT
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Thus, sincethe general expression for Onn(co) is

M-l 2jin 2jt

*-«») =^fle MT e M (6.76)
M

k = 0

, . . 2rcn .
substituting co = co0 + tr-= gives

$nK)=il^V'«,,k (6.77)
k = 0

which is the DFS coefficient ofthe terms {eJ ° k}. Therefore, the output spectrum due to

nonuniform sampling of a complex exponential input is

oo

Y(jco) =y E *.(«b)*(«»-«V>-j£f) (6-78)
n = -oo

Approximation

For small timing errors, the following approximation is valid:

e ° k«l+jco0Atk (6.79)

and so the output spectrum becomes

oo

2k ^-n 2kj\Y(j(0) = _ £ <Dn (to0) 6(0)- C00 - 1-fT) (6.80)

where

M-l

^K)^I(l+Ja>oAtk)e-J(2jt/M)nk (6.81)
M

k = 0

Comparing the right-hand side of the above equation with the expression derived

earlier — for example, as given in (6.20) — for the coefficients{An} that arise in the
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analysis of gain mismatches in the parallel paths, it is apparent that the co0Atk term canbe

regarded as an inputfrequency dependent gain error.

Numerical Example

Consider a 4-channel system with timing offsets in the channels given by

At0 = 1.0ns, Atj = -0.4 ns, At2 = -0.1 ns, At3 = -0.5 ns

Let the input be a sinusoid with frequency f0 = co0/2ti = 100 MHz.

It is necessary to consider what happens for both positive and negative frequencies,

i.e., at ±co0. Evaluating thecoefficients using (6.77) gives the following.

For positive frequency:

0>0(co0) = 0.931-jO.008 => I^WI = °-932

O, (co0) = -0.032 +j0.158 => |0, (co0)| = 0.161

<D2(co0) = -0.028 +J0.271 => |*2(a>0)| =0.272

0>3(co0) =-0.062+J0.167 => |O3(a>0)| =0.178

For negative frequency:

O0(-co0) = 0.931+J0.008 => |00(co0)| =0.932

0,(-co0) =-0.032-JO. 158 => |O,(a>0)| =0.161

02 (-co0) =-0.028 - jO.271 => |<E>2 (co0) | = 0.272

0>3(-co0) =-0.062-J0.167 => |03(co0)| = 0.178

The corresponding spectrum, with relative magnitudes indicated, assuming a sampling

frequency of approximately 20 times the input frequency is shown in Fig. 6.28.
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Spectrum of signal after sampling
with timing mismatches

0.932 0.932

i i ii

0.932

0.272

017f 0.161
A 1

ii ii

0.161
0.178

A 4
017f 0.161

0.272

ii ii
0.178

0.161

A *

2k 2k 2k 2ti -C00 C00
•<T> -3(4=) -2(^) -(^)

27t ^ 271 271 27t

(4T) 2(4T} ^ (T}

0)

Fig. 6.28 Frequency-domain view when a sinusoid is sampled by a 4-channel time-interleaved
ADCwith timing mismatches: the output spectrum has sidebands around multiples of
Fs/4. The sampling frequency is approximately 20 times larger than the inputsignal
frequency.

It is apparent that timing mismatches result in sidebands aroundmultiples of 2rc/4T.

Note that the sidebands around multiples of the channel sampling frequency do not have

equal magnitude, although for small timing skews they do. This is because since the terms

{e ° k} are complex-valued, the DFS coefficients {On (co0) }are notcomplex-conjugate

symmetric. More generally, by considering the derivation of the output spectrum in the

presence of timing mismatches — for example, the discussion leading to (6.58) — it is

apparent that in a system in which both path gain mismatches and nonuniform timing are

important, the overall equivalent frequency-dependent gain of channel k for a complex

exponential inputis ake ° k, which clearly is complex-valued. Therefore, in such acase,

the sidebands about multiples of the channel sampling ratedo not have equal magnitudes.
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6.4 STATISTICS: POWER AND SNR EXPRESSIONS

In this section, the results from the previous sections are extended to allow for random

variations in the channel parameters, i.e., random variations over a batch or lot of circuits

due to fabrication process variability, etc.

6.4.0 Basic SNR Analysis

Here, a basic, intuitive approach is presented. The input-output relationship for any

A/D converter may be written as

y = (l+a)x + b + q (6.82)

where x is the analog input, y is the amplitude-quantized output of the ADC, b is the

offset, a is the gain error (different from previous notation), and q is the quantization error.

The overall error (e) from input to output of the ADC may be defined as

e = y-x (6.83)

Substituting from (6.82) gives

e = y-x= [(l+a)x + b + q]-x = ax + b + q (6.84)

Assume that the gain error, offset, and quantization error are independent random

variables with some statistical distributions, and have means zero and variances a2, g\,

and a2 respectively.

Using (6.84), the mean square value (i.e., power) of the error e is then given by

E(e2) = E[(ax+b+q)2] (6.85)

= E(a2) E(x2) +E(b2) +E(q2) (6.86)

= aa4 +^ +orq (6-87)

where a2 = E (x ) is the energy of the signal (since the mean is assumed tobe zero).
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Therefore, the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) — including all "noise" due to mismatch

aliases and tones — is given by

SNR = lOlog 10

= lOlog
10

E(x2)
LE(e2)

c2c>2 +gI + gI
l a X b q.

= -lOlog to

G2 G2

(6.88)

(6.89)

(6.90)

For the case of a sinusoidal input, systematic timing errors/sampling skew can be

included in the above formulation, as follows. Previously in Section 6.3.2 — specifically,

in equations (6.79)-(6.81) — it was shown that small timing errors may be considered

equivalent to a frequency-dependent gain given by

j<o„Att , . .ak =eJ ° k«l+jco0Atk (6.91)

Thus, the gain error is co0Atk, and has variance C0qG2, where G2 =Var( Atk).

This variance may be incorporated into the expression on the right-hand side of (6.90)

togive a frequency-dependent SNR that includes the effects of quantization noise (g2),

channel gain mismatches (g2), channel offset mismatches (g2,), and systematic timing

mismatches (Gt):

SNR(co0) = -lOlog
2 2

(6.92)
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6.4.1 Basic Distortion Analysis

Another way to view the cumulative effect of pathmismatches in the frequency

domain is to compute the total power in the "mismatch tones" generated when the input is

a sinusoid — i.e., the total distortion power. Note, of course, that this is not harmonic

distortion, since none of the spurious frequency components produced are harmonically

related to the input frequency.

Suppose the input is acomplex exponential, i.e., x (t) = eJ(°°. Then, the output

spectrum from a parallel time-interleaved ADC with gain mismatches is given by

2k ^ 0 2rcnY(jco) = •=• X An8(co-co0-—) (6.93)
T ^ n v o MT

n = -oo

where

M-l

a * V -j(2w/M)nk ,s t\A\

k = 0

and, in particular, the magnitude of the fundamental is the average gain through all the

channels, i.e.,

M-l

Ao =mX ak (6.95)
k = 0

The total distortion power is the sum of the powers in the undesired tones, i.e.,

Pdis = |A,|2 +|A2|2 +... +|Am_1|2 (6.96)

M-l

= X|An|2 (6.97)
n= 1

In order to relatethe power of the frequency-domain DFS coefficients { An} to the

time-domain quantities {ak}, Parseval's Theorem for Discrete Fourier Series is employed,
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as given below:

M-l M-l

k=0 n=0

Substituting relation (6.98) into equation (6.97) yields

M-l

Pdis = X |A„|2 (6.99)
n= 1

M-I

k = 0

MZak)-|Ao|2 (6.100)

If the channel gains { ak} are assumed to be independent identicallydistributed

random variables with mean 1and variance G2, then it is straightforward to show that the

expected (i.e., average) signal power in the fundamental is

E{P0}=E{A?} =1+jj-l (6.101)

and that the expected distortion power is

e{pd1s} =°2(njr) <6-102>

Similar expressions arise for the expected power in the frequency components

produced by offset and timing mismatches. Therefore, the expected Signal-to-Distortion

Ratio due to mismatch tones, (SDR), is given by

E{P0} 1SDR = / °\ «—— i (6.103)

=-101ogK,[(^I) (o*+a*+a)*a?)] dB (6.104)
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6.4.2 Statistics of the Mismatch Coefficients

The previous two subsections focussed on overall SNR and SDR due to mismatches in

a time-interleaved ADC. However, it is also important to know the detailed statistics of the

individual mismatch coefficients [105], since these coefficients directly determine the

magnitude of aliases and mismatch-related tones in the output spectrum. Accordingly, the

focus of the following discussion is the distribution of the magnitudes {|An|}.

Expanding the expression for An into its real and imaginary components yields

M-l

a _ 1 V -j(2w/M)nk
a,,e

M^ak
k = 0

(6.105)

1V r 2tc -i . l V r 2tc -i
=^2>kC0SL(M)nk "JM^akSm (M)nkJ (6'106)

k=0 k=0

= Re{An}+jIm{AJ

= Rnej9"

where the real and imaginary parts of An are, respectively,

M-l

Re{AJ = wXak
k = 0

cos
2tc

L(M)nk

Im{A"} =~^2akSin[(M)nk
k = 0

and the magnitude is

Rn =|AJ =V[Re{AJ]2+[Im{An}]

(6.107)

(6.108)

(6.109)

(6.110)

(6.111)

Assuming that the { ak} are independent and identically distributedGaussian random

variables with variance g2, then the real and imaginary parts Re{An} and Im{An} are

zero-mean, normally-distributed random variables with variance G2/2M.
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Furthermore, if two random variables x and y are normal, independent, and have zero

mean and equal variance g2, then the random variable r = //x2 +y2 has aRayleigh
distribution with probability density function

fr(r) =-^e-r2/2°2 (6.112)
Gz

for r > 0 and equal to zero otherwise, and cumulative distribution function

Fr(r) = l-e"r2/2a2 (6.113)

for r > 0 and equal to zero otherwise.

The expected value of a random variable that has a Rayleigh distribution is

E(r) =J^g (6.114)

Therefore, since the standard deviation ofRe {An} and Im {An} is Ga/j2M, the

expectation of the magnitude of the mismatch coefficient is

e{ia"|}=tJI (6-h5)
For example [105], if Ga = 1%, M = 4, this gives E{|An|} = 0.0044 = -47 dB.

A useful question from the point of view of a practical design is the following: what is

the maximum value of oa,Gb, or Gt permissible in order to guarantee that the magnitude

of each mismatch tone is less than some value 8 with probability (1 - a), that is,

100( 1 - a)% of the time? (A typical value for a is 0.01.) The value of the appropriate G

obtained from this analysis may then be used in the circuit design process to specify, for

example, the allowable offset mismatch, or capacitor ratio mismatch, or timing mismatch

in a delay line. (These issues are discussed further in Chapter 7.) This question can be

approached by employing the cumulative distribution of |An| — i.e., the Rayleigh

cumulative distribution function given in (6.113). Here, the general solution is derived

first, and then it is applied to the specific cases of offset, gain, and timing mismatches.
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From the preceding discussion, it is required that the probability that the value of the

mismatch tone magnitude is less than or equal to e is 1 - a. Mathematically, this is

which yields

Fr(r)lr=g= l-e-eV2o2= 1-a (6.116)

a = . . (6.117)
V2Vln(l/a)

where In ( ) is the natural log (base e). Note that because of the square root and the log

function, 7ln(l/a) is quite aweak function of a: for typical values of a it is usually in

the range 2.1-2.6. Equation (6.117) is now applied to the cases of gain, offset, and timing

mismatch.

For gain mismatch, the G in (6.116) corresponds to Ga/J2M. Substituting this into

(6.117) yields

aa e

J2M V2Vln(l/a)

which gives

eJm
Ga = L * _ (6.119)

7ln(l/a)

For offset, the corresponding expression is

(6.118)

Gb = , \ , , (6.120)
7ln(l/a)

For timing mismatch, the appropriate expression is

.Tm
u)0Gt = / (6.121)

Vln(l/a)

which gives

'l ~ % 7ln(l/a)
1 e^M

Gt = (6.122)
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To summarize: (6.119), (6.120), and (6.122) give the values of the mismatch standard

deviations Ga, Gb, and Gt respectively required, so that, with probability (1 - a), the

magnitude of the appropriate mismatch coefficient (equal to the amplitude of the

mismatch tone) is less than e relative to the fundamental. Note that the more channels

there are (the higherM), the larger the mismatchstandard deviation canbe while ensuring

that the tone hasmagnitude less than e with therequisite degree of confidence. Intuitively,

the total errorenergy is approximately the same, but it is spreadover more aliased

components. Note that in all these expressions it is assumed that the magnitude of the

fundamental is 1.

6.5 SUMMARY

This chapter has presented DSP analysis of gain, offset, and timing mismatches in

paralleltime-interleaved ADC's. The key results discussed in this chapter are summarized

qualitatively in the figure below and quantitatively in the table on the next page.

Spectrum after sampling of x(t)= sinfco^t) by a 4-channel

time-interleaved ADC with offset, gain, and timing mismatches

It
-F.

*/

3F.

e.g. Caused by gain,
timing mismatches

1 t
v

2

I
Fs ~f0 0 f0

V

e.g. Caused by
offset mismatches

i

1 t
V

3FC

n ii

i

Fig. 6.29 Frequency-domain view when a sinusoid at frequency f0 is sampled by a 4-channel
time-interleaved ADC with offset, gain, and timing mismatches: the output spectrum has
tones at multiples of Fs/4 and sidebands around multiples of Fs/4.
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Chapter 7 Parallel Pipeline Architecture

7.0 INTRODUCTION

Previous chapters in this dissertation have discussed issues relating to dc transfer

characteristics and transient response of pipelined multistage A/D converters in which

there is a single analog signal path —i.e., one "channel". Chapter 6 has considered the

effects in thesignal processing domain of using multiple parallel analog signal paths. This

chapter describes an A/D converter architecture incorporating both pipelining and

parallelism, and thus, in some sense, constitutes a logical fusion of the aforementioned

chapters. In Section7.1, some previous approaches to employing parallelism and

time-interleaving in ADC's are reviewed. Section 7.2 introduces the parallel pipeline array

A/D converter concept and describes the architecture. The main performance limitations

are (i) mismatch-related issues associated with the use of parallel analog signal paths and

(ii) settling time of the input sample-and-hold (S/H) andinterstage residue amplifiers;

these problems are discussed in Section 7.3 and appropriate solutions presented.

7.1 OVERVIEW OF PARALLELISM IN A/D CONVERTERS

The aim of this section is to examine various ADC topologies, paying particular

attention to the use of parallelism — otheraspects of the architectures are not emphasized.

First, in Section 7.1.0, the concept of a time-interleaved A/D converter is reviewed; some

implementations are described in Section 7.1.1. In Section 7.1.2, specific examples are

presented of various other ADC's reported in the literature, which — although not usually

considered parallel, time-interleaved converters — do incorporate parallelism in some

interesting way. Finally, in Section 7.1.3, some architectural features underlying the

examples presented are summarized, and some general observations are made.

267
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7.1.0 Classical Time-Interleaved A/D Converter Topology: Overview

The idea of a time-interleaved array of ADC's is a well-known technique to achieve

very high converter throughput; a 4-channel case is shown schematically below.

Analog

Fig.7.0 Basic time-interleaved architecture showing front-end analog demultiplexer, multiple
ADC's in parallel, and final digital multiplexer. The four channels are identified as a, b, c,
andd.

A somewhat subtle point is that there are a number of possible ways to implement the

system timing. In the DSP analysis in Chapter 6, this issue did not arise since ideal

impulse sampling was assumed throughout. However, in a real implementation in which

sampling of a time-varying input waveform is performed, a non-zero acquisition or

tracking period is necessary, followed by a hold time. The quantizer partof the A/D

conversion function (or at least one step of it, in the case of a multistep ADC) can then

occur during the hold time of the front-end sample-and-hold, i.e., when the input is stable.

Clock waveforms for ideal impulse sampling and for two possible simple track-and-hold

schemes are illustrated schematically in Fig. 7.1 for a four-channel system — i.e.,

corresponding to the architecture of Fig. 7.0. It is assumed that each individual ADC has

its own front-end S/H thatcan be connected directly to the analog input. In all cases, the

sampling instants are indicated by an arrow.
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Fig. 7.1 Clock waveforms for an A/D converter system consisting of four paralleltime-interleaved
channels (labelled a, b, c, d). Three sampling schemes are shown: (i) ideal impulse
sampling, (ii) implementation with track/acquisition time much smaller than hold time,
(iii) track and hold times approximately equal.The arrow indicatesthe sampling instant.
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Scheme (i) in Fig. 7.1 is the ideal (unrealizable) case, namely, impulse sampling, with

an acquisitiontime of zero. For A/D converters in which acquisition occurs in a much

shorter time than the time required to process the held input sample, a scheme resembling

(ii) is appropriate. Examples of this are serialADC architectures such as successive-

approximationor recycling topologies (e.g., algorithmic), or multistage ripple-through

(non-pipelined) architectures. For cases in whichboth clock phases are required to be of

approximately equalduration, scheme(iii) is appropriate. An example of this category is a

switched-capacitor (SC) pipelinedmultistage ADC architecture, since althoughthe

acquisition time of the front-end S/H is determined by a fast passiveR-C network, the

acquisition phase of a particular intermediate stage is coincident with the hold time of the

adjacent stages,duringwhich the interstage gain amplifiers of those stages must settle.

Note that nonoverlapping clocks are required to maintain the integrity of the critical

sampling edges. In particular, at the instant that a particular channel samples the analog

input — i.e., at the transition from acquisition/tracking mode to hold mode — no other

clock transitions should be occurring that would affect the analog input signal or affect

any switches connected to the input. Another issue related to the clock duty-cycle is as

follows: in scheme (ii) of Fig. 7.1, the analog input is connected to only one channel at a

given instant, whereas in case (iii) it is connected to two channels. In the latter case the

input tracking network has to be fast enough to recover from any transient due to the

sampling edge of the previous channel. The issue of input bandwidth is considered further

in Section 7.3.4. From a practical viewpoint, one reason to choose a scheme resembling

(iii) is that generation of clocks with approximately 50% duty cycle is often significantly

less complex than realizing small duty cycles, especially if operation over a wide range of

sampling frequencies is required. Note that forthe caseof fourchannels shown in Fig. 7.1,

there are four critical clock edges — i.e., the high-to-low transitions of <|>a, <(>b, <|)c, tyd —

that have to be precisely matched in the time domain to avoid the problems due to

systematic timing mismatches described in Chapter6.
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More generally, it is clear that the operation of sampling is fundamental to the A/D

conversion process, and, consequently, the associated clocking and timing requirements

merit careful consideration when comparing architectures andwhen evaluating feasibility

of implementation. This is especially true for parallel time-interleaved topologies. The

issues of timing accuracy and input bandwidth are discussed further in Section 7.3.3 and

Section 7.3.4 respectively, in the specific context of the parallel pipeline architecture.

7.1.1 Classical Time-Interleaved A/D Converter Topology: Examples

Two time-interleaved A/D converterarchitectures are described briefly in the

following two examples.

Parallelism Example 1:1 -GS/s, four-channel ADC system in SI bipolar and GaAs

A class of applications characterized by extremely high sample raterequirements and in

which cost is often not the primary consideration is instrumentation — forexample,

high-speed digitizers for waveform acquisition, digital sampling oscilloscopes, etc. A

block diagramis illustrated in Fig. 7.2 of a high-performance four-channel ADC system

intended for such applications [109].

Analog
Input

i
Clock generation

chip (GaAs)

Analog folding ADC chip (bipolar)

^— Analog folding ADC chip (bipolar)

Analog folding ADC chip (bipolar)

Fig. 7.2 Basic architecture of a 6-bit 1-GS/s ADC system [109].

+

+

+
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As mentioned in Section 7.1.0 above, a primary issue in time-interleaved ADC

architectures is how to implement the front-end analog demultiplexer function. The key

feature of the topology of Fig. 7.2, in contrast to the configurations discussed previously,

is the use of a single high-speed S/H at thefront end, clocked by a full sample-rate 1-GHz

clock. This in turn drives four other S/H's (one for each channel) in a two-rank

configuration. However, only the singlefront-end samplersees thefull-bandwidth analog

inputsignal — the second-rank S/H's acquire and samplethe held output from the first

stage, and so their timing is relativelynon-critical [109], thereby dealing with the problem

of timing mismatch between the multiple channels. Of course in many ways this is the

ideal solution since automatically the problem of systematic timing mismatches is greatly

alleviated; however, the cost is that this approach requires an extremely fast technology in

order to be able to realize a S/H with both fast tracking and fast hold. The entire system

described in [109] consists of two GaAs chips and four Si bipolar chips, consumes 16 W,

and achieves an ac resolution of 5.2 effective bits for a 1-GHz input frequency. The

voltage references for the four ADC's arecalibratedin order to match the gains and

offsets. Furthermore, a technique known as voltage interleaving [109], [93] is employed to

enhance the resolution.
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Parallelism Example 2: Array of 4 CMOS binary-weighted capacitor array ADC's

A simplified schematic of a time-interleaved converter array consisting of four 7-bit

successive-approximation SC ADC's is shown below [8].

Analog

7-bit binary-weighted capacitor array

successive-approximation ADC

7-bit binary-weighted capacitor array

successive-approximation ADC

7-bit binary-weighted capacitor array

successive-approximation ADC

7-bit binary-weighted capacitor array

successive-approximation ADC

Fig. 7.3 Time-interleaved converter array containing four 7-bit switched-capacitor (SC)
successive-approximation ADC's in parallel [8].

Each channel requires 8 clock cycles to perform a complete conversion — i.e., input

acquisition followed by 7 bit decisions. Therefore, since there are four in parallel, the

throughput is one conversion every two clock cycles. A single clock is supplied externally,

and is used to generate the clocks required by each ADC and to implement the input

demultiplexer function; the timing is similar to scheme (ii) of Fig. 7.1. During the

acquisition phase each comparator undergoes an autozero/reset cycle; however, no gain

calibration is used — the capacitors are sized reasonably large. The results reported

achieve 39 dB SNR for a sample rate of 2 MS/s and with an input frequency of 100 kHz.

Chip area was 208 mil x 278 mil (5.28 mm x 7.06 mm) in 10-pm CMOS.
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7.1.2 Other Embodiments of Parallelism in ADC Topologies

In addition to the classical time-interleaved ADC configuration, parallelism has been

incorporated in various ways in certain other A/D architectures in order to increase

throughput significantly, while maintaining reasonable power and area. The next set of

examples are in the class of subrangingarchitectures, which arewidely used for consumer

and video applications typically with 8 bits of resolution. Before examining the specific

use of parallelism in these cases, it is useful first as a preliminary note to review the basic

two-step subranging topology represented schematically for an 8-bit case in Fig. 7.4.

Subrange selection control

4-bit ADC

Viin

S/H Delay 4-bit ADC

Fig. 7.4 Basic schematic of a subranging two-step flash ADC. The resistor string is not shown.

Subranging may be viewed as a multistage topology with an interstage gain of one.

Consistent with the terminology used in Chapter 3, the two 4-bit ADC's comprising the

Most Significant Bit (MSB) and Least Significant Bit (LSB) stages are sometimes referred

to as sub-ADC's. Each sub-ADC is a4-bit flash converter and consists of an array or bank

of comparators. A single resistorstringis used to generate all reference levels required for

the sub-ADC thresholds — this constitutes a basic resourcesharing. (For clarity, the

resistor string is not shown explicitly in Fig. 7.4.) Assuming the comparators do not load

the resistor string there is no static interstage gain error. It has become standard in actual

implementations for decision level offsets in the first (MSB) stage to be handled by

overrange detection — i.e., using extrathreshold levels in the second(LSB) stage, as

described in Section 3.2.1.
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Consider the example of an 8-bit ADC consisting of two 4-bit sub-ADC's. When the

MSB comparators are making their decisions — sometimes called the coarse decisions —

the threshold levels used are resistor string reference levels spaced 24 = 16 taps apart.

Based on the result of the coarse decision, effectively, the ADC zooms in to the subrange

(16 taps wide) selected by the coarse decision, and so during the LSB orfine decision

phase, the levels switched to the LSB comparators are one tap apart but within the

appropriate subrange selected by the coarse decision. Clearly, depending on the MSB

decision, a different subrange is selected, and so different reference levels are switched to

the LSB comparators — hence the term subrange selection control in Fig. 7.4. Note that

the overall input capacitance of the converter is due to the contribution from the two

comparator banks.

When implemented using a CMOS SC approach, a sequence of three basic operations

occurs: (i) input acquisition and sampling, (ii) MSB comparison and decision, and (iii) LSB

comparison and decision. Both the MSB and LSB banks can acquire the input signal onto

their respective capacitors simultaneously, but the LSBADC must wait until the MSB bank

has made its decision — and the appropriate decision levels within the subrange that the

MSB bank has selected are available — before it can perform its comparisons. It is

apparent that the throughput of the basic two-step subranging structure is limited by the

fact that the MSB comparison and decision and the LSB comparison and decision must be

performed in a serial fashion. Thus, assuming a two-phase clocking scheme with each of

the above-mentioned operations (i), (ii), and (iii) requiring at least half a clock period, the

net throughput of the ADC is less than one conversion perclock cycle. Clearly, this

motivates the use of parallelism and pipelining. In particular, the following three

architecture examples use multiple banks of LSB (andsometimes alsoMSB) comparators,

thereby allowing onenewsample to be taken each clockcycle. These approaches

exemplify animportant concept: replication of hardware in order to ensure that resources

are being used fully all the time, leading to power and area efficiency.
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Parallelism Example 3: Two-step subranging architecture using two LSB ADC's

A block diagram of a modified two-step subranging ADC is shown below in Fig. 7.5. The

key innovation is the introduction of a second 4-bit ADC for the LSB decisions. Each LSB

ADC operates at rate Fs/2 on alternate input samples, thus allowing one new sample to

be taken every clock cycle. The figure is drawn so as to emphasize the inherent parallelism

in the architecture.

Subrange selection control

S/H 4-bit ADC /
4 MSB's

V
in

S/H Delay 4-bit ADC

Fs/2 +
4 LSB's

S/H Delay 4-bit ADC

Fig. 7.5 Simplified functional schematic of an 8-bit subranging two-step flash ADC using two LSB
ADC's — i.e., two banksof lower comparators. Each LSBADC samples at rate Fs/2.

This basic architecture was first presented by Sony in [30], [31] and is available

commercially in a product [130]. A similar topology was presented by Toshiba [145],

[146], and a 9-bit implementation has been described by Hitachi [58]. At any particular

instant, the input capacitance is fromthe MSB bankandone LSB bank. The descriptions

in the cited references do not contain any discussion of mismatches, although clearly

offset mismatch between the two LSB banks is a potential problem— especially at 9-bit

resolution. It is possible that the offset cancellation is good enough to eliminate this

problem.
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Parallelism Example 4: Subranging ADC with two MSB and two LSB ADC's

A variant on the previous topology is to use two banks of LSB comparators and two banks

of MSB comparators. Essentially, therefore, this architecture uses two distinct two-step

ADC's in a parallel time-interleaved configuration.

Delay 4-bit ADC

4-bit ADC

o
4-bit ADC

Fs/2

- S/H Delay 4-bit ADC

4 LSB's

4 MSB's

Subrange
selection

control

M

U

X

Fig. 7.6 Simplified schematic of a subranging two-step flash ADC using two banks of upper
comparators and two banks of lower comparators. A single resistor string (not shown) is
used to generate all required reference levels.

As may be seen from Fig. 7.6, four 4-bit sub-ADC's are present, i.e., an MSB

comparator bank and an LSB comparator bank within each of the two parallel paths. A

single resistor string is used to generate all reference levels. Implementations of this

architecture have been reported by Hitachi in [86] and [87].
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Parallelism Example 5: Interleaved combination of 2 recycling subranging ADC's

A configuration consisting of a parallel combination of two recycling subranging ADC's is

illustrated in Fig. 7.7 below [45].

S/H

^
S/H

4-bit ADC

References

(Resistor strin

4-bit ADC

4 LSB's

Fig.7.7 Basic schematic of an architecture consisting of a parallel time-interleaved combination
of two recycling subranging ADC's [45].

In this case, each channel uses a single 4-bit sub-ADC for both the MSB and the LSB

decision processes. Again, as in the previousexamples, there is a single resistor string,

which is used by the two parallel paths.
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Parallelism Example 6: Algorithmic ADC using two S/H's for higher throughput

Shown in Fig. 7.8 below is a modified SC algorithmic ADC architecture that uses two S/H

blocks within the stage — rather than one, as illustrated for example in Fig. 4.3 — in order

to increase the sample rate [56]. This architecture is an example of a case in which a key

speed-limiting block was identified and replicated, resulting in twofold improvement in

throughput.
Comparator

Cycle 1

Comparator

Vin

Cycle 2,...,NS

Fig. 7.8 Basic schematic of the modified algorithmic ADC structure used in [56]. The gain-of-two
stage and subtractor is reset only once per conversion, and so is essentially operating
as a continuous-time block.

Although a different S/H is used on alternate bit decisions, each input sample passes

through the S/H's in the same sequence, however, and "sees" the same electrical path;

thus, the issue of mismatch between parallel signal paths does not arise. Essentially, the

use of the two S/H's in this ADC could be viewed as using "multiple function units" — as

in digital VLSI. (Note that the prototype described in [56] employs two comparators and

incorporates digital correction — this fact is not relevant to the present discussion.)
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Parallelism Example 7: Two pipeline ADC's in parallel with shared sub-ADC's

An example of a pipelined multistage architecture using two time-interleaved pathswith

the sub-ADC blocks shared across the two channels is shown in Fig. 7.9 [161], [162].

FJ2

Fs/2

S/H

ADC

DAC

DAC

VrDAC

ADC^>

V,DAC

Fig. 7.9 Partial schematic of a pipeline ADC using two interleaved paths and sharing sub-ADC's.

This architecture incorporates a single high-speed front-end S/H in a similar way to

Parallelism Example 1— i.e., the two second-rank S/H's sample the held output from the

first-rank S/H. There is no mismatch cancellation circuitry to deal with offset mismatch or

gain mismatch between the DAC's or residue amplifiers in the two parallel paths. Offset

mismatch is removed by manual adjustment of the reference voltages [162].
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7.1.3 Remarks

Based on the preceding examples, it is possible to make some general observations

regarding the use of parallelism in A/D converter architectures, as follows.

Note 1: The primary motivation for parallelism is to achieve the highestpossible speed.

In addition to the examples highlighted above, other instances of ADC subsystems that

achieve samples rates of 1 GS/s or higher are described in [90], [114], and [141].

Note 2: Another general motivation for parallelism — or more precisely, for hardware

replication — is resource utilization. In particular, if the system timing is such that a

certain signal processing block (BLK^ — e.g., a S/H or comparator bank — is idle and

waiting for the outcome of an operation that is being performedby anotherblock (BLK2),

then the inactivity of BLKj constitutes wasted silicon areaand power. In such a scenario,

the addition ofextra hardware often results in a proportionally greater increase in

throughput, and thus exemplifies the following broader strategy: replication and

time-interleaving of hardwareso as to keep all resourcesbusy is a good way to obtain an

efficient implementation.

Note 3: Many of the ADC's describedabove areexamples of the use of two parallel

analog signal paths: the bottleneck to the throughput in a single-channel architecture was

identified, and the hardware for that block was doubled and time-interleaved, resulting in a

modest increase in overall hardware — power, area, etc. — but roughly a factor of two

improvement in throughput. In particular, the introduction of parallelism has been key in

enabling the CMOS two-step subranging architectures to achieve 8-bit resolution at

sample rates greater than or equal to 20 MS/s, which represented a significant

improvement in performance as compared to the classical single-channel architecture.

(For example, the single-channel two-step subranging implementation described in [28]

achieved a sample rate of 5 MS/s.)
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Note 4: Although, as mentioned above, parallelismmay lead to greaterefficiency and

better resource utilization, it always increases hardware cost. Therefore, it is pertinent to

ask: what (ifanything) has been done in each of the above-mentioned architectures to

minimize hardware cost, in particular by sharing ofresources? Clearly, single-chip

implementations have the greatest potential in this regard. In all the two-step subranging

architectures a single resistor string is used. Furthermore, in general, the cost of clock

generation is amortized over all parallel channels, although for the case of a chip driven by

a full Fs clock and with only two channels,clock generation is relatively straightforward.

Note 5: With the exception of the architectures that use a fast front-end S/H, parallelism

tends to lead to lower input impedance (depending on the way the analog demultiplexer is

implemented) — i.e., higher input capacitance in the case of switched-capacitor ADC's,

and lower input resistance in the case of ADC's with resistive input impedance.

Furthermore, note that in the SC case, the input capacitance is switched at the full sample

rate. These factors tend to increase the performance requirements of the driving stage.

Note 6: A complication associated with resource sharing across parallel analog signal

paths is the following: any analog resource that is shared over M parallel signal paths must

be fast enough to operate (i.e., settle) at a speed commensurate with the overall composite

speed of the M-channel system. That tends to mean that shared bias levels and shared

reference levels are required to have lower impedance than would be necessary in the case

of a single channel. The important implication is that generationof these lower-impedance

levels requires increased dc current, due to for example a lower-resistance resistor string,

or reduced (l/gm) in bias circuits. Furthermore, anything that is sharedgives rise to the

possibility of crosstalk and interference: in fact this represents a strong argument for

maximum decoupling of parallelchannels and minimum sharing of resources! In addition,

interconnection and routing associated with shared resources tends to be complicated.

This is obviously true for any resource that is shared between multiple chips in a hybrid

implementation, but also tends to hold on a single chip.
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Note 7: Although it has not been covered indetail in the examples described in this

section, it is apparent that there maybe significant complexity associated with clock

generation for parallel time-interleaved A/Dsystems. In particular, whenever a

time-varying analog signal isbeing sampled, the accuracy of the corresponding clock

waveform sampling edge iscritical, as isdiscussed later inSection 7.3.3. Adescription of

a mixed-signal ICusing parallel analog signal paths and with complex clock generation

requirements may befound in [147]. Auseful measure of the cost ofclock generation is

the number of low-jitter edges required [148].

Note 8: There is an interrelationship between pipelining and parallelism and, as in the

case of digital VLSI systems, in analog systems also these tend to be present together.

Note 9: The issue of mismatches between the two parallel channels has notbeen

addressed in any of the two-step subranging papers in the literature, possibly because the

comparatorautozeroing and offset cancellation are sufficient to eliminate this problem. In

general, however, for any systememploying parallel analog signalpaths,offset, gain, and

timing mismatches are of paramount importance, and must be considered at both at the

system/algorithm level and circuit implementation level. Note that in some cases,

mismatch considerations may dictate that a certain resource is shared — the parallel

pipeline architecture that is described later in this chapter exemplifies this.

Summary: High-speed, highly parallel signal processing in the analog domain and on a

single IC is still relatively immature and ad-hoc. Parallelism in the analog domain exhibits

all of the same attributes as parallelism in digital systems, such as increased system

throughput and increased hardware, which is accompanied by the potential for resource

sharing. However, in the analog domain, there is an additional level of complexity (i) due

to the path mismatch issue and (ii) due to the increased performance requirements on any

shared resource in order to control unwanted coupling or interference. Note that

sometimes these latter two considerations may be in opposition to each other, since in
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some cases, sharing ofresourcesmay eliminate mismatches, thus leading to a key design

tradeoff. Alternatively stated: given the problems associatedwith resource sharing, it

should always be justified carefully; the most compelling reasonto sharean analog

resource is that a signal-processing-level or system-level advantage results, such as

elimination of a source of inter-channel mismatch.

In the context of time-interleaved A/D converter systems, the above examples and

discussion motivate the following basic questions.

• Given that parallelism results in higher throughput, what ADC architecture shouldbe

used for the individual signal path?

• What are the properties of an ADC architecture and circuit implementation thatmake

it particularly suitable for incorporation in an M-channel parallel interleaved array?

The following three points are relevant.

1. Use an architecture that is already hardware-efficient in the case of a single-channel

implementation: pipelined multistage ADC's arecharacterized by good throughput per

unit hardware at resolutions of about 8 bits or higher.

2. Use an architecture that facilitates sharing of resources, especially if in doing so

inter-channel mismatches are alleviated.

3. Use an architecture that has intrinsically high input bandwidth and so is capable of

handling the higher input slew rates and higher input signal frequencies associated

with a sampling rate increased by a factor of M.
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7.2 PARALLEL PIPELINE ARCHITECTURE

In Section 7.1, various examples of parallel A/D converter architectures have been

described, including parallel arrays of flash ADC's, and subranging topologies employing

parallelism. This section introduces a new parallel ADC structure: the parallel pipeline

array. The key concepts of this architectureare (i) to combine a number of SC pipelined

multistage ADC's in a parallel, time-interleaved configuration in order to increase

throughput and (ii) to share resources across the multiple channels to keep areaand power

reasonable. In this way, hardware cost does not increase in direct proportion to the number

of channels. A high-level block diagramview of the system is shown in Fig. 7.10.

Analog

Pipelined ADC

Fig.7.10 Basic schematic of four-channel parallel pipeline array A/D converter. The individual
channels/signal paths are identified as a, b, c, and d.

Clearly, any of the implementationexamples described in Section 3.4.1 are possible

for the pipeline ADC within each channel. However, the focus here is on Implementation

Example 1 in Section 3.4.1. Thus, each ADC consists of a cascade of SC pipeline stages,

with each stage comprising a k-bit resistor string ADC, a k-bit resistor string DAC, and a

SC interstage residue amplifier [73]. In addition, each channel contains a front-end S/H

circuit that is similar to the interstage amplifiers except that it has a gain of 1. A more

detailed view of the architecture indicating the multiphase clocks is shown in Fig. 7.11.
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Fig.7.11 Clocking of parallel pipeline ADC showing multiphase clocks and two-phase
non-overlapping clocks for each channel. The arrows indicate the start of input
acquisition — i.e., at the rising edge of §v Each box represents one pipeline stage.
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Each individual pipeline ADC channel uses a two-phase nonoverlapping clock, for

example, (t>la and <|>2a for channel "a". No explicit analog demultiplexer hardware is

present — the demultiplexer function is achieved by the multiphase clocks that drive the

S/H in front of each stage. The figure conveys some sense of the clocking complexity

associated with the architecture. The topology results in a two-dimensional array of

pipeline stages, displaying a loose resemblance to a digital systolic array.Thus, an

alternative name for this ADC architecture is a systolic A/D converter.

Another view of the timing organization is shown in Fig. 7.12. Each horizontal bold

solid arrow represents the cycle time of a particular pipeline stage within each channel,

that is, the time taken for a stage to perform the following sequence of operations:

acquisition and sampling of a new input or residue, a low-resolution A/D conversion, a

low-resolution D/A conversion, and finally amplification and transfer of the resulting

residue to the next stage. The concurrency within each channel is clear: adjacent stages

operate 180° out of phase — e.g., the residue amplification phase of one stage occurs

simultaneously with the signal acquisition phase of the next stage. This is stated explicitly

on Fig. 7.12 for the stages within ADC "a". The concurrency across the array is indicated

by the shaded arrow, which shows the channel sampling sequence: a—>b—>c—>d—>a, etc.

In this four-channel example, each pipeline ADC operates at a rate of 1/(4T) and so the

allowed time for op amp settling is 2T. In a single-channel pipeline ADC, with the same

throughput Fs = 1/T and employing 50% duty-cycle clocks, the time allowed for op

amp settling is T/2. Therefore, for an ADC with sample rate Fs, implementation using a

time-interleaved combination of M pipeline converters allows the S/H and interstage gain

amplifier op amps M times longer to settle, which clearly makes circuit realization

significantly easier.
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Stage 1 amplify/hold

Stage 2 acquisition
Stage 1 acquisition

Stage 2 amplify/hold

Stage 3 acquisition

T = 1/FS= System sampling interval

Fig. 7.12 Diagram of timing organization for parallel pipeline A/D converter.
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The comparator clocking is asimple two-phase amplify-latch arrangement: during

phase 1, the inputs are connected (i.e., reset) to the appropriate reference levels, and the

latch latches the decision from the previous decision; during phase 2, the inputs are

connected to the analog signal, and the comparator preamp amplifies the inputdifference,

thereby precharging the latch. Note that since the comparators in the individual ADC

channels are being clocked at Fs/M rather than at Fs, problems due to latch metastability

are alleviated [163], [81], [82]. A simplified schematic of the comparator is illustrated in

Fig. 7.13 below.
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Fig. 7.13 Schematic of 2-phase switched-capacitor comparator: the implementation is a clocked
preamplifier and regenerative latch configuration similarto that described in [73].

Note that because a front-end S/H is used, it is convenient to consider one "stage" of

the pipeline as consisting of the SC gain stagefollowed by the sub-ADC and sub-DAC.

This differs from the description in Chapters 3 and 4: compare, for example, the schematic

of Fig. 3.31; however, this view is more appropriate when discussing issues relating to

implementation and layout. As mentioned above, adjacent stages within each pipeline

ADC channel operate 180° out of phase: the exact operations being performed by an

individual stage during each of those two phases are now examined in more detail.
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The operation of the first stagein acquisition mode is indicated in Fig. 7.14 below.

CF jfQ >
o

CS
To next

stage Vin
o

Bank of comparators.
In this phase, the
comparator inputs
are being reset to
their respective
reference levels.

Fig. 7.14 Simplified single-ended circuit schematic of the first stage of a SC pipeline ADC. The
switch configuration shown corresponds to acquisition/tracking/rest phase, i.e., phase 1,

In this phase, which may be thought of as the first half of the cycle, the following

operations are occurring simultaneously: the input Vin is being acquired on sampling

capacitor Cs of the S/H or interstage gain block; the inputcommon-mode level of the op

amp is being reset; the common-mode feedback (CMFB) circuitry is being reset and the

op amp outputs are being reset to the output common-mode level; the inputs of the

switched-capacitor comparators are being reset to the appropriatereference levels, i.e.,

their threshold levels; the latches are latching the decision from the previous sample and

— via some digital logic — causing a new DAC output to be selected from the resistor

string; this new DAC output is connected to the next stage, and is being used in that

stage's amplification phase. Note that the only difference between the first stage and the

internal stages is that first stage has a gainof 1 and has no DAC connection at its input.
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The operation of an internal stage in amplification mode is shown in Fig.7.15 below.

From

previous
stage

VDAC

Bank of comparators.
In this phase, each
comparator preamp is

amplifying the difference
between Vout and its
respective reference
decision level.

To next

stage Vin

Fig. 7.15 Simplified single-ended schematic of one internal stage of a SC pipeline ADC; the switch
configuration shown corresponds to the amplification/charge redistribution phase.

In this phase, which may be thought of as the second half of the cycle, the following

operations are occurring simultaneously: the SC gain stage is connected to the DAC

output from the previous stage; the amplifier is in its closed loop configuration and is

amplifying the difference between the input voltage sampled on the previous phase and

the DAC output from the previous stage; thus, the op amp output is settling to is final

value given by Vout = (CS/CF) (Vin - VDAC); this output voltage is connected to the

inputs of the switched-capacitor comparators and the comparator preamps are amplifying

the differences (Vout - VthreshoId), and thereby precharging the latches; in addition, the

output voltage from the gain stage is being acquired on the sampling capacitor of the next

stage, which is operating 180° out of phase.
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A simplified schematic/floorplan is shownin Fig. 7.16 illustrating four parallel

channels and, within each channel, the input S/H and a portion of the first pipeline stage,

includingthe bank of comparators. With reference to Fig. 7.16, the block marked"CAPS"

contains the sampling capacitors for the comparators. The resistor string for all four

pipeline ADC first stages is located in thecenter of the array (not shown in Fig. 7.16), and

its reference levels are distributed vertically to all four channels, thereby eliminating

inter-channel DAC mismatches. Bias levels for the comparators and op amps are also

generated centrally anddistributed vertically. (For simplicity, the op ampbias lines andthe

DAC connections to the interstage residue amplifier are not shown in Fig. 7.16.) The two

connections for the interstage gain amplifier may be seen — i.e., one input is the analog

output of the previous stage, the otherinput is the DAC output.The gain througheach

channel is set primarilyby the matchingof the input S/H capacitor ratio across the array,

which is expected to be better than 0.1%. The differential input is shown on the left-hand

side and is connected to the S/H of each channel. Signal flow and clock distribution are

horizontal.

Clock routing is simplified by placingchannels that are 180° out of phase adjacent to

each other in the layout and routing the clock lines physically between them, so that a

particular clock signal functions as ()), for onechannel and <|)2 for the otherchannel, etc.

With reference to the sampling sequence illustrated in Fig. 7.11 and Fig. 7.12, this implies

that channels a and c are physically adjacent to each other in the layout, as are channels b

and d. A similar strategy is possible in any multiphase time-interleaved system with an

even number of phases.

Because accuracy and speed requirements are less stringent in the later stages of a

multistage A/D converter, since any errors, when referredto the input, get divided by

interstage gains, as explained in Notes 1 and2 in Section 4.1, the capacitors and op amps

may be made smaller in later stages,which results in a saving in chip power dissipation.

The exact values used in the prototype implementation are given in Chapter 8.
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7.3 PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS

7.3.0 Overview

Performance limitations for parallel pipeline ADC's fall into two categories, as

follows.

Performance Limitation 1: The use of parallelismin the analog domain introduces

problems that do not arise in parallel digital systems, namely offset, gain, and timing

mismatches [8], [53], [105], [109]. The topic of mismatches in parallel signal paths has

been covered in Chapter 6 from a signal processing perspective. In Sections 7.3.1-7.3.3,

the results from that chapter for offset, gain, and timing mismatches respectively are

summarized, and then, for each one, pertinent implementation and circuit issues are

considered. Note that in the following discussion, the notation of Chapter 6 is used — i.e.,

Fs is the overall system sampling frequency, M is the number of parallel channels, and so

the individual channel sampling frequency is Fs/M.

Performance Limitation 2: Within each channel, the speed of eachindividual pipeline

ADC is limited by the settling time of the S/H during "hold" mode, which is determined

by an op amp settling time. Chapter 5 hasdiscussed SC gain stage settling time analysis

and optimization. Those results are reviewed briefly in Section 7.3.4 and then further

implementation issues relating to the S/H and gain stagesarediscussed.

7.3.1 Channel Offset Mismatch

Channel offset mismatch across the array is due to op amp offset mismatches and

charge injection mismatches from the switches in the S/H and interstage gain amplifiers in

each channel. A schematic representation of the phenomenon along with its effect in the

frequency domain for a four-channel case is illustrated in Fig. 7.17.
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Fig. 7.17 Basic schematic of a 4-channel parallel time-interleaved ADC array showing different
channel offsets and a typical effect in the frequency domain at the converter output.

Inter-channel offset mismatch gives rise to "fixed pattern noise": in anextreme case,

for a DC input, each channel produces a different output code. In the frequency domain, as

may be seen from the spectrum shown in Fig.7.17, this is manifested as frequency

componentsor tones at multiples of the channel rate Fs/M. In some applications — for

example, video — such pattern noise is visible on aTV screen andnot tolerable.

Another manifestation of offset mismatch [26] is the phenomenon ofpattern noise

dependent on the input dc level, as follows. Consider the behavior of a parallel interleaved

ADC whenthe overall systemsampling rate is Fs and theinputVin is ramped very slowly

295
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from -Full Scale to +Full Scale: in some rangesof Vin the output codes from each of the

M parallel ADC's areidentical; in other ranges of Vin the different channels give different

output codes resulting in the above-mentioned tones at multiples of Fs/M. Therefore, the

existence or not of unwanted frequency components in the output spectrum, and their

relative magnitudes, depends on the value ofthe dc inputVin — an unusual phenomenon.

Furthermore, it is apparent that the smallerthe mismatch in effective threshold levels

across the array, the smaller the ranges of the analog input that produce mismatch tones.

Two possible solutionapproaches exist to dealing with offset mismatch.

Analog offset cancellation techniques may be employed such as the use of an auxiliary

input stage to store a representation of the op amp offset andcharge injection offset on

capacitors [101]. Typically, the additional autozero circuitry is incorporated in the

front-end S/H and in the next few stages and is not necessary in the later stages in the

pipeline.

Digital offset cancellation is also possible: the offset for each channel is measured

digitally and is subtracted from the "raw" output digital code of that channel. In order to

ensure that the offset is less than 1/2 LSB of the desired overall system resolution, it is

necessary to use one extra bit of resolution when digitizing the offset. For example, if the

offset is measured using a 9-bit ADC, then it is known to 1/2 LSB accuracy at 8 bits.

However, in multistage architectures with a smallnumber(2-3) bits per stage, an extra bit

in the overall system resolution necessitates only a modest increase in hardware— at

most a singleextra stage or perhaps modification to one stage. This is an important

advantage of the pipeline architecture and is in contrast to a flash architecture, in which a

doubling of the hardwarewould be required.

Note that for both the analog and the digital offset cancellation schemes, it is assumed

that a suitable time exists (e.g., some system reset time) for autozeroing — it is not

intended that measurement of the channel offsets isdone "on the fly". More generally,

analog autozero usually permits finer correction granularity, but suffers from thedrawback
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that it invariably involves additional analog circuit complexity and layout complexity, and

adds extra parasitic capacitance, additional clocks, etc., and athigh speeds tend to be

difficult to realize. Purely digital calibration tends to be more flexible and permits

programmability, etc.

7.3.2 Channel Gain Mismatch

Inter-channel gain mismatch is illustrated schematically in Fig. 7.18, and also shown is

its effect in the frequency domain for a four-channel case.

Analog

Power

in

I

A i

_s_

4

Frequency

Fig. 7.18 Block diagram of a time-interleaved ADC array with fourchannels showing different
channel gains and typical effect in the output spectrum.
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In the frequency domain, inter-channel gain mismatch results in sidebandscentered

around multiples of Fs/M. Intuitively, the reason for this is as follows. Eachindividual

channel samples the input signal at a rate of Fs/M causing the input spectrum to be

repeated periodically at intervals of Fs/M. When the channels are perfectlymatchedthese

periodic repetitions cancel except at integer multiples ofFs. If some mismatch is present,

however, these aliascomponents do not cancelcompletely; thus, some residual alias

components at multiples of Fs/M remain in the output spectrum. Alternatively, sampling

with mismatched channel gains may alsobe regarded as multiplying (or modulating) the

analog inputby a periodic discrete-time sequence of period MT. The values of the

sequence are (using the notationof Fig. 7.18)

..., G,, G2, G3, G4, G,, G2, G3, G4, G,, G2,..., etc.

Foran input sinusoid at frequency Fin, this modulation gives rise to spurious

mismatch products in the output spectrumat frequencies

Fs/M±Fin,2Fs/M±Fin,3Fs/M±Fin,...,(M-l)Fs/M±Fin

There are two circuit causes of gain mismatch in the parallel pipeline ADC

architecture. First, the gain of the input S/H and the interstage amplifiers in each channel is

given by G = CS/CF, and thus set by a capacitor ratio. Usually with careful sizing and

layout, capacitor matching good to about 0.1% is possible; this is satisfactory at the 8-bit

level. Second, the DAC levels in each pipeline stage constitutes another error source, since

DAC level mismatch across the channels causes both offset and gain mismatch. However,

as discussed in the Section 7.2, in the parallel pipeline architecture the resistor string DAC

level generator is shared over the array of parallel ADC's for hardware minimization

reasons: therefore, perfect DAC matching is automatic.
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7.3.3 Timing Mismatches and Clock Generation

Clock generation for a parallel pipeline ADC involves a number of considerations. In

general, M multiphase clocks for the M time-interleaved channels are required, as

depicted in Fig. 7.1. Furthermore, within each channel, each pipeline ADCrequires

two-phase nonoverlapping clocks, as illustrated inFig. 7.11, and delayed sampling edges

inorder to implement "bottom-plate sampling" for minimization of signal-dependent

charge injection effects in the S/H as described in [80]. In general, two types of sampling

nonidealities exist for time-interleaved ADC's: random sampling jitter and systematic

timing mismatches. Intuitively, as the frequency of the inputsignal increases, the effect of

both these nonidealities becomes worse.

First, the phenomenon of random sampling jitter is considered. Sampling jitteris

illustrated schematically in Fig. 7.19. Clearly, this issue arises for single-channel as well

as multi-channel A/D systems.

Vin = Asincoint

Fig. 7.19 Schematic representation of sampling jitter — the sampling instant has a random
variation characterized by a variance ot2, where ct is the RMS jitter —usually in ps.

Qualitatively, jitter results in a broadening of the spectral line and a raising of the noise

floor. Quantitatively, for an input sinusoid of amplitude A andangular frequency u)in, the

presence of sampling jitter of variance g\ results in output noise power given by

1/2 A2co?naJ, and thus degrades the SNR.
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Second, a key timing-related problem is systematic skew or nonuniform sampling —

i.e., fixed sample time mismatches between the channels. The resultingbehavior in the

frequency domain is qualitatively similar to gain mismatch errors: sidebands around Fs/M.

However, the magnitude of the sidebands is frequency-dependent, as shown in Fig. 7.20.
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Fig. 7.20 Basic schematic of a parallel time-interleaved ADC indicating sample time mismatches
and their effect in the frequency domainfortwo input frequencies.
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Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 6.3.2, there are some other differences between

gain and timing mismatches with respect to the resulting output spectra; specifically, the

sidebands caused by nonuniform sampling do not, in general, have equal magnitude.

There are two radically different approaches forclock generation for time-interleaved

ADC's or for any parallel analog system. The first possibility is to usea full sample rate

clock (i.e., at frequency Fs) and usea purely digital approach using synchronous

counters/dividers, etc. The second approach is touse some form of phase-lock technique

such as a phase-locked loop (PLL) or delay-locked loop (DLL).

Here, theclock generation is implemented using avoltage-controlled delay line in a

DLL configuration [44], [55], [62], [156], as illustrated schematically in Fig. 7.21.

(= Fs/M)

?VBias_N_Csrc • 11

Fig.7.21 Schematic of Delay Locked Loop based clock generation.

One advantage of a DLL over a phase-locked loop (PLL) is that a DLL topology has

intrinsically lower jitter since it does not exhibit jitter accumulation — i.e., in the

frequency domain, jitter peaking.The tappeddelay line generates equally-spaced clock

Phase

detector,

filter
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edges thatdivide the period of the inputreference clock (<J)ext = Fs/M) into a numberof

equal intervals. Thus, this approach automatically provides the sampling phase granularity

needed for the two-phase nonoverlapping clocks and delayed edges within each channel.

Furthermore, with this approach, it is not necessary to have an external clock at the full

sampling rate. This is a key advantage since in a real system application, dealing with the

input-output issues of a high-speedclock running at 100MHz or highercan be very

difficult. The delay cell itself is implemented as an NMOS differential pair with PMOS

linear-region or triode loads [62], [41]. The differential implementation greatly reduces

the sensitivity to power supply noise. The delay cell signals have approximately a swing

of 1V. These signals pass through source followers and then into a stage resembling a

CMOS version of an ECL NOR gate in order to generate the larger-swing clock signals for

the switch gates. The phase detector is a multiplying phase detector similar to that

described in [156]. The DLL divides the input reference clock period into 64 intervals.

However, because not all clock edges are needed by the ADC, and because the phase

detector only requires two edges that are 90° out of phase, only 54 delay cells are

necessary in the implementation.
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7.3.4 Channel Input Sample/Hold and Op Amp

A key circuit issue in parallel pipeline ADC's is the design of the Sample/Hold (S/H)

stage at the front end of each channel, since during signal acquisition each channel sees

the full input signal bandwidth, as can be seen on the left-hand side of Fig. 7.16. At this

point, it is appropriate to remark that in this dissertation, unless otherwise stated, it is

assumed that for an A/D converter system with sampling rate Fs, the input signal may

possess frequency components from dc to the Nyquist frequency Fs/2, and timing issues

are considered on that basis. However, in some applications, when it is known from

system considerations that the input signal spectralenergy is limited to a lower band, the

A/D architecture can take advantage of that fact. In particular, many ADC's are

specifically intended for digital video apphcations where the peak input signal bandwidth

is typically 4-5 MHz. When the input source is known to be from a CCD, which produces

a discrete-time signal, the requirements on the S/H part of the ADC are greatly reduced

[65], [84]. A simplified schematic representation of the input S/H is shown in Fig. 7.22.

VCM_ln
V,CMout

HD*HLM1+ cF M>

Y2 V ? -L VCMout
—' H-^Q 1

* I |VCM_bias

0*- vout-

VCMJn VCM.out

H
^CM_out

Fig.7.22 Basic schematic of fully-differential switched-capacitor stage as used in the parallel
pipeline ADC showing sampling capacitance (Cs) and feedback capacitance (Cp).
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The transient response during acquisition/tracking mode and during amplification/hold

mode are now examined.

Acquisition/Tracking

Forthe parallel pipeline architecture, signalacquisitiontime is limited by the RC delay

of the input sampling network, which depends on the on-resistances of the input and

center switches and the capacitances of the network. Since there are a number of

resistances and capacitances, it is useful to examine the input network more carefully.

VCM_outVCM_in

HTJ*HL »«,♦ cf VQ-

J I-j-Q

fHCV cF *HDI-
vCMJn vCM_oul

CM_out

\

CM_out

I Acauisition/trackinij mode

R2

1

Fig.7.23 Basic schematic of differential switched-capacitor stage showing detailed circuit model
of input network.

Note that the input network is purely passive — this is sometimes referred to as

passive sampling or open-loop sampling. The transfer function of interest is from the input
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Vin to the voltage Vs across the samplingcapacitor. Assuming that this network may be

approximated by a first-order response, and using the technique of "Zero-Value Time

Constants" [37], the effective overall time constantof this network is approximately given

by

X = C1R1 + C2R2 + CS(R1 + R2) (7.0)

which may also be written as

T= (R.+R^^s +C.-^-^+C^^-^-) (7.1)

In the input S/H stage in the 1-p.m prototype described in Chapter 8, Cs and CF are each

1 pF; the transistors in the input switch have sizes (W/L)N =160/1 and(W/L)p = 400/1

(in microns); the NMOS center switch has size (W/L) =150/1; and the bandwidth of the

sampling network is estimated to be about 700 MHz.
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Closed-loop Amplification/Hold

During the "hold" mode, speed is limited by the settling time of the op amp in its

closed-loop configuration as shown below.
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Fig. 7.24 Basic schematic of differential switched-capacitor stage showing equivalent circuit
model for closed-loop amplification phase of operation.

From the above discussion, it is desirable to optimize the op amp settling time in the

S/H "hold" phase. In order to achieve this objective, a strategy involving two key aspects

is adopted: (i) a simple and hence intrinsically fast op amp topology is chosen, and

(ii) systematic analysis and optimization is performed.
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A fully-differential, mostly-NMOS, non-folded (or unfolded) cascode topology isused

as shown in Fig. 7.25. (This is sometimes known as a telescopic amplifier [99].)

VDD—t

V,Bias_P_Csrc

V,Bias_P_Cas

Out+ -*- V,CM_out

V,Bias_N_Cas

V,CM in

V,Bias_N_Csrc

Fig. 7.25 Basic schematic of a fully-differential non-folded cascode op amp with bias voltages
indicated.

The speed and simplicity advantages of having only NMOS devices in the signal path

outweigh the loss of output swing relative to a folded cascode architecture. Note that there

is no requirement for the common-mode levels at the input and output of the op amp to be

equal. In practice, they are not equal and are chosen and optimized independently as

follows: the common-mode level at the input VCMJn is set up by a circuit thatreplicates

the VDS of the NMOS current source and the VGS of the inputdevices; the common-mode

level atthe output VCMout is chosen to be in thecenter of the outputswingof the amplifier

so as to maximize the output swing. This is anotheradvantage of the particular

configuration used for the SC gain stage, which neverrequires the op amp input and

output to be shorted together.
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A number of bias level arerequired for this op amp topology as indicated on Fig. 7.25;

these are defined below.

VBias_p csrc PMOS current source bias level

^Bias p_cas PMOS cascode bias level

^Bias N_cas NMOS cascode bias level

^Bias n csrc NMOS current source bias level

VCM in Input common-mode level

^cm out Output common-mode level

A biasing scheme similarto that reported in [66], [101] is used to maximize the

amplifier swing.The open-loop dc gain obtainable from a single-stage op amp topology is

limited. For n-bit accuracy, op amp gain greater than approximately 2n is required. In the

prototype chip described in Chapter 8, in order to ensure that the l-jxm channel-length

devices operate in a sufficiently high-gain region of operation, the transistors arebiased at

a VDS of 400-500 mV more thanthe classical "VDSAT". DC Miller effect cancellation

transistors are used in stage 2 (i.e., the first gain of 4 stage) [127]. In the prototype chip,

voltage swing at the amplifier output is approximately 1.6V single-ended with a single

5-V power supply. Clearly, this type of amplifier using many stacked devices becomes

impractical at reduced power supplies. The S/H timing and input common-mode level

reset are similar to the circuit described in [80]. The dynamic (i.e., capacitive)

common-mode feedback (CMFB) loop at the amplifier output is through the NMOS tail

current source. The bias level VCM bias in Fig. 7.23 is equal to the nominal VGS of the

current source devices, i.e., VBiasN Csrc.

In order to optimize the op amp speed, the analysis and results of Chapter 5 are used;

these are summarized briefly here as follows. Thebasic relation for theclosed-loop -3 dB

bandwidth coCL and corresponding time constant x of the system shown in Fig. 7.24
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incorporating the amplifierof Fig. 7.25 is given by

1 *~Ltot

where gm is the transconductance of the op amp input devices, CLtot is the total capacitive

loading at the output nodeincluding any loading due to thecapacitive feedback network,

8m/CLtotis tne unity-gain frequency of the closed-loop system, andthe feedback factor

(f) is given by

CF

CF + Cs + Cjp

where CIP is the op amp input capacitance.

By fixing the sampling and feedback capacitances, andthe current perunit width of

the op amptransistors, the value of C,p for minimum x may be found. The analysis also

includes the key fact that theoutput parasitic capacitance of the amplifier (C0P) due to

drain-bulk junction capacitances and overlap capacitance, etc., scales with the size of the

op amp device sizes and hence with the input parasitic capacitance. The maximum

bandwidth coCL is directly proportional to (0T and depends only on ratiosof the

sampling, feedback, and extrinsic load capacitances — which are assumed to fixed. This

approach was used as a basis for the choice of device sizes in the op amp.

The secondpole frequency of the amplifier is approximately at coT of the NMOS

cascode device. This frequency is much higher than the -3 dB frequency of the

closed-loop system shown in Fig.7.24 becauseof (a) the capacitive loading at the output

node and (b) the effect of the feedback factor on bandwidth, and thus does not limit the

speed, particularly in the gainof 4 stages.

It is useful to compare the equivalent circuits for the two modes of operation, that is,

Fig. 7.23 and Fig. 7.24 and also to compare the corresponding equations, (7.1) and (7.2).
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Note that the closed-loop time constant for the closed-loop amplifier is typically about 4-8

times longer than the RC time constant of the input sampling network: for swing and gain

reasons, MOS transistors in op amps areusually biased at a VGS- VT in the range

200-400 mV, whereas in MOS switches VGS- VT in the range 1.0-1.5 V is common. This

fact is one of the key motivations for the parallel pipeline architecture in CMOS: the

throughputof a single-channel CMOS pipeline ADC is always limited by the op amp

settling time in the S/H "hold" phase (assuming 50% duty-cycle clocks); by combining a

number of pipeline ADC's in a parallel time-interleaved configuration it is possible to take

advantage of the much higher input bandwidthof the passiveinput sampling network.

Intuitively, in orderto make maximum use of both the parallelism and the higher

bandwidth of the input network, the number of parallel channels should approximately

equal the ratio of the two time constants — i.e., the ratio of the amplifierclosed-loop time

constant to the RC time constant of the input sampling network.

7.3.5 Summary of Performance Limitations and Solutions

The performance limitations in parallel pipeline array ADC's along with the solutions

proposed in this work are summarized in the table below.

Problem Effects Solutions

Channel offset mismatch Tones at Fs/M,
fixed pattern noise

Offset correction

(digital, analog)

Channel gain mismatch Modulation sidebands

around Fs/M
Capacitor matching,
shared DAC levels

Multiphase clock
generation, jitter, skew

Spurious noise and tones Delay locked loop

Op amp settling time Limits throughput per
channel

Optimized
non-folded cascode
op amp

Based on the above, the nextchapter describes an experimental prototype that

implements the parallel pipeline concept.
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8.0 CHIP IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A prototype 8-bit parallel pipeline array A/D converter was fabricated in a 1-u.m

double-metal CMOS technology with high-precision polycide capacitors [60]. The IC

consists of a time-interleaved arrayof fourswitched-capacitor pipelineADC's. Die photos

are shown in Fig. 8.0 and Fig. 8.1. (Two photos are included since some features are

clearer in one than the other.)

Fig. 8.0 Die photo of parallel pipeline array A/D converter chip.
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Fig. 8.1 Die photo of parallel pipeline A/D converter.
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It is thought that the low frequency integral nonlinearity (INL) is due primarily to a

layout error resulting in a large IR drop along the reference lines within each channel —

and so not fundamental to the architecture.

A plot of SNDR versus input frequency is shown in Fig. 8.2 below.
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Fig. 8.2 Plot of SNDR versus analog input signal frequency.

There is a modest rolloff in SNDR as Fin varies from 4 MHz to 40 MHz — a few dB.

An FFT of the output for a sampling rate of 85 MS/s and with a sinewave input at

frequency 40 MHz is shown in Fig. 8.3 — this is somewhatlike abeat frequency test.
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Fig. 8.3 Output spectrum (256-point FFT, Blackman-Harris window): Fs = 85 MS/s, Fin = 40 MHz.

The spectral line corresponding to the aliased 3rd harmonic is clearly visible and it is

the dominant distortion component rather than mismatch-related tones. At high input

frequency, SNDR is limited by nonuniform sampling due to systematic timing offsets

from (a) the delay line used to generate the multiphase clocksand/or (b) the phase

detector. The measured SNDR rolloffis consistent with about 25 ps of timingmismatch.

The total power dissipation of the resistor strings, op amps, comparators and

associated bias circuits is 550 mW. The resistor strings consumed approximately 50 mW,
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The following discussion is with reference to the die orientation of Fig. 8.0; in Fig. 8.1

the die appears rotatedcounter-clockwise. Along the left side of the die, extending almost

along the entire side, is the voltage-controlled tapped delay line, which forms part of the

delay-locked loop (DLL), and the associated clock generation circuitry. The clock lines

are then routed horizontally. The four pipeline ADC's are arranged horizontally with the

bias and reference block in the center between the second and third channels. Within each

pipeline ADC, the four stagesare visible. Progressing from left to right, each stage

consists of a capacitor array, followed by an op amp, then a comparator bank and digital

encoder, and finally the DAC switches. The symmetry of the two halves of the amplifiers

can be clearly seen. It can also be seen that the amplifiers and capacitorarrays decrease in

size going from the most significant stage to the least significant stage, i.e., horizontally

from left to right on the die. The bias and reference blocks in the center contain bias

circuitry and a resistor string for all parallel stages, i.e., there is one resistor string for all

four first stages, one resistor string for all four second stages, etc. This is easier than using

a single extremely low impedance resistor string, which would entail significant routing

complexity. The key point is that sub-DAC mismatches across the channels are

eliminated. Wide power and ground busses can be seen between the pipeline channels.

To aid circuit testability for this prototype, there is a 256-word on-chip shift-register

buffer memory (on the right side of the die). This avoids the problem of high-speed digital

outputs switching during conversion. During normal conversion, the ADC outputs go

directly into the memory and the output buffers are disabled and so do not generate any

Ldi/dt noise on the power supplies while sampling of the analog input is occurring.

Then, when the memory is filled up, the data can be shifted out at a much slower

frequency. The limited record length causes some loss in frequency resolution in the

Discrete Fourier Transform computation, but is adequate. On the extreme right of the die

the first-in-first-out shift-register array is visible. The package used for the prototype chip

is a 100-pin ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier(LCC), of which 90 pins are actually used. The
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total number of power supply connections, including various analog and digital VDD and

GND connections, is 49.

The analog signal path is differential throughout the chip. As mentioned already, each

channel contains four stages, with 3 bits per stage; one bit is used for digital error

correction in each of the first three stages; interstage gain is 4. The nominal resolution of

each pipeline ADC is therefore: 2 + 2 + 2 + 3 = 9 bits. However, one bit is used for

digital offset cancellation thus giving a net 8-bit overall system resolution. Digital offset

correction is implemented by simply measuring the output code from each channel when

the differential input is zero, and then subtracting this from each channel's output during

normal operation. It is assumed that a suitable reset/autozero time is available for this

offset measurement to be performed. As mentioned earlier, offset measurement is not

performed "on-the-fly". The prototype did include the circuitry for analog autozero (AZ)

on the first two stages of each channel — however, due to an implementation error this

was not functional.

The front-end S/H in eachchannel hasa gain of 1. Note that there is no relationship

implied between the number of parallel channels and the number of stages— the fact that

there are four ADC's in parallel and four stageswithin each pipeline is purely

coincidental. There are four resistor strings (one for each pipeline stage), and each one is

shared across all four channels. In order to ensure that the DAC settling does not limit the

converter speed, the total resistance of each string is 320 CI. This gives a worst case time

constant, assumingaloadof about 2 pF, of (CRtotal) /2 = 0.3ns. The reference voltages

applied to the resistor strings are V*f =3.4V and V~e{ = 1.8 V. The resistor string DAC's

are implemented differentially as in [73] allowing for a differential signal swing of±1.6 V.

The resistor strings and bias circuits for the op amps and comparators are located between

the 2nd and 3rd channels on the die, and the reference and bias lines are routed vertically.

The input capacitance of the converter is approximately 2 pF single-ended, excluding

pad capacitance. This corresponds to the input being connected to two channels at any one
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time — the input capacitance of a single channel is the sampling capacitance of the

front-end S/H, about 1 pF. Note, of course, that this is a switched capacitance.

As mentioned in Chapter 7, since accuracy requirements decrease going down the

pipeline, it is possible to reduce samphng capacitor sizes and op amp device currents and

widths. This was done in the prototype chip and the values used are tabulated below. (The

transistor sizes are given in the form width/length, as drawn in microns.)

Stage cs cF
Current

in each

leg (I)

NMOS

input
NMOS

cascode

PMOS

cascode

PMOS

current

source

1 1.0 pF 1.0 pF 1.0 mA 1024/1 512/1 512/1 2304/3

2 1.5 pF 0.375 pF 1.0 mA 1024/1 512/1 512/1 2304/3

3 0.52 pF 0.13 pF 1.0 mA 384/1 192/1 384/1 1536/3

4 0.52 pF 0.13 pF 0.3 mA 256/1 64/1 128/1 512/3

Note that the term "stage" here is used as defined in Section 7.2, i.e., each stage

consists of a SC gain stage followed by a sub-ADC and sub-DAC. Thus, stage 1 in the

above table is the input S/H, which has a gain of 1; the other stages have a gain of 4.

8.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For generation of the analog input, a low phase noise, RF synthesized signal generator

was used (HP8656B). The output from this signal generator was passed through a

bandpass filter to eliminate harmonic distortion components. Passive L-C filters were

used; specifically, 4-pole Chebyshev with a Q of 33 (manufacturer: TTE). The filter output

was then passed through a wideband transformer — also known as a "2 way-180° power

splitter" (manufacturer: Mini-Circuits). All of the above was in a 50-Q impedance

environment using standard coaxial cables, BNC connectors, etc. Note that for each

distinct frequency of the analog input at which a Signal-to-Noise-plus-Distortion Ratio

(SNDR) measurement was made, a different bandpass filter was used. The alternative of

performing a wideband single-ended-to-differential conversion using op amps was
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considered to be impractical from the point of view of generating low-distortion signalsat

the frequencies of interest (1-100 MHz). Forclock generation, a HP8130A pulse

generator was used triggeredexternally by another low phase noise RF sinewave signal

source. This external triggeringwas found to have a noticeable effect on SNR especially at

input frequencies of 40 MHz and 80 MHz. All the following measurements were taken

from a test set-up consisting of a custom PCB incorporating analog and digital power and

ground planes and separate routing layers for analog signals and digital signals. However,

note that in these experiments, the IC was not fully surface-mounted — a socket was used.

Digital data from the analog board was captured by a special-purpose digital data

acquisition board [38] and transferred to a workstation for further processing. For

calculation of the SNDR, software based on the technique of the Minimum Sinusoidal

Errormethod was used [85]. Essentially this is a more sophisticated type of "best-fit

sinewave" algorithm [10]. A histogram test [29] was used for obtaining INL and DNL.

Key chip parameters and results obtained at 5 V and 25°C are summarized below.

Sampling rate 85 MS/s

Active ADC circuit area 6.3 mmx 3.9 mm (=25 mm2)
250 mil x 150 mil (=38kmil2)

Chip area including pads and on-chip
shift-register/memory

8.6 mmx 4.7 mm (= mm2)
340 mil x 180 mil (=kmil2)

Power dissipation 1100 mW

Input signal range 3.2 V p-p differential

Input capacitance 2pF

Dynamic range 49 dB

INL 1.0 LSB at 8 bits (typical)

DNL 0.8 LSB at 8 bits (typical)

Input-referred RMS noise < 1/2 LSB at 8 bits

Magnitude of Fs/4 tone with zero input < 1/2 LSB at 8 bits

Inter-channel gain mismatch < 1/2 LSB at 8 bits
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and the remaining power was divided roughly equally between the opamps and

comparators. The static power dissipation in the comparators could be significantly

reduced by fixing alevel shifting problem. The delay line, associated level-shifters, and

associated clock generation circuitry consumed approximately 550 mW, i.e., half the total

power; thus, the intrinsic 8-bit 85-MS/s A/D converter consumed approximately 550 mW.

This DLL power could be reduced by half by careful resizing of the transistors in the delay

cell. It is important to note however, that the relatively high chip power in the

implementation presented here is a function of the particular way the multiphase clocks

were generated and not a fundamental aspect of the architecture.

In the prototype chip, one of the main reasons a DLL was used was to avoid the

necessity of having an external clock at the full sampling frequency (Fs) in order to ease

testing problems and the I/O problems of dealing with a very high-speed clock, etc. In

general, for a parallel pipeline ADC with many channels in parallel and implemented in

submicron technologies, this approach of using the channel sampling frequency as an

external reference clock and using a DLL to perform clock multiplication on chip in order

to generate the sampling edges is potentially an advantage. Moreover, this holds for any

system doing oversampling, and is particularly appropriate for parallel analog systems.

For many applications, however, a full Fs sampling clock is readily available, and in that

case, it makes sense to implement the clock generation digitally with negligible static

power.
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Chapter 9 Summary and Conclusions

9.0 SUMMARY

This dissertation has described a new A/D converter architecture in CMOS — the

parallel pipeline array. As background and context along theway, manyassociated topics

have been examined in detail. These include the following:

• applications of and trends in high-speed, medium-resolution monolithic ADC's;

• many aspects of pipelined multistage ADC's, such as static transfer characteristics,

digital error correction strategies, and error sources and nonidealities in switched-

capacitor (SC) implementations;

• settling time of SC gain stages;

• effects in the frequency domain of mismatches in offset, gain, andtiming in parallel

time-interleaved analog systems, and the statistics of these effects;

• uses of parallelism in A/D converterarchitectures.

The prototype chip described in this dissertation is the fastest 8-bit CMOS ADC

reportedto date. The performance hasbeen achieved using a new architecture consisting

of a parallel time-interleaved array of SC pipeline ADC's. Key resources such as resistor

strings, bias circuitry, and clock generation circuitry have been shared over the arrayin

order to minimize hardware. Techniques have been employed to minimize the effects of

offset, gain, and timing mismatches between the parallel channels. Within each channel,

throughput has been maximized by careful sizing of op amp transistor widths in order to

optimize S/H and interstage residue amplifier settling time.
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9.1 CONCLUSIONS

The following lists the conclusions and insights obtained from this work. These

conclusions are grouped under the chapter to which they most closely correspond,

although some involve multiple considerations from a number of chapters.

Chapter 2:

• From an examination of recently-reported ADC's, sample rates of fT/100 at 8-bit

resolution arecommonly attained. To achieve speeds above fT/50 is extremely hard.

Chapter 3:

• Examination and comparison of a number of ADC architectures shows that many

variations and special cases of a generalized SC gain stage occur: this is a key signal

processing block.

• Sharing the feedback capacitor is highly advantageous in low closed-loop gain SC

gain stages — both for speed and accuracy reasons.

Chapter 4:

• A generalized approach for analyzing multistep A/D conversion allows many

algorithms and architectures to be viewed within a unified framework, and allows

issues such as analysis of certain component errors and operation of non-binary radix

algorithms to be considered in a systematic way.

• This generalized approach also leads naturally to consideration of A/D conversion as a

decomposition into "weights" that can be digitally calibrated.

Chapter 5:

• Analysis of the SC gain stage yields a design approach for obtaining optimum — i.e.,

technology-limited — settling time performance. The approach considers the entire

closed-loop system including the feedback factor, and also explicitly includes the

scaling of the output parasitic capacitance with amplifier size.
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Chapter 6:

• Analytical approaches for analyzing the effects of offset, gain, and timing mismatches

in time-interleaved parallel analog channels from various digital signal processing

viewpoints provide qualitative and quantitative insight into (a) the effect of these

mismatches on the output spectrum and (b) the circuit precision requirements on the

analog components. Expressions have been derived describing the behavior in the

frequency domain caused by inter-channel mismatches, both for the deterministic case

of known channel parameters, and also for the case of parameters with some statistical

distributions.

Chapters 7 and 8:

• The parallel structure inherent in many two-step subranging architectures was

identified and discussed and shown to be fundamental to those architectures.

• The parallel pipeline A/D converter architecture in CMOS allows very high

throughput to be obtained. Measured results presented in this dissertation have

demonstrated the fastest 8-bit CMOS A/D converter reported to date.

• The performance obtained corresponds approximately to a sample rate of fT/70

(assuming an fT of 6 GHz for a l-u,m CMOS device).

• One of the key aspects of the architecture is that it takes advantage of the high

sample-mode bandwidth and consequent fast acquisition possible with a CMOS

switched-capacitor S/H network. In general, for a SC gain stage, speed of acquisition

is limited by a passive R-C delay, with a time constant of the form

T~RC

whereas speed ofamplification — i.e., during the "hold" mode — is determined by the

closed-loop settling of an op amp in a closed-loop feedback configuration, with a time

constant of the form

-I.C.
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Thus, the key fact that allows such a high samplerate to be achieved is that the input

bandwidth of a MOS switched-capacitor S/H circuit in acquisition mode is much

higher than the closed-loop bandwidth of the S/H in "hold" mode. The use of

parallelism means that the op amp closed-loop settling is no longer necessarily a

bottleneck to throughput.

This architecture is very suitable for moderate resolution levels (-7-8 bits) where

mismatches can be dealt with. For higher resolutions, more calibration is necessary,

which of course entails increased complexity.

Clock generation in parallelA/D converter systems — and also, more generally, in any

signal processing system that requires the generation of multiphase clocks with

low-jitter sampling edges — is difficult, involves significant complexity, and often

requires substantial power and area. More parallelism in the analog domain implies an

increased number of critical sampling edges and increased clock generation

complexity — this tends to have higher overhead than for purely digital systems.

In some cases, there is a fundamental tradeoff between the system-level advantages of

sharing resources for the reasons of minimizing effects due to mismatches, and the

more circuit-level disadvantages associated with sharing since it tends to lead to

interference and coupling.

To zeroth order, sharing resources saves hardware; however, a complication associated

with resource sharing across parallel analog signal paths is that any analog resource

that is shared over M parallel signal paths is required to be fast enoughto operate (i.e.,

settle) at a speed commensurate with the overallcomposite speed of the M-channel

system, thus requiring correspondingly lower impedances and higher dc power.

Furthermore, there is always some overhead and complexity associated with sharing.
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• However, the converse to the above also holds: the most appropriate circuit block or

resource to share is a block that is already faster than it is required to be, i.e., whose

intrinsic speed is not being utilized orexploited to the maximum. Specifically, this is

true for the sample-mode bandwidth of the input network. Alternatively stated: in

parallel analog signal processing, if a certain resource or block is shared across a

numberof channels, the performance requirements of that block usually increase, with

a consequent increase in power and area.

• An appropriate resource to be shared is one that affects the inter-channel mismatch —

otherwise it may not be worth the apparent power or area saving. Therefore, for the

parallel pipeline A/D converter architecture, it makes sense to share DAC levels rather

than ADC levels — since sub-ADC levels are allowed to have relatively large error

assuming digital correction is employed.

• Regarding an upper limit on the achievable speed: the question arises, how many

channels are possible? A reasonable number is in the range 4-8; above that, the input

bandwidth will limit performance. This number depends on the fact that the channel

speed is determined by an op amp setting time, and the ratio of the closed-loop time

constant of the S/H or interstage amplifier to the R-C time constant of the input

network is typically in the range 4-8.

Overall Themes and Contributions:

In summary, the two main themes and overall contributions of this dissertation are

(i) ways to look at and think about pipelined multistage A/D converters, especially CMOS

integrated circuit implementations, and (ii) ways to look at and think about parallelism and

time-interleaving in integrated circuit A/D converter architectures.
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